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Foreword

The Bedford Series in History and Culture is designed so that readers

can study the past as historians do.

The historian's first task is finding the evidence. Documents, letters,

memoirs, interviews, pictures, movies, novels, or poems can provide

facts and clues. Then the historian questions and compares the sources.

There is more to do than in a courtroom, for hearsay evidence is wel-

come, and the historian is usually looking for answers beyond act and

motive. Different views of an event may be as important as a single ver-

dict. How a story is told may yield as much information as what it says.

Along the way the historian seeks help from other historians and per-

haps from specialists in other disciplines. Finally, it is time to write, to

decide on an interpretation and how to arrange the evidence for readers.

Each book in this series contains an important historical document

or group of documents, each document a witness from the past and

open to interpretation in different ways. The documents are combined

with some element of historical narrative—an inti-oduction or a bio-

graphical essay, for example—tiiat provides students witii an analysis

of the primary source material and important background information

about the worid in which it was produced.

Each book in tiie series focuses on a specific topic witiiin a specific

historical period. Each provides a basis for lively tiiought and discussion

about several aspects of tiie topic and tiie historian's role. Each is short

enough (and inexpensive enough) to be a reasonable one-week assign-

ment in a college course. Whether as classroom or personal reading,

each book in the series provides firsthand experience of tiie challenge—

and fun—of discovering, re-creating, and interpreting tiie past

Lynn Hunt

David W. Blight

Bonnie G. Smith

Natalie Zemon Davis

Ernest R. May

iv

Preface

In 73 B.C., in the heart of Italy, at the very center of Rome's Mediter-

ranean empire, a slave named Spartacus led a breakout from the pris-

onlike conditions in which gladiators like himself were trained for the

murderous and popular entertainments staged for a\^d spectators. He
ignited one of the most violent episodes of slave resistance known in

the history of the Roman Empire—indeed, in tiie world annals of slav-

ery. It is a paradox of sorts that this event, so important to the history

of slavery, is so well known in general but so badly documented in

particular. Our ignorance is not just a question of the poor state of the

historical evidence. It has also been encouraged by the portrayal of

Spartacus and his followers in modern stage plays, novels, and films

sis epic individuals who acted in a heroic fashion to strike out for free-

dom, against all odds and reason. Part of the aim of this book is to

restore some of the larger context of slave resistance in the Roman

Empfre witiiin which the actions of Spartacus and his followers can be

better understood. By restoring some of this history, I hope that read-

ers will find more than just a brilliant individual fronting an exhilarat-

ing and spectacuOlar armed rebellion.

The original sources were selected to provide readers with some

basic background information on slavery ui the ancient world. They

include translations of original Greek and Latin writings not only on

the lives and deaths of gladiators but also on the routines of the far

more numerous slaves who worked on the farms of Italy and Sicily.

They also highlight the ways in which some of these slaves resisted

their enforced work regimens. The readings are designed to draw

attention to the means short of mass armed rebellion that slaves used

to free themselves from the constraints of servitude, especially the

effective stratagem of simply running away. More directiy relevant to

understanding the emergence of armed slave resistance on the scale of

regular wars are the records of the two slave wars in the Roman

province of Sicily (135-132 B.C. and 104-100 B.C.) tiiat preceded the
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Spartacus war. Given the modern-day fascination with Spartacus and
the forces that he led, it is perhaps ironic that these earlier, less-well-

known (but much better documented) wars offer more coherent pic-
tures of the outbreak, course, and repression of slave wars in the late

Roman Republic. The records that survive about the Sicilian slave
wars not only provide essential background information for the Sparta-
cus war but also are highly significant events in Roman slave history.
The great caveat issued to both teacher and student alike is that the

history of slave resistance and war in the Roman Republic is badly
fragmented. Many of the firsthand sources have not survived intact,

and even those that have survived or have been assiduously pieced
together by modern scholars are not easy to translate into current
English. Both the piecemeal nature of the original Greek and Latin
texts and the alien nature of social and political institutions of a society
that flourished more than two thousand years ago conspire to make
any transcription of these texts a difficult task. I have attempted to
give as much general background and guidance as space allows, and I

firmly urge students to read this book in order, beginning with the
introduction, advancing to the better-documented Sicilian slave wars,
and finally proceeding on to the Spartacus war. Only by viewing Spar-
tacus as part of the more general forces at work in Italy and Sicily dur-
ing the second and first centuries b.c. can we understand his role in
particular, and the critical role of slaves in general, in the history of
the Roman Republic.
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PART ONE

Introduction:

The Roman Slave Wars
and History

In the midsummer of 73 B.C., a savage uprising of rebel slaves erupted

and then raged throughout Italy for the next two years. According to

some stories, the violence was sparked by the escape of seventy slaves

from a gladiatorial training school in the luxurious city of Capua, about

125 miles south of Rome. Whatever its precise origins, the slave revolt

soon escalated into a larger-scale conflict, a war in which tens of thou-

sands of slaves joined in mass armed resistance against their owners.

Their main aim was, quite simply, to free themselves from the condi-

tions of servitude in which they were forced to live. Whether the bru-

talities of this war were worse than the savageries of the civil war that

the Romans had suffered in the previous decade is difficult to say. But
the violence of this conflict, which pitted slaves against both their mas-

ters and the armed forces of the Roman state, was nevertheless partic-

ularly brutal. The battles, ambushes, and armed skirmishes that the

slaves fought constitute one of the greatest wars of resistance in the

history of slavery and the most famous slave war in ancient history.

But it was actually the last in a series of three great slave rebellions

that beleaguered Rome between the mid-130s and the late 70s B.C.

The two earlier slave wars were centered farther south, on the

island of Sicily, the first of the Roman Empire's overseas provinces.

The first Sicilian slave war lasted from 135 to 132 B.C.; the second

1



2 INTRODUCTION

raged from 104 to 100 B.c.^ Two charismatic slave commanders led

the forces in each war: Eunus and Kleon in the first and Athenion and
Salvias in the second.

The last of the three great slave wars was fought mainly in south-

ern Italy between 73 and 71 B.C. Although Spartacus emerged as the

principal leader of this war, he was only one of many slaves involved in

the incident that sparked the war. Who was Spartacus? Today he is a

symbol of resistance to domination of mjihic proportions, best known
to most Americans from Howard Fasfs 1951 novel Spartacus and the
1960 film based on that book. In fact, he has become such a powerful

image that to ask the question "Who was he?" only provokes more dif-

ficult questions about the origins of the slave wars of the late Roman
Republic, the veils of myth and legend that have grown up around
him, and the sources that survive to tell his story.

THE SLAVE WARS IN ITALY AND SICILY

Finding out about Spartacus is more difficult than understanding his

role as a modern-day sjmibol of resistance. To see through the masks
of our own modern images of him requires us to discover who Sparta-

cus was in the world in which he and his fellow slaves lived. Most
important is for us to understand the new slave economy and society

that emerged in the third and second centuries B.C. Once we delve

into this historical context, we can begin to learn more about the daily

experiences of slaves in Roman society and their limited ability to

resist the slave system. By attempting to understand the constraints

on large-scale resistance, we can begin to appreciate the rarity of

large-scale slave rebellions not just in the Roman Empire but through-

out the world.

Let us begin with the social mstitution of slavery in which people

like Spartacus foimd themselves. Spartacus came from the distant

land of Thrace—roughly speaking, the area of the extreme northeast-

em part of modem-day Greece, southeastern Bulgaria, and the small

part of Turkey west of the Bosporus (see Map 1). He had been sent to

Italy as a prisoner to be sold as a slave. His wife, we are told, also was

'Keith R Bradley, Slavery and Rebellion in fke Roman World, 140 b.c-70 b.c.

(Bloomington, Ind., 1989), especially chaps. 3-5; Arnold J. Toynbee, "The Insurrections
of Slaves in the Post-Hannibalic Age,' chap. 9 in Hannihal's Legacy (Oxford, 1965),
2:313-31; and Joseph Vogt, "The Structure of Ancient Slave Wars," chap. 3 in Ancient
Slavery and Ike Ideal ofMan (Oxford, 1974), 39-92.

3
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uuiern Italian and Campanian interests were pervasive (see Man«s

und r 2':zZft: 'T-i?
^^^^^ of North ^:.t:t^Se

tiorby fte Roml^ i^^^^^^
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me nrst half of the second century b.c, historians believe that themajonty of agricultural slaves had been enslaved inE ow^ Ife

'^^T-
!"^^^hants and suppUers took advantage of thechaotic political conditions in the region. Whatever these slaves' so^cmc ethnic backgrounds, the Romans tended to caD ^^ans"an etoic stereotype used to label all "inferior persons" from eastern Mediterranean.^ Other slaves came from the densely populatedbut matenally impoverished area north of ihe Rhine L SS

Juanube and the Black Sea in eastern Europe and western EurasiaThe mam slave trading routes for human merchaS?e frortS

£ "Se^act'Lt -S'
''''' °" chores of the MgZ

.nJ V f? *^tprace was a crossroads in this traffic in hunians

r^erreinTS""'
"""'"^

-^'^ *e MeX

J

ranean repon as slaves, is particularly significant in understandingSpartacus's personal history as a slave
unaerstandmg

wes°t?rrMeSran2?K 'T""^ ^^^^ ^^'^^^^ ^ thewestern Mediterranean by other major slave trading networks—frnm

pretnTdavTT ' ^l"'^
ofSSe Riv^ta

JortW
'"'^ Countries, and from the area^north of tiie upper course of the Danube River in central Euroi Thkhuman commerce came to the Mediterranean downTeS^"^'

to Arelate (Aries), MassiUa (Marseille), and other v^^TZ±Z

bibliography. ' '^i' lor the mam arguments and

i'n^S^c:Z7f:-Z73e%^^^^^^ -^^^^^ Memoirs of tke

Roman Slave Trade " Mumtersch/ R^JnL a
^^^^^K Social Aspects of the

49-58; HeikkiSoUn! "DrC"fdefo&f:.'h^"^^^ "''^^hichte, 5 (1986):
laiine (Paris, 1977) 205-20

^"entalischen Sklaven m Rom," in L'onomasHque

KctariP M.r (Nfwf~9j". l«-7? " B™>' ». Stow «,d
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France and by more easterly routes to ports such as Aquileia at the

head of the Adriatic Sea These slaves were mainly Gauls and Ger-

mans, and they were ethnically distinct in language and culture from
the slaves who were captured from the Scythian lands of the Black

Sea. All of these major ethnic groups could be found among the slaves

involved in the insurrection led by Spartacus.

A large proportion of the slaves acquired by the owners of the

ferms and ranches of Sicily in the first half of the second century B.C.

came from the eastern Mediterranean. This was a direct result of

Rome's military intervention in that region, mainly in the decades

after 200 B.C. Roman expansion there entailed the military destruction

and political destabilization of the Seleucid monarchy, which had ruled

over the former Persian Empire following its defeat by Alexander the

Great in the 330s B.C. The kings of Syria, such as Antiochus III and
Antiochus IV, bore the brunt of Roman hegemony; their weak suc-

cessors fared even worse. In the extreme political instability that

followed, freebooting agents of violence on the high seas, mainly

pirates from the region of Cilicia in southeastern Turkey (see Map 1

on page 3), became involved in large-scale raiding and kidnapping

operations in which they preyed on coastal and other communities.

The Cilicians became the main freelance slave suppliers of the period.''

They even staged predatory raids into the western Mediterranean,

where they were reputed to be in contact with various insurgent move-
ments, including those led by the Roman political rebel Sertorius in

Spain and the slave leader Spartacus in Italy.

In the 70s and 60s e.g., the pirates grew into an independent force

in the Mediterranean. They were perceived as a substantial threat to

tihie Roman state in the years immediately following the defeat of Spar-

tacus in 71 B.C. Only four years later, the Roman general Pompey the

Great, who had claimed the lion's share of the rewards for the defeat

of Spartacus, squelched this threat when he was granted a sweeping

military command by the Roman people to rid the Mediterranean of

the pirate menace.

Those enslaved in the eastern Mediterranean during this period

shared common linguistic, cultural, and religious backgrounds. More-
over, since many of them had not been born into slavery, they also

'Y. Garlan, "War, Piracy, and Slavery in the Greek World," Slavery and Abolition, 8

(1987): 7-21. For pirates and their involvement in the slave trade, see Henry A.

Ormerod, Piracy in the Ancient Mediterranean (1924; reprint, Baltimore, 1998), espe-

cially chap. 6, which should be updated with reference to Hartel Pohl, Die romische Poli-

tik und die Piraterie im ostlichen Mittelmeer vom 3. bis zum 1. Jh. v. Chr. (New York,

1993), esp. 161-65, 169-74, 186-90.
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shared the memory of freedom. These factors contributed to their

willingness to communicate with each other and to entertain the pos-

sibility of armed resistance to enslavement Some of these slaves

looked to legitimate freeborn rulers as examples. Eunus, one of the

leaders of the first Sicilian slave war, renamed himself King Antiochus,

a name used by kings of the Seleucid monarchy in Syria, from which
Eunus and many of his fellow slaves had come.®

Most of the slaves sold to Italian and Roman owners at this time

were used as manual laborers, the majority of them in various types of

agricultural work. They were the permanent workforce of a revolution-

ary new rural economy of plantation agriculture. Roman writers later

invented the term latifundia, or "wide fields" (see glossary), to evoke
the panoramic perspective furnished by the ownership of extensive,

often widely scattered, tracts of land and of the hundreds, sometimes
thousands, of slaves needed to work them. The new latifundist agricul-

ture was oriented toward the production of marketable surpluses

needed to sustain the new luxurious lifestyles demanded by Roman
and Italian aristocrats, including those of the competitive political elite

in the city of Rome and of wealthy men of power in the cities of south-

ern Italy (such as Capua and Pompeii) and Sicily.^

Broadly speaking, the slaves who labored on these new latifundia

were of two types. The first type were slaves who cultivated cereal

grains, vines, olives, and other arboreal crops. Ideally, these slaves

worked under close supervision. For purposes of surveillance and
security, during the night or at times when they were not working, the

slaves were kept penned in quarters that the Romans called ergastula,

or "work barracks." Such slaves were often foimd on small but inten-

sively worked farms in rich agricultural areas, such as those around
the city of Pompeii in Campania.

The open expanses of southern Italy and Sicily were more arid and
could not easily sustain a viable market-oriented agriculture based on
the intensive cultivation of cash crops. In these regions, therefore,

slave owners developed a different type of agriculture that mixed the

*M. I. Finley, "TTie Great Slave Revolts," chap. 11 in Ancient Sicily to the Arab Con-
quest, rev. ed. (London, 1979), 137-47; Peter Green, "The First Sicilian Slave War," Past

and Present, 20 (1961): 10-29; and W. G. G. Forrest and T. C. W. Stinton, "The First

Sicilian Slave War," Past and Present, 21 (1962): 87-93.

'Arnold J. Toynbee, "Hie New Plantation Agriculture in Post-Hannibalic Peninsular
Italy," chap. 8 in Hannibal's Legacy (Oxford, 1965), 2:296-312; Martin W. Frederiksen, "I

cambiamenti delle strutture agrarie nella tarda Repubblica; la Campania," in Societa

Romana e prodttzione sckiavistka, ed. Andrea Giardina and Aide Schiavone (Rome,
1981), 1:265-87.
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cultivation of cereal crops with the raising of large herds of cattle and

sheep, and sometimes pigs and goats, which were often driven over

long distances to widely separated pastures. These animals spent the

summer in the mountains and the winter on the lowland plains. Thus,

the second type of slaves were pastores, or "herdsmen," who drove

these animals to pasture and tended them throughout the year, and

who' worked under the supervision of a magister pecoris, or "herd mas-

ter." The slaves who worked on these ranches were fundamentally dif-

ferent from the slaves who worked on the agricultural latifundia.'°

Slave shepherds and herders could not be constrained by chains or

housed in barracks each night. Hiey had to be free to follow the

herds. In addition, they had to be armed to protect the animals from

predators, rustlers, and bandits. These two factors—freedom of move-

ment and the possession of arms—made them potentially very dan-

gerous men.
,

Just as important ^s the two basic types of slave laborers were the

elite slaves, who provided tiie managerial skills and technical knowl-

edge needed to run tiie slave farms and ranches. These slaves made

sure that the complex farming operations were carried out to tiie

owner's satisfaction. The most important of tiiese slaves was the vili-

cus, the "farm manager" or "bailiff," who organized the finances of the

farm, bought and sold materials, and supervised the annual cycle of

work. He also set the work details, controlled the workforce, and

maintained surveillance over the slaves who did tiie manual labor."

These men were of great significance in the organization of any collec-

tive resistance by the slaves. Since tiiey already had experience in con-

trolling and directing the work and behavior of the slaves, they could

easily apply the same skills to leading rebel armies and to governing

new conununities founded by the slaves.

The sudden introduction of a large number of slaves into a rapidly

transforming economy produced conditions favorable to large-scale

armed resistance agamst tiie slave owners. Three of the great slave

wars washed over southern Italy and Sicily between 140 and 70 B.C.

They occurred at approximately tiiirty-year intervals and so seem to

reflect the similar reactions of three generations of slaves caught up in

an economic revolution tiiat depended on slave labor. The first two

slave wars broke out on tiie island of Sicily and were confined to that

'"Arnold J. Toynbee, "The New Nomadic Animal Husbandry in Post-HannibaUc

Peninsular Italy," chap. 7 in Hannibal's Legacy (Oxford, 1965) ,2:296-312.

"Egon Mar6ti, "The Vilicus and the Villa System in Ancient Italy, Oikoumene, 1

(1976): 109-24.
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Roman armies that battled formidable foreign enemies. Repressing
rebellious slaves was beneath the dignity of these men and the
legionary soldiers they commanded. Such a sordid task was normally
left to the slave owners or to local militias, which were often corrupt,

weak, and provisional. As the permanent governing body of the
Roman state, the senate did have a long-term perspective on events,

but it had to be moved by the recognition of a manifest threat of major
proportions for it to direct the consuls or praetors to use the Roman
army to deal with a slave uprising.

Roman provincial governors, such as tiiose who administered the
province of Sicily, were normally former praetors (occasionally con-

suls) who usually held their provincial commands for one-year terms.

Because they were temporary and were severely understaffed by
modern standards, these governors were dependent on the wealthy
and powerful men who ran local towns and cities to help them admin-
ister their provinces. These provincial elites often gave their own inter-

ests priority over the rule of law and order that was supposed to be
enforced by the governors.

Given the failure of tiie local forces to deal with the slave uprising
in Sicily, the senate finally decided to dispatch Roman army units

under high-ranking commanders to the island. As a result, the first

slave war was finally brought to an end.

To a considerable extent, the second great slave war, which
erupted on Sicily in 104 b.c. and ended four years later, repeated the

patterns of the first. Resistance in the eastern part of the island was
led by Salvius, and resistance in the west was organized by Athenion.
Despite the lesson of the first slave war, the response by the Roman
senate was similarly slow. Their inadequate reaction, due in part to the
need for Roman forces to fece German invaders threatening northern
Italy, allowed the slaves to acquire considerable momentum in the
early stages of the rebellion and then to coalesce in numbers that

overwhehned the local forces trying to subdue them. Once again, only
the intervention of the larger, better-trained legionary forces of the
Roman army finally brought the second war to an end.

The third great slave war that threatened Italy and Sicily between
140 and 70 B.C. was to be the last great slave war of antiquity. The war
broke out a generation after the second slave war and lasted from 73
to 71 B.C. It is important to note that this rebellion, led by Spartacus,
differed from the first two slave wars both in location— it was centered
in southern Italy rather tiian in Sicily—and in the nature of its leader-

ship. The core group of slaves who incited and led the rebellion were
not agricultural slaves but rather men frained to kill each other for the
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entertainment of others. They were known as gladiatores, or "men of Ihe

sword " (See Figure 1.)'^ Like the two earlier wars, however, most of the

slaves who joined the third rebellion were simple agricultural laborers.

SPARTACUS: THE MAN, THE MYTH, AND THE
MODERN SYMBOL OF REBELLION

On April Fool's Day of 1865, Karl Marx's elder daughter, Jenny, pre-

sented her father with a playful questionnaire. Not unlike the market-

ing surveys of our own day, it asked questions about his likes and

dislikes: the qualities that he most preferred in a person, his favorite

food (fish), his favorite color (not surprisingly, red), and various other

preferences. The survey also asked about his hero, to which Marx

replied, "Spartacus and Kepler."" The fact that Marx chose Spartacus

suggests how well known the story of a single slave who had led tens

of thousands of his fellow slaves in a war against their Roman masters

had become by the mid-nineteentti century. It is rather surpnsing to

note, therefore, that only a century earlier Spartacus was all but

unknown, even to most well-educated people.

Marx's attention had been drawn to Spartacus by two significant

events of his own time. First, there were the revolutionary feats of

Giuseppe Garibaldi, the romantic nineteenth-century rebel who was

engaged in liberating Sicily and southern Italy from foreign domina-

tion Second, there was the American Crisis, as the U.S. Civil War was

then referred to in Europe. It was against this background of the Civil

War that Marx was prompted to read about the civil wars that had

beleaguered ancient Rome.

For recreation in the evenings I have been reading Appian's '^Roman

Civil Wars" in the original Greek text. Avery valuable book. The fel-

low is Egyptian by origin. Schlosser says that Appian has no soul,

probably because he is trying to discover the matenal bases of

these civil wars "on the ground." Spartacus emerges as one of the

best characters in the whole of ancient history. A great gener^ (un-

Hke Garibaldi), a noble character, a genuine representative of the an-

"Michael Grant. Gladiators (1967; reprint, New York 1995) offers someto
facts. Much better is Hiomas Wiedemann, Emperors and Gladiaton (New YoA 1992).

For gladiators and their personal cult of honor, see Carhn A Barton, The S<^d^

&e ^na," chap. 1 in ne Sorrows of the Ancient Romans: The GladuOor and the Monr

''"""^ M^xVcSeiii"nfNotebook of Jenny Marx (Zalt-Bommel. April 1, 1865),"

in KariMa^-Fred^rick Engels: ColUaed Works (London, 1987), 42:567-68 and plate,

569. Even for something as simple as this, there are two manuscript versions.
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Figure 1. Spartacus the Gladiator.

This fresco from an entranceway to a house in Pompeii features two horse-

mounted gladiators fighting each other. Compare the trumpeter to the right of

the two men with Figure 3 on page 44, the graffito of another gladiatorid con-

test at Pompeii. The captions above the men are written in Oscan, a common
language in this region of southern Italy before the Roman conquest gradually

shifted the common language to Latin. The caption above the rider on the

left (the Oscan writing has to be read right to left) says "Lucky is [ . . . ] ans!

(PHILI[CS] .ANS)" [only the last three letters of the man's name survive].

More important is the inscription above the mounted man to the right: "Spar-

tacus" [SPARTAKS]. The context of the find and the use of Oscan for the cap-

tions both argue for a date of 100-70 b.c. This is the same period when
Spartacus was in training as a gladiator. Since Spartacus is a Thracian name
that was not usually found in tiie region of Capua and Pompeii, the coinci-

dences of time and place have suggested the possibility of an identification with

the rebel slave. This is one of the earliest wall drawings known from Pompeii.

Amadeo Maiuri, Le pitture delta case di "M. Fabius Amandio,' del "Sacerdos Amandus," e

di "P. Cornelius Teges' (Reg. I, Ins. 7); Monumenti deUa Pitturu Antica scoperti in Italia,

3:'Lapittura eUentstico-Romana, Pompei, fiisc. 2, Rome, 1939, p. 5, fig. 5b.

dent proletariat Pompey [was] a real shit (reiner Scheisskerl) [who]

acquired an undeserved reputation only by claiming, as Sulla's

"young man," etc., LucuUus's victories [over Mithradates] and then

Sertorius's [in Spain].

'=Marx to Engels, London, February 27, 1861, Kati Marx-Frederick Engels: Collected

Works, vol. 41 (London, 1985), 264-65. [A rather erratic English translation; the one above

is my own, fromK Marx and E Engels, Wetke (Berlin, 1964), 30:160 (jmy translation)].
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It is not surprising that Marx compared Spartacus to Garibaldi.

After all, Garibaldi's guerrillas were fighting in the same parts of Italy

where Spartacus had fought his wars of liberation. Marx's admiration

for Spartacus was, however, a modern sentiment. K Marx's interest in

Spartacus does not seem unusual to us today, it is because the name
and image of Spartacus became an important symbol of a mass politi-

cal movement that shaped the course of the twentieth century—

a

movement provoked in part by the visions of Marx himself.

Our familiarity with Spartacus is also indebted to the way in which

his image continued to be stage-managed as a political sjmibol in

rather less romantic circumstances. Socialist movements in Eiu-ope at

the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth centuries

claimed Spartacus as a symbol of resistance to economic exploitation

and social inequality. But it was actually Lenin who developed the small

hints in Marx's writings into a rigorous schema of a class struggle in

antiquity between slaves and slave owners— defining the class

struggle that characterized the Roman world as a struggle between

slaves and masters^^— ironically, a view not always shared by Marx.

The way in which he did this provided the grounds for the subsequent

exaltation of Spartacus in Russian and European socialist writing:

History is full of the constant attempts of the oppressed classes to

throw off oppression. The history of slavery contains records of

wars of emancipation from slavery which lasted for decades. Inci-

dentally, the name "Spartacist" now adopted by the German commu-
nists—the only German party which is really fighting against the

yoke of capitalism—was adopted by them because Spartacus was
one of the most outstanding heroes of one of the very greatest slave

insurrections, which took 'place about two thousand years ago. For
several years the seemingly omnipotent Roman empire, which
rested entirely on slavery, experienced the shocks and blows of a

widespread uprising of slaves who armed themselves and joined

together to form a vast army under the leadership of Spartacus.^''

Most Soviet historians took their final cue for the historical signifi-

cance of Spartacus from leaden hints in directives that were issued by
Joseph Stalm.^* In the official "stage theory" of history that was
approved by Stalin, the Roman slave rebellions were likened to the

Russian and French revolutions as armed struggles that overturned

"A position subsequently repeated by Stalin and by G. E. M. de Ste. Croix, Tfee Class
Struggle in the Ancient Greek World (London, 1981).

'^V. I. Lenin, "The State," in Collected Works 29 (Moscow, 1965), 29:481.

'^For Stalin's views, see Mouza Raskolnikoff, La recherche Sovietique et I'histoire

economique et sociale du monde hellenistique et romain (Strasbourg, 1975), 11-14, 127.
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the domination of the class system of the time. Within this acceptable

version of history, Spartacus suddenly assumed a new and greater

importance. After all, he had actually led the final great slave war, the

revolutionary armed struggle that, in Stalin's view, was the direct

cause of the overthrow of the ancient slave system.^'

This heightened importance of Spartacus as a world revolutionary

figure, at the head of a transcendent stage of history, was neatly

embodied in the classic work of Soviet historical writing on the subject

by Aleksandr Mishulin entitled The Spartacus Uprising.^° Reaping his

rewards, including the editorship of the officialJournal ofAncient His-

tory, Mishulin not unjustly credited Spartacus with his success and

named his son, who later became a very popular comedian on the

stage and in sitcoms on Russian television, Spartak.^^

The Spartacus legend in the West was linked to these parallel

developments in the Soviet Union. In January 1916, subversive politi-

cal pamphlets began to appear in Germany bearing the signature

"Spartacus" or "Spartakus." The pamphlets were protests against

World War I, which was taking place at the time, and the current eco-

nomic order. They were published by a left-wing political movement
headed by Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg, who named their

movement the Spartakusbund (Spartacus League). Luxemburg
assumed the secret name of "Junius," after Lucius Junius Brutus, who,

according to legend, assassinated the last tyrant king of early Rome in

509 B.C. and founded the Republic. Following the assassinations of

Liebknecht and Luxemburg in January 1919 and their subsequent ele-

vation to the status of political martyrs, the figure of Spartacus

became entrenched as a special historical icon in the part of Germany
that later developed into the Democratic Republic of East Germany.^^

Posters and leaflets distributed in New York and Los Angeles in recent

'^On the role of history and the place of Spartacus in the politics of education in the

Soviet Union in this period, see Raskolnikoff, La recherche Sovietique, pp. 111-14 and
127-30; for Stalin's line on history, see J. Stalin, "Decisions on the Manuals of History,"

in Works (London, 1978), 14:51-55.

^Aleksandr V. Mishulin, Spartakovskoe vosstanie: Revoliutsia Rabov v Rime v I do

n. e. [Hie Spartacus uprising: The revolution of slaves in Rome in the first century be-

fore our era] (1936; 2nd ed., edited by L. Utcenko, Moscow, 1950).

^"Wolfgang Zeev Rubinsohn, Spartacus' Uprising and Soviet Historical Writing, trans.

John G. Griffith (Oxford, 1987), 7.

^^Exemplified in a book by one of its leading ancient historians, Rigobert Giinter,

DerAuJstand des Spartacus: Die grossen sozialen Bewegungen der Sklaven und Freien am
Ende der romischen Republik [The revolt of Spartacus: the great social movement of

slaves and free men at the end of the Roman Republic] (Berlin, 1979); and by Armin
Jahne, Spartacus: Kampf der Sklaven [Spartacus: The struggle of the slaves] (Berlin.

1986), who took the same political line.
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years attest to the continued existence of left-wing poUtical groups that

still identify themselves as "Spartacists."

In the late 1940s and early 1950s, people who became the victims of

McCarthyism in tihe United States also drew on the figure of Sparta-

cus as a paradigm of active resistance to injustice. Such ideals inspired

Howard Fast, an American writer of socialist sentiments, to write the

novel Spartacus. Mainly through the machinations and direct personal

intervention of FBI director J. Edgar Hoover, however, Fast was black-

listed, and the book was systematically rejected by numerous publish-

ers. He was finally forced to self-publish the novel in 1951.^^

Tlie Hungarian expati-iate Arthur Koestler took another view of

Spartacus in his novel The Gladiators, written in the late 1930s and

reprinted in tiie mid-1950s, during the cold war and after flie publica-

tion of Fast's Spartacus?^ Koestler used tiie Spartacus war to sustam a

perspective that was almost diametrically opposed to Fasfs. He por-

ti-ayed the uprising as a revolutionary movement tiiat was inspired by

high ideals but that soon degenerated into tyranny and oppression.

This metaphoric vision of "the god that failed"—Koestler's condemna-

tion of tiie actiial practice of tiie ideals of European socialism under

Lenin and Stalin— could not be missed.

The image of Spartacus that is arguably the most pervasive m the

modern world is that of Kirk Douglas as Spartacus, mounted on a

horse sword drawn, face set in a determined, if not fierce, expression

of independence. This image, grounded in the portrayal of Spartacus

as a rebel underdog, was the main force that propelled the formation

of tiie modern myth of Spartacus. In fact, after reading Fasfs novel m
1957, Douglas began to identify personally with Spartacus. In his auto-

biography, Douglas describes his feelings as he visited various Roman

ruins during his travels:

Looking at those ruins ... I wince. I see tiiousands and tiiousands of

slaves carrying rocks, beaten, starved, crushed, d3ang. I identify

with tiiem. As it says in tiae Torah: "Slaves were we unto Egypt I

come from a race of slaves. That would have been my family, me.^

Although our current image of Spartacus comes primarily from

these sources, if we consider tiie entire scope of tiie historical interest

^^Howard Fast, Spartacus (1st ed., New York, 1951; reprints. New York, 1958, 1960;

""^^S^to Koeste^ ThI\ladiators, trans. Edith Simon (1939; 2nd ed., New York,

1956, 1962; with new postscript. New York, 1965).

^=Kjrk Douglas, The Ragman's Son: An Autobiography (New York, 1988), dOd-4.
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in Spartacus since tiie end of tiie Roman Empire, it is clear tiiat tiiis

image was actually first created during tiie 1760s. Indeed, in the vast

span of time before the mid-eighteenth centiiry, no one cared about

Spartacus or even mentioned him as an especially important historical

character. He merited notiiing more tiian perfunctory notices in tiie

standard histories of Rome. It was only during the 1760s tiiat Sparta-

cus^ 'became "an important man."^* The French philosopher Jean-

Jacques Rousseau set the tone in some of his writings, in which he

prodamed the right of every human being to freedom and the natural

right-of every person to guide his or her own life. In other writings of

the time, one can sense the undercurrent of romance and revolution

that hailed Spartacus as a hero for the new age.^^ The historian

Charles de Brosses, who was writing a history of tiie Roman Republic

at the time, produced a detailed study of the rebellion of Spartacus;

which was presented to the prestigious Academy of Inscriptions in

Paris in May 1768.^^ A fellow historian, Jean L6vesque de Burigny,

published a lengtiiy tireatise on the condition of Roman slaves in 1766

and -1767, giving serious historical consideration to the Roman slave

wars on Sidly and tiie one led by Spartacus.^'^

. In 1769, Voltaire made one of the first specific references to Sparta-

cus' in the context of the justification of armed resistance to unjust

oppression. In words that would later be echoed in tiie American Dec-

laration of Independence, Voltaire referred to the slave war led by Spar-

tacus as "a just war, indeed tiie only just war in history"^" Perhaps

more significant, however, was a popular play by Bernard Saurin titied

Spartacus: A Tragedy in Five Acts, staged at the Theatre Fran9ais in

=»MoUza Raskolnikoft Histoire romaine et critique historique dans VEurope des

LumQres-la missance de nypercrOique dans I'historiographie de la Rome antique (Stras-

bourg 1992), 335-41; Heinz Schulz-Falkenthal, Sklaverei in der Gnechtsch-Romischen

Anfike: eine Bibliograpkie wtssensdiafiUcher Literatur vom au^ehenden 15. /(Otrhundert

bizzur Mittedesl9.Jahrhunderts(^e,19^),&l-e9. r ,

.^Wolfeang Zeev Rubinsohn, Die grossen Sklavenai^nde der Anitke: 500 Jatire

fo«c/i«i«gf (Darmstadt, 1993), 28-30.
, . , ^ o <. n

»?Charles de Brosses, "La second guerre servile, ou la r^volte de Spartacus en Cani-

panie. Fragments de SaUuste, tir6s des Hie et IVe Uvres de son Histoire gen^rale,

Mlmoires de Uttirature, tiris des registres de VAcademie Royale des Inscriptions et Belles-

Lettres, 37 (1774): 23-86. De Brosses's Histoire de la Republique romaine dans le course

du septiinte sikle par Salluste was published in 1777.
^

»Jean L6vesque de Burigny, "Premier m^moire sur les esclaves Romams . . .

,

Memoires de Uttirature, tires des registres de VAcadimie Royale des Inscriptions et Belles-^

Lettres 35 (1770): 328-59; and "Second memoire sur les esclaves romaines...,

Mimoires deUtterature..., 37 (mi): 313-Z9.
ao n ^ o«q

'"Voltaire, Oeuvres, 53 = vol. 9 of Correspondence generate, 461-63 (Letter no. ZSd ot

5.4.1769).
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Paris in 1760.^^ Not only is the earlier date significant, but so is the fact

that this first public presentation of Spartacus was both popular and fic-

tional. Even at the time, the character was recognized as a fabrication,

an imaginary being who responded to the current society's demands
for a model of just rebellion. Saurin himself said that he -washed "to

evoke the picture of a great man . . . who would combine the brilliant

qualities of the heroic men of justice and humanity ... a man who was
great for the good of men and not for the evil that they suffered

His real aim was the abolition of slavery, whose chains he broke."^^

Saurin's play was the first artistic creation to portray the slave rebel as

a symbol of the age's assertion of the individual citizen's freedoms.^

Rousseau, Voltaire, Saurin, and even historians such as De Burigny
and De Brosses took notice of Spartacus not only because of the drive

for political freedom in Europe but also because of the persistent

recurrence of slave rebellions in Europe's overseas colonies. For the

French, the most striking case was furnished by the island of Saint

Domingue (Haiti), where rebel slaves and freedmen led by Boukman
and Toussaint L'Ouverture achieved a kind of revolutionary freedom.

In the end, the plays, operas, and other theatrical representations of

Spartacus were feir less about the man who lived in the 70s B.C., or

even about Roman slavery, than they were about freedom and liberty

in the modern age.

Men who were not themselves slaves and had never been slaves

used the image of Spartacus to think about, debate, and promote their

own ideas of liberty for the citizens of the newly risen nation-states.

The pattern was the same both in Europe and in the Americas. In

Italy, the ideals of the independence movement led by Giuseppe Gari-

baldi in the mid-1800s are reflected in Raffaello Giovagnoli's huge epic

novel, Spartaco, which was frequently reprinted and serialized after

its publication in 1874 (see Figure 2).^* The novel's "revolutionary

imagery" was not accidental; it was prefaced by a glowing letter of

"Bernard Joseph Saurin, Spartacus, tragidie. En cinq actes, et en vers. Representie,

pour le premiere fois, par les Comediens ordinaires du Rot, k mercredi 20fevrier 1760, in

Repertoire Generale du Theatre frangais (Paris, 1818), 32:71-134. On Saurin, see Martin
Miihle, "Spartacus," in Bernard-Joseph Saurin: Sein Leben und seine Werke (Dresden,
1913), 44-82, who notes the direct links with Voltaire's Brutus (1730) in a tradition of
"anti-tyrannical" literature (p. 74 f.) .

^^Rubinsohn, Spartacus' Uprising, 31, quoting from pp. 43 and 52 of Saurin's later

introduction to the published text of his play.

=^Ibid., 30.

'"Raffaello Giovagnoli, Spartaco: racconto storico del secolo VII deU'era romdna [Spar-
tacus: An historical story from the seventh century of ancient Rome], illustrated by Nic-
cola Sanesi (Milan, 1874). Translated into many other languages; the fourth edition

(1882) featured a dramatic pictorial advertisement for La capanna dello zio Tom [Uncle
Tom's cabin], sold by the same publisher.

Hgure 2. Spartacus Spares Crixus.

This Illustration is from Raffaello Giovagnoli's popular nineteenth-century
novel Spartaco. It portrays Spartacus as a brave yet compassionate gladiator,

sparing the life of his friend Crixus in the arena.

R. Giovagnoli, Spartaco, Rome, 1874.
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recommendation from Garibaldi himself, written from his retreat on the

island of Caprera. This novel also provided the basis for the first cine-

matic portrayals of Spartacus, produced in Italy during World War I.

The American play The Gladiator by Robert Montgomery Bird was

yet another replay of the Spartacus rebellion. First produced in New

York in 1831, The Gladiator played out the hopes and concerns of the

newly confident "middle classes." Bird also was the author of plays

and novels that contrasted the savage "Other"—whether Native

Americans, Latin American aristocrats, or Inca princes—with the

democratic ethos of the free American citizen. Bird's version of Spar-

tacus was the stage success of American theater in the nineteenth cen-

tury.^^ By 1854, it had been staged more than a thousand times, and it

continued to play a leading role in the repertoire of the American

stage for seventy years after the ffrst production.'®

The massive popular response to this and other such works was

provoked not by any concern for the slaves themselves or for slavery

as a living social institution of the time, but rather by tiie clarion call to

liberty and freedom made to citizens who were already free. The writ-

ers who deployed tiiese images of Spartacus were debating the legiti-

mate status of the modern nation-state, tiie peculiar freedom of its

citizens, and tiie type of liberty enshrined in its political ideals.

For all of the novelists, poets, playwrights, and filmmakers whose

works appeared after tiie mid-1700s, tiie rebel slave Spartacus was a

rather crude symbol for political freedom set in contirast not witii real

chattel slavery, least of all in nineteentii-century America, but witii the

fear of political tyranny, especially resurgent aristocratic forces, which

might threaten democracy. In one of fliose odd ironies of history. Bird

wrote his play the same year that Nat Turner led a slave rebellion in

Virginia. Bird not only did not approve of any connection between Spar-

tacus's drive for freedom and the rebel slaves of his own time, but he

also took the opportunity to give vent to his own considerable fears:

At this present moment there are 6 [00] or 800 armed negroes

marching through Southampton County, Virginia, murdering, rav-

ishing and burning those whom the Grace of God has made their

masters— 70 killed, principally women and children. If they had but

'^Robert Montgomery Bird, The Gladiator: A Tragedy in Five Acts, in The Life and

Dramatic Works of Robert Montgomery Bird, ed. Clement E. Foust (New York, 1919),

299-440
^^Curtis Dahl, Robert Montgomery Bird (New York, 1963)-, 56-61. "It was said to be

the first play in the English language to be performed so often within the lifetime of the

author. ... It was one of the greatest hits America has ever seen" (p. 56).
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a Spartacus among them—to organize the half million of Virginia,

the hundreds of thousands of the states, and lead them on in the

Crusade of Massacre, what a blessed example might they not give

to the excellence of slavery! What a field of interest to tiie playwrit-

ers of posterity!^'^

Clearly, Bird saw the real-life slaves in American society who struck

out for freedom as littie more than violent criminals who were

immorally protesting against a station appointed to them by God and

who were tiierefore deserving of brute repression.

In the long, creative stream of romantic modern sentiments attached

to the freedom of the individual citizen in the West's democratic states

from the 1760s to the 1960s, one can count no less than half a dozen

long poems, most of them heroic epics; a dozen dramas (tragedies,

predictably); six operas; many pauitings, intensely romantic in hue;

and a score of children's books devoted to Spartacus.** In the twenti-

eth century, we have seen at least six important historical novels, a

ballet score by Aram Khachaturian, and several movies, mainly Holly-

wood-style epics.^* By contrast, the post-1960s production of adult

comic books; new wave musical forays such as Farm's 1991 "Sparta-

cus"; and numerous jazz improvisations on the 1960 film score's

theme, including Branford Marsalis's "Spartacus," also of 1991, seem

only to mirror marginal discursive reflections on an icon in decadence

and dedine. It seems that the romantic myth of Spartacus has had its

day. In a final movement of these symbols back, perhaps, to romance,

the images of resistance from a position of servitude and of the bodily

display of the nude male physique of the gladiator have merged to

naake Spartacus an icon of resistance to mainstream sexuality in the

gay nightclubs of Amsterdam, in handbooks and guides to gay sex,

and on similar Web pages. In the end, we are left with the modern-day

historian's questions of research and inquiry. Who was Spartacus?

"Richard Harris, "A Young Dramatistfs Diary: The Secret Records of R. M. Bird,"

Library Chronicle: UniversUy ofPennsylvania, 25 (Winter 1959): 16-17. Bird concludes

his comments on Nat Turner's rebellion witli the remark, '1 had sooner live among bed-

bugs tibian negroes."

"Anton J. Van Hooft Spartacus: De vonk van Spartacus: Het voorUeven van een

antieke Rebel Q^umegen, 1993), offers a guide to the formation of the modern myth.

"Spartacus has been the peripheral, and sometimes raflier odd, subject of films with

Roman themes. Of liie major fflms, fliere have been three Italian versions (1913, 1914,

1953), one American one 0.960), and one Rusaan one (1975). See Jon Solomon, The

Ancient World in the Cinema (New York, 1978), 34-48; Derek EUey, The Epic Film:

MyOi and History (Boston, 1984), 109-14; Maria Wyke, "Spartacus: Testing the Strength

of the Body Politic," chap. 3 in Projecting the Past: Ancient Rome, Cinema, and History

(NewYork, 1997), 34-72.
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Who were the men and women who followed him? "Why did the slave

war happen when and in the way that it did? And what is its status as a
historical event?

READING GREEK AND ROMAN
HISTORICAL SOURCES
Today we are so far removed from a world where servitude in manual
labor was the norm that empathy alone is often our faulty guide to his-

torical understanding. For instance, in Spartacus's day, Enna was a cen-
ter of the slave economy on the island of Sicily and of the slave wars
against the Roman state; now it is the home of Marina Taglialavore, the
inventor of a new computer chip that has revolutionized the reading of
images. Any hope of crossing this chasm to better historical under-
standing must begin with the fundamentals of reading the original doc-
uments that have been translated into English in this book.

In reading the sources on the three great slave wars of Sicily and
southern Italy in the last generations of the Roman Republic, the stu-

dent of history must first keep in mind how very rare large-scale slave
wars have been in the history of the world. It is important to under-
stand why such wars were even possible in this period and, con-
versely, why resistance on the level of wars did not occur in earlier or
later periods of Roman history In these other eras, sabotaging equip-
ment, delaying the performance of work tasks, lying, stealing goods,
murdering a harsh master, or simply running away were the more
usual modes of resistance used by slaves. Full-scale wars were very
unusual.

It is also necessary for readers to be aware of the substantial differ-

ence between the kinds of documents historians of recent times can
offer their readers and those with which historians of Roman times
have to cope. The collection that follows includes some original docu-
ments that have survived from the time when they were produced.
Among these are laws, posters, notices, and letters concerning fugitive
slaves. Just as important are minute pieces of material evidence
unearthed by professional archaeologists and amateur collectors.

These include the slingshot bullets that were used "as ammunition by
both sides in the Sicilian slave wars (see documents 48 and 61) and
the coins issued under the authority of the slave leader of the first war,
Eunus, under his assumed royal title "King Antiochus" (see Figure 5
on page 84). Although they are very small pieces of evidence, the
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places where they were found and the letters, markings, and the sym-
bols with which they were decorated reveal substantive information,

such as the political aspirations and religious sentiments of the rebel

slaves.

Almost all of the other sources, including all of those for the Sparta-

cus war, are taken from literary works, primarily fi-om historians who
were writing in Greek and Roman times, although some are provided
by geographers, etiinographers, philosophers, and rhetoricians of the

time. It is very important to remember that these documents are not
m any sense reportage or simple reflections of the events in the same
way that the posters on slave runaways are. Most of the documents
translated in this collection were deliberately crafted, self-conscious

interpretations of earlier events. It is critical to bear in mind that not

one of these documents was written by a slave or a former slave.

It is possible to take the main sources on the Spartacus slave war
as examples of the problems that plague these literary sources, but it

is important to remember that the same kinds of difficulties are found
in the accounts of the two slave wars in Sicily.*" The most important
written sources for any reconsti-uction of the Spartacus slave war are

the accounts by the Roman historian Sallust, the Greek biographer

Plutarch, and the Greek historian Appian. Of these three, the account
by Sallust is usually deemed to be the most important, since he was
closest to the events. Sallust was writing in the generation after the

war. The other two writers, Plutarch and Appian, not only came from a

different culture (Greek), but they also composed their accounts

about two centuries after the events occurred. Each of these men nec-

essarily depended on earlier evidence, although some modern-day his-

torians think that both authors might have drawn on the same original

source. "When reading their accounts, readers must remember that

these are not eyewitness reports but much later reconstructions.

All of these authors came from the affluent and privileged elites of

their time. Sallust was a Roman senator. Plutarch and Appian were
wealthy aristocrats with close political ties to the ruling elite of the
Roman Empire. None of these authors, whether writing history or

biography, had much sympathy for slaves. Indeed, they regarded
anything that was servile or tinged with the realities of slave life as

inherentiy inferior and unworthy, and in most cases they did not even
note or report it as part of their normal historical narratives. When

"Jean Christian Dumont, Servus: Rome et I'esclavage sous la Ripuhlique ORome,
1987), 199f.
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Sallust wrote history, it was to exercise a traditional avocation appro-

priate to a Roman senator retired from active politics. When Plutarch

composed his biographies, it was to present examples of good and bad

behavior as exemplified by some of the most important and powerfiil

men of his day. In Plutarch's view, Spartacus, a slave, was certainly not

one of those exemplary figures. Modern readers must remember that

these writers viewed the slave wars as minor elements of a more

important political history. The slaves themselves were only ancillary

characters in a drama where the principal actors were the wealthy and

powerful men of the Greek and Roman world.

Some modern scholars have argued that it is possible to trace two

different Roman historical traditions about Spartacus and that the

image of Spartacus in both of them was already mythical in nature.*^

Beginning with the reports closest to the events themselves, the first

tradition, reflected in the historical works of the Roman historian livy

and in the writings of the senator Cicero, is fi-ankly hostile to Sparta-

cus. These men, who belonged to the landowning elite of the time,

viewed Spartacus and the slaves who followed him as sinister threats

who deserved their fate and who were to be despised as servile people.

The other tradition, as preserved in the accounts of Plutarch and

Appian, seems a little more respectful of the slave leader. Spartacus is

presented as a talented and dynamic commander of his forces

—

indeed, almost as a genuine enemy of the state. He is admired, along

with other men who resisted Rome, as a brave and competent leader.*^

His death in battle is portrayed in heroic terms to evoke respect and

admiration even from hostile Roman readers. These divergent pic-

tures of Spartacus reflect the self-interest of the authors: those who,

because of their property interests, tended to be dismissive of a

terrible threat that would best be forgotten, as opposed to much later

literary writers, who were willing to entertain the figiu-e of a heroic

and talented man who defeated a worthy enemy in a genuine war.

Many of our Roman sources have not survived the ravages of time.

Plutarch's biography of the Roman senator Marcus licinius Crassus,

in which the events of the war against Spartacus are retold, does exist

*'Giulia Stampacchia, La tradizione della guerra di Spartaco da Sallustio a Orosio

(Pisa, 1976), is perhaps the best general introduction to the problems. Antonio Guarino,

Spartaco: Analisi di un mito (Naples, 1979), also is useful.

"Cicero, Philippics, 3.21, 4.15, 13.22; Paradoxes of the Stoics, 30; Fronto, Letter to

Verus, 2.1; Ammianus Marcellinus, History, 14.11.33; Scriptores Historiae Augustae

(SHA), Life of Maximinus Thrax, 9.6; Claudian, J^ainst Rufinus, 1,255; and Sidonlus

ApoUinaris, Carmina, 3.10, are typical.

r
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in its entirety But the history written by Sallust, arguably the most
original and important source on the slave war, remains only in frag-

ments—a few pieces of manuscript and bits and pieces of the original

that have survived mainly because of brief quotations by later writers.

Some of these fragments are sizable, but even the longer ones have
problems caused by faulty and fragmentary manuscript transmission.""

How, then, can we find out who Spartacus was and what he did? We
must begin by recognizing the hard fact that absolutely none of his

own words—and none of those of the tens of thousands of slaves who
followed him into armed resistance—survive.M of those who wrote
about Spartacus were, in effect, using him for their own ends. More
sympathetic accounts—perhaps the treatise on the slave war written

by the Sicilian rhetorician Caecilius, or the account composed by the
Greek Stoic philosopher and historian Posidonius, who came from
Apamea-in Syria (which also was the hometown of Eunus and his wife,

the leaders of the first Sicilian slave war) —probably existed. Although
tiiese accounts may have been more sympathetic, they also no doubt
exploited armed rebel slaves like Spartacus as fearsome bogeymen in

an attempt to show the Roman ruling elite the dangers of maltreating

their subjects (now the Greeks). The covert message was, "Tfeat your
subjects, including your slaves, humanely, and the whole system of

domination of subjects by rulers will function better for all concerned."

Historians such as Posidonius, and later historians who drew on his

work, such as Diodorus Siculus ("the Sicilian"), did not necessarily

write more accurate accounts of the slave wars. They simply retold

these stories in a way that sustained their own visions of history. For
example, Diodorus (or, more probably, the source that he was using,

Posidonius) tried to make a moral point by counterbalancing the evil

and violent female slave owner Megallis with her kindly daughter (see

documents 37 and 38) . Other contemporary writers, such as Cicero,

exploited Spartacus as a manifest example of a sinister insurgent who
could threaten the stability of the Roman ruling order. In later genera-

tions, Spartacus would frequentiy be compared to the Carthaginian

general Hannibal as the other "great threat" that the Romans faced.**

"manuscript transmission: the process of copying one manuscript from another over
a long period of time and the tendency for errors and omissions to occur in this process.

*"Ampelius, Liber memorialis, 45.3; Horace, Epodes, 16.1-14; Horace, Carmina,
3.14.13-20; Porphyry, Scholia (Notes) on Horace Carmina, 3.14.18; Lucan, Civil War,,
2.541-54; Pliny, Natural Histories, 33.49; Tacitus, Annals, 3.73; Eutropius, Breviarium,
6.7.1-2; Claudian, On the Getic War, 154-65; and Sidonlus ApoUinads, Carmina,
2.235-42, 239-53, are typical of these later images.
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Slaves and servile behavior, as much in myth as anywhere else, set
notional baselines against which the Romans could measure the excel-

lence of freeborn citizens. Nevertheless, despite the limitations of
these early historians, certain basic facts—elements of time, place,

person, development, scale, and pattern—have survived to give us
some idea of what actually happened and why.

Taken as a whole, there exists a body of evidence from which mod-
em historians can analyze the slave wars, not just in the history of the
Roman Empire but also in the history of slavery throughout the
world. But in our writing of history, whose slaves will they be? And
whose version of Spartacus can we trust?

Modern artistic interpreters of Spartacus—those storytellers of lib-

erty—have been more sympathetic to him than have professional
historians. The artists feel that Spartacus deserves to be remem-
bered—just as there was once a calculated effort to forget him, to

marginalize him as insignificant in the politics and society of his time,
and to discount him in the history books of our own day. They see the
rebellious slave not as a premodern loser, ultimately defeated by supe-
rior Roman forces, but rather as part of a longer history of the human
refusal to be subjugated.*^ Some historians have stressed the very spe-
cial conditions of an unusual period in the development of slavery in
Roman society that allowed these wars to happen. They also have
highlighted the inability of slaves to resist successfully under most
otiier conditions. Otiiers feel tiiat the Spartacus war was the kind of
rebellion about which other slaves dreamed, even if they were never
able to achieve their freedom by mass armed resistance. Along these
lines, Howard Fast wrote,

Tales became legends and legends became symbols, but the war of
the oppressed against those who oppressed them went on. It was a
flame which burned high and low but never went out It was not
a question of descent by blood, but descent through common
struggle.*®

Indeed, oppressed or downtrodden people have long dreamed of a bet-
ter life and a more just social order, and these dreams have a history

"^Douglas, The Ragman's Son, 304: "Spartacus was a real man, but if you look him up
rn the history books, you find only a short paragraph about him. Rome was ashamed;
this man had almost destroyed them. They wanted to bury him. I was intrigued with the
story of Spartacus the slave, dreaming of the death of slavery" The last part of this
quote is heard at the beginning of the film Spartacus. Douglas anachronistically merged
a dream of escape with the modern dream of abolition, but the point remains valid

""Fast, Spartacus (1951), 363.
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of their own. But the two-century history of freeborn peoples using
Spartacus as a provocative symbolic means of thinking about their

own dreams of liberation has come to an end, and that has much to do
with the use, and abuse, of Spartacus as a symbol.

A NOTE ABOUT THE TEXT

When you read these documents, it is important to be aware of the

nature of the sources in which the information appears. To that end, I

have provided a general description of the most important authors of

the literary works from which this information has been derived (see

"List of the Principal Authors and literary Sources"). The dates pro-

vided for many of these authors are approximate, not much better

than educated guesswork.

I selected the texts, including the specific parts and fragments of

them, that I deemed to be most useful and accessible. Where there

has been much scholarly dispute about fragmentary texts and the

ordering of fragments, I tended to follow the standard editions. I trans-

lated all the texts myself, but naturally I consulted existing transla-

tions. On occasion, I could not find a better turn of phrase or choice of

words, and so I note here my gratitude to my predecessors.

In accordance with the general practice of this series, a date is pro-

vided in the heading that indicates the general date of the source or
writer of that document For example, when document 43 by the histo-

rian Appian notes "Second Century a.d.," it is indicating the, general
era in which Appian wrote and not the dates of the events themselves

On this case, 133 B.C.). Similarly, when document 47 by Valerius Maxi-
mus notes "First Century a.d.," it is indicating the general age when
Valerius Maximus wrote and not the date of the events in the docu-

ment (which date to the 130s B.C.). The student should be aware of

this distinction.
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Slave Life on the Large Farms:

Work, Organization, and Surveillance

On the new agricultural plantations, or latifundia, that developed in

Italy and Sicily between the third and second centuries b.c, the core

permanent labor force was made up of large numbers of slaves who
had been purchased from abroad. This new type of market-oriented

agriculture generated handbooks to instruct farm owners how to run

a large agricultural operation. According to the ideal farm model,

slaves were deployed in small work units of ten to twelve men under

the close supervision of overseers. To maintain a dependable level of

security over larger numbers of slaves, owners often confined them in

barracks at night and when they were not working in the fields.

1

COLUMELLA

Agricultural Slaves and the Slave Barracks

First Century a.d.

In the following passage, the Roman agricultural writer Columella dis-

cusses the types ofslaves used for heavy work in the cultivation of cereal

crops. He has just finished addressing the organization and management

of slaves in urban households. In offering his advice on agricultural

slaves. Columella emphasizes that considerable care must be given to dis-

cipline and surveillance of the workforce.

With respect to the other slaves, these are the rules that ought to be

followed. I have never had cause to regret that I have maintained them

myself. As long as they have not misbehaved, I have tended to converse

33
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more often with my rural slaves in a more informal and familiar way

than with my slaves in the city. When I realized that their endless reg-

imen of work was somehow made lighter by this affability on the part

of their master, I would jest with them and would even allow them to

joke with me. Now I often arrange to talk with them about any new

work, engaging in the pretense that they are more experienced m
such matters. In this way, I become better acquainted with the abilities

of each slave, and I find out just how much each slave knows I have

observed that the slaves undertake their work more willingly when

they believe that they have been consulted about it and that their

advice has been accepted.

It is now the usual practice for aU careful masters to make certam

that the slaves in the barracks are inspected, to check that they have

been securely chained and that the places for housing them are se-

cure and well guarded. The master also does this to find out whether

the farm manager has chained or unchained any slave without his

knowledge, since the master's orders in either case must be carefuUy

maintained. If the head of the household has disciplined a slave by

employing such a penalty, the manager of the farm must never

remove the leg irons from the slave without the master's permission.

Nor is the manager to release from chains any slave whom he has put

in chains at his own discretion until the master has first been

informed. The household head must also make an especially thorough

investigation into problems involving these particular slaves. He must

do so to make certain that the slaves do not suffer deprivation of Cloth-

ing allotments or any other supplies that they need. Since these slaves

are subject to so many persons who have autiiority over tiiem, such as

farm managers, work overseers, and ihe foremen of the slave bar-

racks they are more vulnerable to unjust treatment And these slaves,

once harmed by such savage cruelty or overbearing behavior, are all

the more to be feared. A concerned master should therefore make

inquiries both of tiiose slaves who have been punished and of those

slaves who have not been chained (whose claims are more to be

trusted) to see whether they are receiving what is fair according to

the master's own rules and regulations.
'

The master should test the bread and drink issued to the slaves by

tasting it himself, and he should also inspect tiieir clotiiing, gloves,

and leggings. He should provide ample opporhmity to the slaves to

make complaints about ttiose who have treated. tiiem cruelly or who

have fraudulentiy cheated tiiem. On occasion, I myself uphold tiie

complaints of those slaves who have suffered genuine wrongs, just as
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I punish those who incite my slaves to rebellious behavior or who

make felse accusations against their overseers. On tiie otiier hand, i

reward those slaves who work sti-enuously and assiduously at their

tasks To the more fertile female slaves, who ought to be rewarded for

producing a specific number of offspring, I have allowed some respite

from work To a few of tiiem, I have even granted freedom when they

have raised an especially large number of children. When a femde

slave has produced three chUdren, she is granted leave from work.

When she produces more, she even receives her freedom.

Such justice and concern on tiie part of tiie head of tiie household

contiibutes greatly to the increase in value of his property. But as

soon as he rehirns from tiie city, he should also remember to worship

the household gods. Then, if time permits (if not tiien, certainly by

the next day), he must immediately inspect and revisit every part of

his property to assess whetiier his absence has been tiie cause of any

lapse in discipline and watchfulness. He must determine whether even

a single vine, ti-ee, or.item of produce is missing. At the same time, he

should make a careful count of tiie animals, slaves, and all tiie farm

equipment and furnishmgs. If tiie master follows these procedures

every year of his life, when he reaches old age he will be able to

depend on a long and deeply ingrained discipline in his slaves. And he

will never reach an age so old tiiat he will be despised by his slaves.

Source: Columella, On Agriculture, 1.8.15-20.

2

VARRO

Slave Ranches: Master Herdsmen and Slave Shepherds

First Century B.C

The slave rebellion led by Spartacus initially comprised gladiators who

had been trained in the city of Capua, south of Rome. In earlier slave

rebellions in southern Italy and in both of the great slave wars in Sicily

however slave herdsmen, who tended large herds of cattle and sheep,

provided much of the leadership and manpower for the slave armies.

This type of slave was also an important source of recruits for Sparta-

cus's farces as they moved through southern Italy. To understand why
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appeared m ... ofthe standard Ronan handbooks on agricZre.

^^^ ^ discuss how many and whattypes of herdsmen we should have
Cossinius. For larger stock you need older men, but for smaller stockeven boys will suffice. With regard to both t3;pes of sla^ howeve?

return to the home farm of the estate every day-which is ofcourse why you will see young men. ahnost Lays armed out onAe trails while you will normally see not just boys buTev^n rfrlstending the animals on the home farms. The slaves who paTre S,herd animals should be required to spend the whole dav with fh!^imals, and all the herd animals shotSd be^L^dtgefterLw
Zilly'^'K' 'T^^^'

^^^^ hfrdsmanS c™p
undS-S .^"^ ^ herdsmen should be

Z l °^ ^ herdsman, who, preferably shouldbe older and more experienced than the other slaves Snce Sie

Sr" ^''^^^ someonei ; Z
Sftn ?H however, that he is Ss

=v ^1'/^^ young boys can easily tolerate Se hard

Sroft^fjunt ^^^'^ terrai^iTththSness of the mountain environment. Those who tend the herds havP

tSt^L'"''''''' ^^^^^^^"^ ^ heSLg came

Sod foddeT You ITTT' ^d .fo-^^ted pasturelands provide

Zt' ' ™° skilled at throng speS
^

beai"5Sen ^"^'"^'"^^ ^-d' -P-^y -th

r.tl\ ' ^""l"^
^^''h herdsman should eat his meals seoa

authonly of the same master herdsman should eat their sunr^rtogether m the evening. Tke master herdsman mufensuSZZ
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of the provisions needed by the herders and their animals follow

after them, especially the food for the men and the veterinary sup-

plies for the animals. For this purpose, the owners of the herds

need to maintain pack animals—sometimes mares, sometimes
other animals—that are able to bear heavy loads.

As for the procreation of children among the herdsmen, there is

no problem with the slave herders who remain permanently on the

home farm, where each man has a female fellow slave writh him on
the farm— a pastoral Venus, as it were—who in these matters

[amorous interests] will look no farther afield. But many masters

have thought it useful to send women along with the men who look

after the animals in the open grazing lands and in the forested high-

lands, men who have to protect themselves from the rain by hastily

constructed shelters rattier than by seeking refuge in the home
farm buildings. These women follow the herds, prepare the herds-

men's meals, and keep them hard at work. They should be physi-

cally strong and not morally loose women, but tiie kind of women
who, in many rural regions, do not yield even a little to men when it

comes to hard work.

Source: Varro, On Agriculture, 2.10.1-7.

3

CATO THE ELDER

The Vilicus: The Slave Farm Manager and His Duties

Second Century b.c.

The slave manager or bailiff, called the vilicus (see glossary), was one of

the most important figures in the management and control of the slaves

on the latifundist estates. He lived on the home farm (villa) and man-
tled the labor of all the slaves who worked on the plantation— a task

in which his wife, the vilica, also played a very important role. These

managers were sometimes critical catalysts in the great slave wars, and
they provided important leadership in the rebellions. The farm owners
relied heavily on them to maintain slave discipline, to keep the slaves

hard at work and out of trouble, and to manage the basic economic

operations of the domain. The vilicus was usually required to make a
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thorough report to the estate owner (dominus) whenever the master or
his agent (procurator) appeared to inspect the farm. The knowledge that
the vilicus had of the local people, resources, and terrain was consider-
able and could be used, as slave owners feared, to his own advantage.
The following two selections explain the duties of the vilicus and the qual-
ifications he should have.

These are the duties of the farm manager.
Strict order must be enforced. Religious festival days must be

observed. He must keep his hands off another man's property, while
diligently preserving that entrusted to him. He must settle disputes in

the slave family If a slave has done something wrong, he must be pun-
ished, but in just proportion to the wrong done. He should see that
the slaves under his control do not suffer from cold or hunger. He
should see that the slaves are kept hard at work, which makes it eas-
ier to keep them from getting into trouble or meddling with property
belonging to others. If the manager makes it clear that he does not
want the slaves to make trouble, they won't. If he allows them to make
trouble, the master must not permit such behavior to go unpunished.
The manager must give praise for work well done, so that the other
slaves will take pleasure in behaving well. The farm manager should
not be doing the rounds to ingratiate himseli Rather, he ought always
to be a sober man who is not off enjoying entertainments. He should
keep the slaves hard at work and see that what the master has
ordered is done. He should not think that he knows better than the
master. He must consider his master's friends to be his own.
The farm manager must follow the directions of whomever he has

been ordered to follow. He must not perform any religious rituals
without his master's permission, with the exception of the Compitalia,*
celebrated at the crossroads, and those of the household hearth. He
must not lend to anyone, and he must insist on the repayment of what-
ever his master has lent. He must not make an exchange loan to any-
one of seed grains, fodder, barley, wine, or oil. He should have only
two or three neighboring families from whom he asks to borrow the
things that he needs or to whom he lends in return, and no one else.

He must review the accounts often with his master. He must not
employ the same pieceworkers, wage laborers, or task workers for

^Compitalia: a rural religious celebration that took place in late December or early
January and was centered on the Roman family, including their slaves.

I
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more than one day at a time. He must not buy anything without his

master's knowledge or keep anything in secret from his master. He

must not tolerate any parasitic hangers-on. He must not have any

desire to consult diviners, prophets, fortune-tellers, or astrologers. He

must not cheat when sowing the seed grain, since this brings bad for-

tune. He must make sure that he knows how to perform every agri-

cultural task on the farm and must actually do so frequently, but never

to the point of exhausting himself. If he does this, he will be able to

know what is in the minds of his slaves, and they will be more villing

to work for him. If he follows these practices, he will be less tempted

to leave the ferm, he will be healtiiier, and he will sleep more soundly

He must be the first to rise and the laist to go to bed. Before going to

bed, he must make certain that tiie farm is shut down correctiy, that

everyone is asleep in their proper place, and that the animals are pro-

vided with fodder.

Source: Cato, On Agriculture, 5.1-5.

4

COLUMELLA

How to Choose a Vilicus

First Century a.d.

My first warning is not to appoint a farm manager from the kind of

slaves who please with their bodies and certainly not from the kind

who have been engaged in effete and effeminate occupations in tiie

city. This is a lazy and listiess class of slaves who are inured to wasting

time at sports fields, raceti-acks, tiieaters, gambling dens, clubs, and

whorehouses, and who never stop dreaming about such frivolous

things. When this type of slave brings tiiis attitude to his agricultural

work, the owner suffers loss not only in the slave himself but also to

the value of his property in general. Ratiier, you must select a man

who from childhood has been made hard by field work and who has

been proven by experience. If this kind of man is not available, then

choose a man from those who have shown themselves able to endure

the rigors of slave labor. He should be a man who has passed beyond

the first stage of youth, but who has not yet reached old age. If he's
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too young, his age will detract from his authority to command sinceolder slaves consider it beneath their dignity to obey a mTwho is tooyoung. On the o&er hand, if he's too old, he will be broln by ve^^hard work. He should be of middle age and of strong body id be

ctn^d tfdo :
" 'Tf^^'i T^'-

'^'^ ^^t- - - m^an whoSconcerned to do a good job and who will at least be quick to learnEven^ iMerate man can administer a domain rather well, asXng'ashe has a good memory Cornelius Celsus^ says that this sort S

rfldZ thf ""'T ^""S-
^^^"^ ^'^'^^'^t^' a man is less ableto fiddle the accounts on his own or to do it through the agencv ofanotijer because of the fear that his fraud will be discovered

^
Whatever type of farm manager he is, he should have a slave

and yet will be able to assist him in performing certain tasks Themanager should be warned not to become too friendly with ^y slaveon the farm much less with any slave from off it Yet he cSLTonswIr
It appropriate to invite a slave to dine with him on a fesb^ Isort of honor or to reward a slave who has shown himsS to bl con!

Smen He
«^ ^is tasks and vigorous in his

IhiZ ; t ""^^ °° sacrifices, except those made by order of

^nrfT'- * P^Ph^t^ witches onto the domainsince &ese two kinds of people incite immature and simpleSthrough false superstitions to make frivolous expenditures3 to ro^,mit shamefu deeds. He must have no knowledX of d£s^ tl^e iZpenodic markets, except to make purchases afd sal^Sat^e pSnent to the running of the farm.
^

'Cornelius Celsus: a writer during the reign of the emperor Tiberius (a.d. 14-37).

Source: ColumeUa, On Agriculture, 1.8.1-6.

2
Gladiators, Slaves, and Resistance

Gladiators were men trained to fight with a sword (gladius) and other

weapons in order to kill or wound each other for the entertainment of

spectators. Other armed professional entertainers known as beast

fighters (bestiarii) or hunters (venatores) were trained to hunt wild

animals such as leopards and bears for the enjoyment of large crowds.

Gladiatorial games were a defining element of Roman cultore as it

developed in the third and second centuries b.c. They were first devel-

oped to their most iutensive level in the region of Campania, south of

Rome (see Maps 3 and 4). Any analysis of the Spartacus slave war
must take into account the fact that the gladiatorial schools and train-

ing facilities in this region were centered on the wealthy city of Capua.

Many of our best sources of evidence about Roman gladiators, includ-

ing notices for their performances, come from the city of Pompeii,

located about forty-five miles south of Capua.

Gladiators often were pitted against each other to battle to the

death. It is, therefore, no surprise that most of them were either con-

demned criminals or slaves who had little choice of their new occupa-

tion. Since gladiators were highly trained in the use of weapons and
how to inflict injury on other humans, they were potentially very dan-

gerous and had to be kept under close guard. At times, these men
entered the gladiatorial arena intending to resist the fate to which they
were condemned—even to the point of taking their own lives. At
other times, high-ranking Romans felt that it would be advantageous
to use gladiators outside the arena as professional enforcers and
killers. In either case, gladiators posed a constant threat to the civil

order of the Roman state in periods of political unrest and civil war.

41
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Graffiti on Pompeii's Walls: Gladiators

and Gladiatorial Games

First Century a.d.

The following inscriptions were scribbled, scratched, or painted on the

walls of various buildings iri Pompeii, a Roman town on the Bay of

Naples about fbrty^ve miles south of Capua and immediately south of

Mount Vesuvius. Most of the graffiti probably date to two or three genera-

tions after the Spartacus revolt.

Announcements of the Results of Individual Fights

NO. 1474

Spiculus. From the Neronian training school. First fight Won.

Aptonetus. Freedman. 16 fights. Killed.

NO. 2387

Rnna. Heavy-armored Thracian gladiator fi-om the Neronian train-

ing school. 16 fights. Won.

Columbus. Freedman. 88 fights. Killed.

NO. 8055

[Graffiti above sketch of two gladiators.]

Oceanus. Freedman. 13 fights. Won.

Aracinthus. Freedman. 14[?] fights. [Killed.]

NO. 8056

[Graffiti above sketch of two gladiators.]

Severus. Freedman. 13 fights. [Killed.]

Albanus. Freedman of Sc[aurus]. 19 fights. Won.

NO. 10221

[Graffiti above sketch of two heavily armored gladiators, one fallen to the

ground.]

lulianus. Heavy-armored gladiator. Aurelius lulianus. Heavy-armored

gladiator. Killed. lulianus Nasica . . . Primigenius. Won.
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NO. 10236

[Graffiti above sketch ofgladiators: one to the right on bended knee, hel-

met removed, defeated.]

Marcus Attilius. 1 [fight]. 1 crown. Won.

Ludus Raecius Felix. 12 fights. 12 crowns. Discharged.

NO. 10237

[Graffiti above sketch ofgladiators fighting; musicians to the right (see

Figure 3).]

Hilarus. From the Neronian training school. 14 fights. 12 crowns.

Won.
Eunus. 7 fights. 5 crowns. Discharged.

Princeps. From the Neronian training school. 12 fights. 12 crowns.

Snes at Nola. To take place over four days. Marcus Cominius

Heres.

Advertisements for Forthcoming Events

NO. 1189

The company of gladiators owned by Aulus Suettius Certus, the

aedile [see glossary], will fight at Pompeii on May 31. Hiere will

also be a wild beast fight. Awnings^ wiU be provided.

NO. 1186

The company of gladiators owned by Numerius Popidius Rufus will

fight at Pompeii, with a wild beast fight, fi-om Apnl 20.

Distribution of apples(?). Awmngs will be provided.

NO. 3882

To the spirit of the emperor. Statins Pompeius, priest of 1lie imperial

cult, presents twenty pairs of gladiators and a wild beast hunt. The

fights will take place in the town of Nuceria on May 5, 7, and 8. UU-

zens of Nuceria, may you be the witnesses of my benefactions!

NO. 3884

Dedmus Lucretius Satrius Valens, priest for life of liie emperor Nero,

son of Caesar Augustus, presents twenty pairs of gladiators, andhis

son Decimus Lucretius Valens presents ten pairs of gladiators, ihey

'Local munidpal leaders and poUtidans who staged gladiatorial games often

annomSd &r&ey would provide awnings to shade tiie spedators from the sun.
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Figure 3. Graffito from Pompeii.

^J'rflfT'^
^'^ ^""S^Sed in hand-to-hand combat To

s*ecSSs
accompaniment and to the left are

Corptis Mcriptionum Latinarum, vol. 4, Berlin, 1898, p. 1071.

Will fight at Pompeii on April 8. 9, 10, 11, and 12. There will also be a
regulation wild beast fight Awnings will be provided.

NO. 7991

Srs of S".^
Nigidius the Elder, quinquennalis.^ presents twenty ,..

pairs of gladiators and, if necessary, their replacements, to fight atPompeii, at no expense to the public purse .

u au

Sof Jwff' Sl^""'--
^^^^tings. Telephus, the head .

tramer of the gladiators, will be in charge of the equipment for thegames. Greetings. Salutations to Diadumenus and ^las

NO. 7994

t^rS"fi ^f!
°^ gladiators from the Capinian company of gladia-

"

tors wil fight at g^es m honor of the emperors at PuteoK on May
i^, 14, lb, and 18. Awnmgs will be provided. Magus.

NO. 9799

A wild beast hunt will be presented and twenty pairs of gladiatorsbelongmg to Marcus TuUius will fight at Pompeii on NofembeH

tionTno£7" 4. The specific number of each inscrip-

6

SALLUST

Gladiators as Dangerous Men: The Crisis of 63 B.C.

In the following passage, the Roman historian Sallust is reporting mea-
sures taken by the Senate (see glossary) upon receiving news of the out-
break ofarmed insurrections in various parts ofItaly.

In addition, the Senate decreed that if anyone would be willing to
bring evidence before a court concerning the conspiracy that had
been formed against the state, the reward for a slave who did so
would be freedom and 100,000 sesterces [see glossary], and for a free
man immunity from prosecution and 200,000 sesterces. The Senate
likewise decreed that the individual troupes of gladiators were to be
dispersed to Capua and to the other municipalities in Italy, as the
resources of each town permitted; and that night watches were to be
maintained throughout the whole dty of Rome and that the lower-
ranking magistrates should be placed in command of them.

Source: Sallust, The Conspiracy of Catiline, 30.6-7.

7

CICERO

Gladiators as Dangerous Men: The Crisis of49 B.C.

In this letter written from Cales, on the way to Capua, on January 25,
49 B.C., Cicero is reporting on the arrangements to quarantine gladia-
tors owned by Julius Caesar in the crisis that followed Caesar's crossing
ofthe Rubicon^ and the outbreak of civil war

In early January 49 B.C., Caesar led his army across the Rubicon River, which
marked the boundary between his province and Italy, thereby beginning the civil war
between his forces and those of Pompey the Great

45
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For the moment, I still hope tiiat we can have peace, since Caesar is

somewhat repentant for his mad act and Pompey [Caesar's enemy] for

the lamentable condition of his forces. Pompey has expressed a wish

that I go to Capua to help with the raising of troops; the farmers set-

tled in Campania, however, are responding to the draft with little

enthusiasm. The gladiators belonging to Caesar are at Capua—the

ones concerning whom I was mistaken in my earlier letter to you

because I was misled by false information in a letter from [Aulus]

Torquatus. Pompey has quite properly dispersed these men by assign-

ing two of them to each household head. There were 2,000 of these

armed men* in the gladiatorial school. It was rumored that the men

were just about to make a breakout This was surely a very wise

course of action to take on behalf of the state.

Shackleton Badley translates this as "1,000 shields" rather than 2,000 armed men.

Source: Cicero, Letters to AtHcus, 7.14.1-2 [- SB, no. 138].

8

JUUUS CAESAR

Gladiators as Dangerous Men: The Crisis of49 B.C.

In his account of the first weeks of the civil war following his crossing of

the Rubicon, Caesar discusses the same incident reported by Cicero in

the previous selection.

The raising of soldiers in regions around Rome was interrupted. In-

deed, nothing this side of Capua [between Rome and Capua] seemed

safe to anyone. They [the supporters of Pompey] jfirst strengtiiened

their position at Capua, collected their forces, and instituted a con-

scription of the farmers who had been settled on lands around Capua

under the terms of the Julian Law.^ The consul Lentulus ordered that

^Julian Law: a law passed in 59 B.C. under which Caesar had large numbere of

veteran soldiers and poor citizens settled as agricultural colonists on public land in

Campania.
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the gladiators that Caesar had in his gladiatorial school in the city

were to be brought to the forum. He encouraged their loyalty with the

hope of freedom, gave horses to them, and ordered them to follow

him. After he had been cautioned by his own people and his rash act

had been universally condemned, Lentulus distributed the gladiators

among the Roman families resident in Campania for the purpose of

keeping these dangerous men under guard.

Source: Caesar, The Civil War, 1.14.4-5.

9

CASsros DIO

Gladiators as Dangerotis Men: The Crisis of44 B.C.

In describing the plot to murder.Julius Caesar on the Ides ofMarch in 44

B.C., Die reports the plan by the conspirators to use gladiators in the

insurrection.

It seemed best to them [the men who were conspiring to murder

Caesar] to make the attempt in Hhe senate, where Caesar would least

suspect that he would be harmed ... and where the others [tiie other

senators] would be unable to offer resistance to the conspirators be-

cause they would be unarmed. But if any of the senators would be

so daring, they expected that the gladiators—large numbers of whom
they had placed in tiie Theater of Pompey on the excuse that the men

were to engage in combats at that place—would come to their aid.

These gladiators were to wait at the theater in a room off the court-

yard.

Source: Cassius Die, Histories, 44.16.1-2.
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TACITUS

Gladiators as Participants in War and Rebellion

Second Century a.d.

knt ^ZZ^^n'ZYT' "''^ ''"^''^^'^"^^ ofgladiators in vie

h^LZl f -^^ ^"^^ ^'^^ " ^^"^^^ subjects of Rome

Sacrovir [a local Gallic rebel leader] seized the town of Aueusto
^P^^^' ^"^^d units ... and same toe"'

^tn^f °f town weapons ftatXdSmanufactured in secret. By now, he had about forty .ihousSd r^enunder his command, one-fifth of them armed like reSila^^IeSaSL?
Je rest of them armed with spears, knives, and othSweaZsS
wL Tl^ '".T^'- *^ he addldTose men

smeZl S?^:n'l^rb^'-^^" '^'^ -ho, inTe local

.rf;; 7, -6 ^ ^"'^s^d in armor. These men calledypellam,^ sre not very good at inflicting blows on othe^ but 2eimmune to blows aimed against them. .

..cc-««^.rf 6^ ^/^, Mstorian Tacitus occurred in a.d

the wffuntrtla ^ «W>e of gladiator. Tke precise meaning of

Source: Tacitus, 3.43.1-2, 15.46.1.
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SENECA

Individual Gladiators Resist Their Fate

First Century a.d.

In one of the letters that the Roman senator and Stoic philosopher
Seneca composed to explain his philosophical views, he provided some
examples of desperate resistance on the part of men who were com-
pelled to serve as wild-beast fighters for the entertainment of Roman
spectators.

The following incident happened recently in a school that trains beast
fighters. While one of the Germans was engaged in a training session
for the morning spectacles, he went off to relieve himself. No other
opportunity was ever allowed to him to have an unguarded moment of
privacy. In the latrine, he picked up the stick tipped with a sponge
which was provided for the purposes of cleaning one's obscene parts.''

Then, jamming the whole thing down his throat, he blocked his wind-
pipe and suffocated himself to death. What a joke to play on death!
That it was, indeed. Not very genteel and not very decent. But what
can be more stupid than to be overly choosy about our manner of
death? What a brave man, worthy of his chosen fete. How bravely he
would have used a sword
We think that the Catos, the Scipios, and others about whom we

have become accustomed to listen with admiration are on a plane
beyond imitation. But I will show you how even the schools for train-

ing wild-beast fighters can provide us with as many examples of
courage as can generals in any civil war. Not long ago, a man was
being transported (in a cart) under guard to fight in the morning
spectacles. He pretended to be asleep, nodding off until he got his
head low enough to shove it through the spokes on one of the wheels.
He then held tightly on to his seat until the turning wheel broke his
neck. He escaped his punishment by means of the very cart that was
taking him to it Do you see that even the lowest of slaves, when
pain provides the incitements for them, rise to the occasion and

'Sponges were the Roman equivalent of toilet paper.
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deceive even the most vigilant of guards? That is a truly great man

who not only commands his own death but who also finds the death

by which he is to die.

Source: Seneca, Moral Letters, 70.22, 23, 25.

12

SYMMACHUS

Twenty^ine Gladiators Kill Themselves

A.D. 393

In the following letter, written to his brother in A.D. 393, Symmachus

frets about the loss of twenty-nine Saxon slaves who were supposed to

fight in the gladiatorial contests he was presenting to
.

entertain the

people, but who killed themselves rather than engage in his idea ofsport.

Interestingly, more than four and a half centuries after the end of the

Spartacus slave war, he recalls the disturbing image ofSpartacus.

They say that every time he failed in his aims or desires, Socrates

judged the failure to be a learning experience. Since he was not intrin-

sically concerned with his own worth, Socrates interpreted the misfor-

tunes that happened to him as better for him than whatever else he

might have wanted. I am, therefore, following the example of this wise

man and count the following episode as a good thing for me. Death

has subtracted a number of the Saxons from the total number of men

that I had decreed to be displayed for the pleasure of the people—

a

modest number, I must emphasize, so that our exhibition of gladiators

would not appear to be extravagant. How, indeed, could the best pri-

vate security have stopped the impious hands of such a desperate

group of men? The first day of the gladiatorial games had barely

begun when these twenty-nine Saxons managed to strangle them-

selves without even having the rope to accomplish the task. I will,

therefore, not trouble myself with this gang of slaves, worse than Spar-

tacus himself. If it could easily be done, I would just as soon replace

this spectacle for the emperor with a display of African wild animals.

Source: Symmachus, "To My Brother Flavianus," Letters, 2.46.

3
Fugitive Slaves and Maroon Communities

ROMAN LAWS ON RUNAWAY SLAVES

..One of the more usual modes of resistance by slaves, and one that has

parallels with the aims of larger types of collective resistance such as

the slave wars, was running away To control this behavior, slave own-

er§ used threats, the services of professional slave hunters, the force

.of lavv, and the posting of information and rewards that encouraged

others to arrest and return the fugitives.

13

ULPIAN

The Legal Definition ofa Fugitive Slave

Third Century a.d.

The following selections on runaway slaves are taken from the body of

Roman laws called The Digest, which was compiled in the a.d. 530s by

orderofthe emperorJustinian. The compilers ofthe laws collected quota-

tions or citations from earlier Roman jurists such as Ulpian, Paul, and

Callistratus—all from the early third century a.d., two centuries before

Justinian's time. i

Ofilius^ defines what a fugitive slave is: A runaway is a slave who

remains absent from the house of his master for the sake of flight, by

which he seeks to hide himself from his master.

^Ofiiius: This name and all the others cited in this document (e.g., Caelius, Cassius)

are.those of Soman jurists whose opinions are being cited.
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But Caehus says that man also is a fugitive who flees with tiie intent
of not returnmg to his master but who changes his mind and returns
to him. For no one, he says, who is guilty of such a grave offense
becomes mnocent simply because of his remorse

Cassius writes, simply, that man is a fugitive slave who leaves his
master with purposeful intent.

Likewise, in Vivianus it is stated that bemg a fugitive is to be deter-mmed by the man s intent ... so that he is not a runaway who has fled
from a teacher to whom he has been given for training, if perhaps he
fled because he had been maltreated by the man ... and Vivianus
states ttie same prmciple if he was savagely abused by the man

. .

.

Nor can fliat man be said to be a runaway who has come tosuch a state of despair that he wishes to hurl himself off a height
It IS simply tiie case that he wishes to end his own life.

Caelius also writes that if you purchase a slave who'then hurls him-
self into the Tiber River, he will not be classified as a runaway as long
as he escaped from his master with the intention of kiUing himseE

tW w ^ ^"^^ changed his mind and
flirew himself mto the Tiber, then he is still classified as a fugitive. He

bridge
"^^^ concerning a slave who throws himself off a

Likewise Caelius states that if a slave, while he is on the farm
leaves the farmhouse with the intention of escaping but is appre^bended by someone before he has got beyond the lands [bound^L]

l^Z V '^^"^ ^ ^ ^ it is his intent thamakes him a runaway.

<,tiS'\^
states even the slave who takes even one or twosteps m flight or who just begins to run, if he is not able to evade hismaster who is hunting him down, is a fugitive

For he correctly states that flight is a type of liberty in that the
slave has gained freedom from his master'sTower. evStf only for Semoment. ' •

We: m Digest 21.17.pr.-4, 6, 8-10. Taken from Ulpian. TJ^e met ^ tke Curule

14

ULPIAN

The Law concerning Fugitive Slaves

Third Century a.d.

He who hides a runaway slave is himself a thief.

The Senate has decreed that fugitive slaves are not to be allowed
onto rural domains, nor are they to be protected by the domain man-
agers or by the agents of the landowners, and it has established a
penalty for this crime. In the case of those persons who have either
restored the runaway slaves to their owners or brought them before
the municipal magistrates within twenty days, the Senate grants for-
giveness for their earlier noncompliance. By the terms of the same
decree of the Senate, immunity from punishment is granted to the per-
son who, after discovering runaway slaves on his lands, returns them
to their master or hands them over to the magistrates within the pre-
scribed time.

Moreover, this same decree of the Senate has granted the right of
enfry to any soldier or ordinary civiUan to the lands of senators or
ordmary civilians for the purpose of making a search for fugitive
slaves. The Lex Fabta^ and a senatus consultum [see glossary] issued
when Modestus was consul concerned this same matter. This mea-
sure [the Senate's decree] held that persons who propose to make a
search for runaway slaves should present a letter to the local magis-
trates, and that a fine of one hundred gold pieces is to be levied
against those magisfi-ates who, when they have been presented with
such a letter, fail to assist the persons making the search Further-
more, the same penalty applies in the case of the man who does not
altow such a search to be made of his property There is also a general
letter^ issued by the emperors Marcus Aurelius and Commodus in
which It is declared that governors, municipal magistrates, and local
militia units of the army are to give assistance to owners who are
searchmg for their runaway slaves. They are to assist with the retiirn
of the runaways who are discovered, and, ftirther, they are to see tfiat

IjesL YMa: a law dated to the first or second century b.c that legislated as-ain^st WH" ^ V P^^^"^'^'"^ another pfrSsSe S^^^^^^^

fhJ^r ^ff^^
'^"^"^ ^^P^™'- i° *e form of a letter to his officiosthat had general legal force for all the citizens of the empire.
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those persons with whom the slaves found refuge are to be punished

if a crime has been committed.

Any person whosoever apprehends a runaway slave must produce

him in public.

Magistrates are rightly warned that they are to guard runaway

slaves carefully to keep them from escaping.

The term fugitive includes even the slave who "wanders off" with-

out permission. The jurist Labeo, in his fiurst book on the Praetor's

Edict, however, writes that the.term jugitive does not include a child

born from a slave woman who is a runaway.

To be "produced in public" means to be handed over to municipal

magistrates or to officials of the state

Fugitive slaves are to be kept under guard up to the time when

they are taken before the prefect of the night watch (at Rome) or

before the provincial governor.

The names of these slaves, as well as the marks on their bodies and

the person to whom they belong, are to be reported to the magistrate,

so that the fugitives can be more easily identified and apprehended.

The word marks also includes scars. The law is the same if one posts

the notice in writing in public or places it on a building.

Callistratiis in his sixth book on judicial hearings: Simple runaways

are to be returned to their owners, but if they have acted as if they

were free men, they are usually punished more severely

Ulpian in his seventh book on the duties of the proconsul [see glos-

sary]: TTie emperor Antoninus Pius wrote a legal reply that if a man

wishes to search for a runaway slave on another man's land, he can

approach the governor of the province, who will then issue a letter to

him. If the situation warrants, the governor will also assign an assis-

tant to the man so that he will be permitted to enter the otiier man's

property and conduct a search. The same governor shall exact a

penalty from tiie man who does not allow his property to be searched.

Likewise, the emperor Marcus Aurelius, in a speech that he read in

the senate, granted the right of entry to imperial as well as senatorial

and private lands to tiaose who wish to search for fugitive slaves, and

he permitted them to make a tiiorough search for the h-acks and the

hiding places of those who are concealing runaways.

Source: The Digest 11.4.1-3. Taken from Ulpian, "Concerning Fugitive Slaves," in Prae-

tor's Edict.
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FUGmVE SIAVE POSTERS

The following letters and public posters about runaway slaves are

some of the most striking of the original documents on slavery that

have survived from Roman times. This is because they were written

on papyrus, an early form of paper, and by good fortune they were

preserved by the hyperarid environment in the Roman province of

Egypt This province was divided into districts, or names, each of

which was headed by a local administrator called a strategos, who
resided in the capital city or metropolis of the nome. By studying

these documents as a group, we can speculate about the conditions

under which slaves tried to escape the conditions of their lives, which

ones tended to rxm away (individuals or groups, men or women), and

where they went

15

A Census Declaration Including Notices

on Runaway Slaves, Tebtunis, Egypt

A.D. 189

The first part ofthe document, which is a typical tax declaration ofprop-

erty, has been omitted here. We begin with the fourteenth line, where the

woman—Isiddra, daughter of Paeos—who is filing the tax statement

declares the persons (property) whom she owns.

. . . which (property) I am registering in the house-by-house census of

the aforementioned village for the 28th year, just completed, of Our

Lord Emperor Aurelius Commodus Antoninus Caesar. I (the declar-

ant), named Isiddra, 60[+] years of age, and my slaves [literally, "slave

bodies"]: Philoumenfe, 45 years old, and her offepring Dioskouros, 8

years old, and Afhenarios, 4 years old; and another slave, Elephantine,

offspring of Demetria, 20 years old, and her offspring Eudaimonis, 5

years old, and Isaurous, 1 year old; and another female slave, Helena,

who has run away, 68 years old; and Ammonarion, 42 years old, and

Herakleia, 38 years old, who have also run away. I thus declare in year

29 of Our Lord Emperor Aurelius Commodus Antoninus Caesar,

Mesore 19 [about mid-August].

Source: P. Berlin Leihg., 15.
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A Declaration concerning a Runaway Slave, Egypt

August 13, 156B.C.

Year 25; Epeeph 16 (about mid-July)

A slave [literally, "a boy"] belonging to Aristogenes, son of Chrysip-
pos, ambassador from Alabanda, has run off to Alexandria.

Name, Hermon, also known as Neilos; Syrian by birth, from the
city of Bambyke, age about eighteen; medium height, no beard, well-
formed legs, cleft in his chin, mark near the left side of his nose, scar
above the left corner of his mouth, right wrist tattooed with "barbar-
ian" [non-Greek] letters.

Took with him when he fled: a belt containing three gold coins
weighing three minae [see glossary] and ten pearls; an iron ring on
which were an oil flask and some body scrapers; clothing on his
body—a short riding cloak and a loincloth.

The one who returns him will receive two (later raised to tiiree) tal-

ents [see glossary] of bronze; the one who hands him over to a temple
authority will receive one talent (later raised to two talents); if it is to a
man of good standing and one who can be sued, the reward will be
three talents Qatar raised to five).

If anyone wishes to ffle information [on the above notice], he
should do so to the assistants of the strat^gos.

Also ran away with him: one Bidn, a slave belonging to Kallikrates,
one of the chief servants of the court—small in stature, wide-shouldered
with thinnish legs, bright-eyed. He had with him when he fled: a tunic,
a small slave's cloak, a woman's jewelry box worth six talents, and five
thousand bronze pieces.

The one who returns him will receive the same rewards as m the
first case noted above. Make the same type of declaration, as above, to
the assistants of the strategos.

Source: P. Paris, 10.
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An Official Notice ofa Runaway Slave, Egypt

A.D. 151

From Sarapi6n, strategos of the Oasis in the Heptanomis:
A copy of [manuscript is defective] and in the same way the public

notices concerning the search for slaves [literally, "slave bodies"],
which have also been published (?) by the strategoi of other nomes in

the present fourteenth year of Antoninus Caesar, Our Lord:
As follows:

Hermaios, also named Dryton, strategos of the noma of Busiris, . .

.

concerning the search for the slaves listed below that are subject
partly to [the ownership] of Arabi6n, also named Ischyridn, son of
Achilleus, from the village of [manuscript is defective] in the noma
[manuscript is defective]. In the same way, I command that those in

charge of the local guard units and the other public officials shall

make the most thorough search for them, and whoever might find the
slaves shall bring them to me.

Date: [The fourteenth year], Thoth 4 [about the beginning of

September]

[Names of the slaves] . . . Artemidoros, age 26; Isiddros, age 22;

and Martilla, age 38.

I, Syros, assistant, have published the above as it stands by the hand
of Heraldeos, son of the signatory himself, and have entered it in the
records.

Source: P. Rendell Harris, 62.
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Posters for Runaway Slaves, Oxyrhynchus, Egypt

Third Century a.d. (?)

If any person finds a slave named Philippos . . . about fourteen years
old, light in complexion, who speaks haltingly, has a flat nose . . . wear-
ing a ..

. woolen garment and a used shoulder belt, he should bring
him to the army post and receive . .

.
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[A slave by the name of Ho]ros(?), an Egyptian, from the [village of]

ChenrSs in the nome of Athribis [in the Delta], who does not know

how to speak Greek, a tall man, thinnish, clean shaven, who has a scar

on the left side of his head, somewhat tan in complexion, rather pale,

with almost no beard, in fact not having any hair where his beard

should be, smooth, narrow in the chin, long-nosed. A weaver by occu-

pation, he struts around aiTOgantly, speaking in a harsh voice. Age

about thirty-two. He is wearing naturally dyed clothes. He has . .

.

Source: P. Oxy., 3616, 3617.
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An Official Notice ofa Runaway Slave,

Oxyrhynchus, Egypt

A.D. 128

. . . RECEIVED ON MECHEIR 14 [APPROXIMATELY MID-FeBRUARY]

. . . Dfemfetrios, stratfegos of the nome of [Gynai]kopolis, to his dear-

est Agath6daim6n, stratfegos of the nome of Oxyrhynchus,...

greetings

Achilleus, who, as you stated, [was accused] of harboring a fugitive

slave ... has been stated by both the village scribes of the nome and

the scribes of the metiropolis to be missing. I pray for your health

The twelfth (?) year of the Emperor Caesar Traianus [Hadrianus

Augustus,

T]ybi 20 [approximately mid-January]

[Tybi ?] 24

Source: P. Oxy., 1422.
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A Legal Notice concerning a Runaway Slave,

Oxyrhynchus, Egypt

ca. A.D. 250-270

To Aurelius Protarchos, also named Her6n, strategos of the nome of

Oxyrhynchus, from Aurelia Sarapias, also named Dionysarion, daugh-

ter of i^oUophanes, also named Sarapammon, exegete" of the city of

Antinoopolis, who does not require a legal guardian because of tiie

right of [three] children that she has acquired.

I have a slave named Sarapion, who formerly belonged to my
father. I believed that he had done nothing wrong while he was part of

my father's property, and so he was entrusted by me with our posses-

sions. This man— I do not know just how— in connivance with other

low persons, managed to despise the position of respect and the provi-

sions for his upkeep that we had given him and stealthily removed

several things from our household, including cloaks and other posses-

sions, which he took with him when he fled and which he then sold,

and ... he now resides in the settlement of Chairfemon in the nome

of. . . . I request that ... to the peace officer Aurelius in the nome

of . . . [the manuscript is defective.]

*exegete: a town official or magistrate in Roman Egypt who combined the functions of

a census official and an aedile.

Source: P. Turn., 41.

21

Delegation ofAuthority to Arrest a Runaway Slave,

Oxyrhynchus, Egypt

A.D. 298

Aurelius Sarapammdn, also called Didymos, citizen of Oxyrhyn-

chus ... and Athenaios, who was a victor in tiie whole cycle of athletic

contests, president for life of tiie guild of atiiletes, egregius vir [a titie

of high rank] as I am known to Aurelius ... and as you are known, of

the said city of Oxyrhynchus: Greetings.
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By this formal notice I appoint you my agent to act on my behalf
when you go to the most fflustrious city of Alexandria, to make a
search for a slave of mine named ... age about thirty-five, whom you
yourseK know ... and when you find him you are to present him to
the authonties, having the same power as I would if I were present
to have him placed in bonds, to have him whipped, and to file charges
with the appropriate authorities against those persons who harbored
iiim and to seek legal redress.

This formal notice I have given to you in a single copy, so that in
producing It you will have authority in any place you go, and on being

myaS ^^^^ ^ ^
^""^

In the Year Fourteen and Year Thirteen of Our Lords Diocletian
and Maximianus Augusti and Year Six of Our Lords Constantius and
Maximianus, most illustrious caesars, Pachon 16 [approximately mid-
MayJ, m the consulships of Faustus and Gallus.

Source: E Osy., 1643.
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Authorization for the Arrest ofa Fugitive Slave,
Oxyrhynchus, Egypt

Fourth Century A.D.

Flavins AramSnas. official on the staff of the governor of the province
of Egypt, to Flavius Ddrotheos, official: Greetings.

I order you and deputize you to arrest my slave, named Magnuswho IS a runaway and is now to be found in the town of Hermopolis'He stole certain possessions of mine. Bring him bound in chains to
the man m charge of Sesphtha [a subdistrict of the nome of Oxy-
rhynchus] This order has full government authority. When requested
[you should state that] I gave my assent: I. Flavius Ammonas? official
on^fte staff of the governor of the province of Egypt, have issued this

Source: P. Oxy., 1423.
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A Roman Praetor in Sicily Hunts Down
Runaway Slaves

131-130 B.C.

The following document is a text inscribed on a stone plaque found at
Polla, in southern Italy (see Figure 4). It records the achievements ofan
unknown Roman magistrate who was praetor in the Roman province of
Sicily and was engaged in the rounding up offugitive slaves there, prob-
ably in the immediate aftermath of the first slave war. Subsequently, he
constructed a major road beginning at Capua, which was later the cen-
ter of the outbreak ofthe Spartacus slave war, perhaps to facilitate troop
and supply movements from central Italy to Sicily, should another slave
insurrection occur. The events in the inscription probably refer to the
years 131-130 b.c. and those immediately following.

I constructed the road from Rhegium to Capua, and I built all of the
bridges for this road and placed all of the milestones and signs on it

From here [to the north] it is 51 miles to Nuceria, 84 miles to Capua;
[to the south], 74 miles to Muranum, 123 miles to Consentia [Cosenza],
180 miles to Valentia, 231 miles to Statua [the statue?] on the Strait of
Messana [Roman spelling of Messina], and 237 miles to Rhegium. The
total number of miles from Capua to Rhegium is 321. Also, when I

was praetor in Sicily, I hunted down runaway slaves that belonged
to Italians and returned 917 men to their owners. Also, I was the
first man to make shepherds yield ground to farmers on the public
lands that belong to the Roman people. At this place, I constructed
a forum and its public buildings.

Source: Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum, vol. 1, no. 638 = vol. 10, no. 6950 = Inscrip-
tiones Latinae Liberae Rei Publicae, no. 454 (vol. 1, pp. 253-55) = Inscripiiones Italiae
vol. 3, fascicle. 1, no. 272.

MAROON COM]VIUNrnES

Sometimes runaway slaves coalesced in sufficient numbers in loca-
tions far enough from the control of the state and its regulatory forces
that they were able to establish permanent autonomous communities.
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yiAMf tCEIABKEGIO- AD-CAPVAM'E-i
IN-EA-VIA-rCNTElS-OMNElSMILIARIOS
TABELARIOSaVE-POSEIVEI-HINCE-SVN]
NOVCERlAMAAEILIAai CAPVAAAXXCii

'

AAVRANVAAaXXIIII-COSENTIAAACXXlll
VALENTIAMCIXXX ADFRETVMAD
5TATVAAACCXXXI REGIVM-CCXXXVI:,

SVAAAAF-CAPVARECiVAAAAEILIACCC
ETEIDEM-PRAETORIN
S IC IL IA-FVG/TEIVO 5 ITAUCORVM
CONOVAElSlVEIREDIDEiaVE
HOMINES BCCCCXVII- EIDEMQy|
nRIMV5F ECEiVTDEACROPOPLICO
ARATORIBVSCEDERENTPAASTORES
rORVMAEDISQVEPOP LICAS-HEICFECff

Figure 4. Accomplishments of a Roman Praetor.

A Latin elogium or record of praise, in this case of the person himseK, as

advertised at Polla, a town on the Via Annia, the highway that connected the

city of Capua with regions further to the south in Italy. Hiis personal record

set up by a Roman praetor boasts not only about his construction of the high-

way from Capua to Rhegium, but also about his return of 917 fugitive slaves to

their Italian owners in Sicily. (See document 23.)

Attilio Degrassi, InscripHones Liberae Ret Publicae: Itnagines, Berlin, 1965, 192B.

These communities, often located in the mountain highlands of the

Mediterranean, were reasonably free from the interference of state

authorities and the private enforcers of slave owners. Historians usu-

ally call them maroon communities, based on sunilar communities

established during the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries in the

Caribbean and the Americas, where this behavior was known as mar-

ronnage. Aside from fictional accounts, there are not many detailed

FREE COMMUMTIES IN CIUCIAHARBOR RUNAWAY SLAVES 63

reports of maroon communities in ancient historical sources. The

selection from Cicero dates from a few decades after the Spartacus

war. The account of the escaped slave Drimakos gives us a brief

glimpse into one hope of escape that slaves might have had before the

Roman slave wars. The selection from Cassius Dio on the bandit Bulla

Felix is from a later period in Roman history.

24

CICERO

Free Communities in Cilicia

Harbor Runaway Slaves

51-50 B.C.

In the following letter, the Roman senator Cicero is reporting on his year

(51-50 B.C.) as governor of the Roman province of Cilicia, in what is

today the far southeastern corner of Turkey and the northernmost parts

of Syria and Lebanon. As governor of Cilicia, Cicero had to battle free

highland peoples in the Taurus and Amanus mountain ranges whose

communities were a natural refuge Jbr runaway slaves.

When I had completed this business, I led the army to Pindenissum, a

village of the free Cilicians. The town is located on a very high and

well-defended site, and it is inhabited by people who have never given

obedience, even to kings, which is shown by the fact that they regu-

larly receive runaway slaves I thought that it was important for the

prestige of our rule that their arrogance and audacity be crushed—

then it would be easier to break the spirits of the other peoples in the

region who are hostile to our authority.

Source: Cicero, Letters to His Acquaintances, 15.4.10.
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ATHENAEUS

Dnmakos: The Fugitive Slave Bandit King
Second Century a.d.

The secondrcentury writerAthenaeus. in his enormous compendium ofthe
conve^ations ofphilosophers at a banquet, relates the story of the bandit
king Dnmakos, who may have lived in the late fourth or early third cen-
tury b.c. It ts one of the more detailed tales that we have concerning the
founding ofa maroon community In reading this story, note the peculiar
topography, which permitted the existence of an independent community
even on a small island like Chios. Ako important are the negotiated rela-
tionships that developed between Dnmakos, the head of the maroon com-
munity, and the community offree Greek citizens on the island.

The people of the island of Chios were the first Greeks, that I knowwho used slaves that they had purchased with money, as ITieopompTs
tells us in the seventeenth book of his Histories:

neopompos

^'w r^.'ff the Spartans, the people of Chios werethe first Greeks to use slaves; but the Chians.did not acquire their

later see, the Hiessahans and the Spartans created their slave force

^wl ""^^ "^^"^ ^^"^'^ inhabitants of the same Sstiiat &ey now control. The Spartans took over the terri?ry of^eAchaians; fee Thessalians ... [took over the landsT of the Perrhibaioi and Ihe Magnesians. The Spartans can Iheir Ligenous

^But fheT^' theirs Penes-
tai. But the Chians acquired people who were not Greek sneakers 1^.be their slaves by paying a price for them.

^ ^

^i'nl?'*
JheoPompos tells us. In my view, the divinity punishedtiie people of Chios for this deed, since in later times they wereengaged m a long war because of their slaves

Nymphodoros of Syracuse tells the foUowing story in his book Voy-age along the Coast ofAsia Minor:
^^uooKyoy-

The slaves of the Chians ran away and sought refuge up in the
.^'^ ^f"^'^^

"^^'^ ^ nulibers^d ?hen pr^ceeded to do great damage to the rural holdings of the Chk^sS
64
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island of Chios is rugged and covered with forests. There is a story
that the Chians tell. A little before our own time, a certain slave ran
off to make his home up in the mountains. Since he was a brave
man who had a lot of luck when it came to fighting, he became the
leader of the fugitive slaves in the same way that a king is the com-
mander of an army. The Chians made many armed forays against
him, but with no success. Drimakos, for this was the fugitive slave's

name, realized that everyone was being killed and for no good rea-

son. So he made the following proposal to the people of Chios:

Slave owners of Chios!

The damage that you have been suffering because of your
slaves is never going to cease. How can it, since such things are
happening in accordance with an oracle of the god? But if you
make an agreement with me, we can all live in peace, and I will

guarantee many benefits for you.

The people of Chios decided to make a treats^ with Drimakos
and so agreed to a truce for a limited period of time. For his part,

Drimakos had some weights and measures and a special seal made.
He showed these to the Chians and announced to them:

Anything that I seize from you will be taken in accordance with
these weights and measures. When I have taken whatever it is

that I need, I will leave your storerooms closed with this seal of
mine. Furthermore, I will interrogate any of your slaves that run
away about the reasons for their flight. If any one of them seems
to me to have run away because he or she has been maltreated in

any way. I will keep that person with me. But if I don't find their
story to be persuasive, I will send them back to their owners.

When the other slaves saw that the people of Chios were
ready to make this agreement, they ran away much less often. They
were afraid of being interrogated by Drimakos. By the same token,
the fugitive slaves who were living with Drimakos feared him much
more than their own masters, and so treated him with great respect
and obeyed him as if he were their commander. Drimakos punished
those who were guilty of breaches of discipline and did not allow
anyone to plunder die fields or to commit even a single illegal act
without first having obtamed his permission to do so. During the
period of the religious festivals on the island, he would confiscate
wine and animals from the fields that were proportionate to the
required sacrifices—but only if the owners themselves did not hand
them over first If he discovered anyone who was planning to set an
ambush against him, he would take immediate vengeance on him.

Finally, the citjr-state of Chios announced that it would give a
large sum of money to any person who captured Drimakos alive or
who brought in his head. So, at the end of his life, when he had
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grown old, Drimakos summoned his boyfriend to a specific place

and told him: "I have loved you more than anyone else. You have

been my favorite and like a son to me," and so on and so forth . .

.

and then continued:

I have lived long enough now, while you are still a young man
with the best years of your life before you. So what should be

done? You should become an honest and respected citizen. Since

the government of Chios has promised to give a large sum of

money to the man who kills me and has also promised to grant

that man his freedom, it is you who must cut off my head and

take it to the Chians. Then you must claim the money from the

state and live out your life as a fortunate man.

Although the young man protested, Drimakos persuaded him. So

he cut off Drimakos's head and collected the reward money that the

Chians had promised. He then buried the body of the old fugitive

slave and left Chios to settle back in his homeland.

Afterward, however, the people of Chios suffered greatly from

attacks on their property and from thefts made by their slaves, just

as they had in the days before Drimakos. Only then did they

remember how fair and just Drimakos had been with them when he

was alive. So they constructed a shrine to him out in the country-

side and dedicated it to "Our Benevolent Hero." Even in our own
day, runaway slaves bring the first fruits of everything that they

Steal to consecrate to him. It is also reported that Drimakos appears

to many Chians in theu- dreams when they are asleep and warns

them when their slaves are plotting against them. These persons, to

whom he has manifested himself in visions, go to the place where

the hero's shrine stands and make sacrifices to him.

This is the account given by Nymphodoros. But in many of the manu-

scripts, I have found that the texts do not actually specify Drimakos by

name.

Source: Athenaeus, Deipnosopkistae, 6.265d-66(i.
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CASSIUS DIO

Bulla Felix: The Bandit King

Third Century A.D.

The following story, taken from the history ofCassius Dio, tells of an inci-

dent of brigandage in Italy in the reign of the Roman emperor Septmtus

Severus (a.d. 193-211). The tale illustrates the close linkages between

banditry, fugitive slaves, and the formation of maroon communities.

At this time [in the years after A.D. 205], an Italian man named Bulla

coUected a bandit gang of about six hundred men and staged bandit

raids throughout Italy for a period of two years, despite the presence

of the emperors and a large number of their soldiers. Although many

men pursued Bulla, and the emperor Severus himself tracked the

zealously, he was never seen when seen, never found when found,

never caught when caught In part this was because of Bulla's great

generosity with gifts and his intelligence. For Bulla got to know every-

thing about the people who departed from the city of Rome, as well as

all of those who disembarked at the port of Brundisium. He knew who

they were, how many of them there were, what sorts of possessions

they had with them, and how much they had. From some of these

persons, he would take a portion of their goods and then would imme-

diately send them on their way. Those among them who were crafts-

men, however, he would detain for a time, make use of their skills, and

then send them on their way vnth a gift
, , ^ t.

When two of his bandits were captured and were about to be

thrown to the wild beasts as punishment, BuUa went to the pnson

guard, pretending that he was the official in charge of that part of the

country, and asked to have two particular men of the type that he

needed handed over to him. He managed to save their lives by requi-

sitioning them in this way Indeed, Bulla actually approached 1he cen-

turion who had been sent out to destroy his bandit gang. Bulla did this

first by laying charges against himself while pretending to be some-

one else; he then promised the centurion that if he followed him, he

would betray the bandit chief to the officer. In this way, Bulla led the
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centurion into a narrow defile,^ a heavily forested place, as if he were
leading him to Felix (for the bandit chief was dso known by this

name), and so easily captured the centurion. Some time later, donning

the official dress of a Roman magistrate, Bulla mounted a tribunal®

and ordered the centurion, whose head he had had shaved, to be
arraigned before him. He said, "Tell your slave masters that they

should feed their slaves enough so that they do not turn to a life of

banditry." For most of the men whom Bulla had recruited were slaves

from the emperor's household, some of whom had received little

remuneration'' and others who had received no sustenance whatso-

ever.

When the emperor Severus learned of these events, he was terribly

angry. At the very time that he was defeating foreign enemies in

Britain through his legates [see glossary], he himself was being

defeated in Italy by a mere bandit. Finally, he dispatched a tribune^ of

his own bodyguards with a large detachment of cavalry. He threat-

ened the man with terrible punishments if he did not bring Bulla back
alive. When this man learned that Bulla was having an affair with

another man's wife, by using a promise of immunity he persuaded the

woman, through her husband, to assist him. The result was that the

bandit was arrested while he was asleep in one of his caves.

When Bulla was put on trial, Papinian, the praetorian prefect [see

glossary], asked him, "Why did you become a bandit?"

Bulla retorted, "Why did you become praetorian prefect?"

Later, after a formal proclamation of his guilt was made, Bulla was
thrown to the wild beasts. His gang of brigands disintegrated, so

much did the whole strength of his six hundred men depend on him
alone.

^defile: a narrow passage or gorge.

tribunal: the official platform of a Roman magistrate.

''remuneration: recompense.
Hribune: high-ranking military officer.

Source: Cassius Die, Histories, 76/77.10.1-7.

Slave Revolts in Italy and Sicily

before the Great Slave Wars

In the second major war that Rome fought with Carthage (218-

201 B.C.). the Carthaginian commander Hannibal ravaged Italy south

of Rome, while Roman forces devastated the parts of Sicily confrolled

by the Carthaginians and their alUes. After the war, genera conditions

of peace and prosperity returned to southern Italy and Sicily Tlie half-

century after 200 B.C., however, witnessed several slave rebelhons. For

information on most of these outbreaks, we are dependent on the

vear-by-year (annalistic) account of the Roman histonan Liyy. He re-

ports continumg, though small-scale, episodes of violent slave resis-

tance in southern Italy, which the Roman authonties categorized as

"conspiracies." These uprisings seem to have been hnked with the cult

of the god Bacchus, also known as Dionysus.
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Slave Rebellions at Setia and Praeneste in 198 B.C.

First Century B.C.

Although Gaul was more peaceful than expected that year, slave insur-

rections broke out in regions close to the city of Rome. TTie hostages

that the Carthaginians had handed over were being kept under guard

at Setia, and since they were the sons of the leading men at Carthage,

a great number of slaves had accompanied them. Because of the

recent war in Africa, the numbers of these slaves had further
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increased, since the people of Setia themselves had purchased slaves

from the African prisoners of war who had been seized as war booty.

When these slaves formed a conspiracy, they first dispatched mem-
bers of their group to ask the slaves in llie rural lands around Setia to

join them. Later they approached the slaves around Norba and Cer-

ceii. When all their preparations were ready, the slaves decided to

attack the people who would be coming to watch the spectacles that

were to be staged at Setia while their attention was focused on the
games. By murder and the suddenness of their uprising, the slaves

were able to take over Setia, but they were not able to capture Norba
or Cerceii.

Witness of this dreadful event was brought to Rome and reported
to the urban praetor, Lucius Cornelius Lentulus. Two slaves came to

him before dawn and told the story, step-by-step, of all that had hap-
pened and also revealed to him what future actions were being
planned. The praetor ordered these men to be kept under guard at his

house and then summoned the Senate to inform it of what he had
been told. Lentulus received orders from the senate to make an inves-

tigation into the conspiracy and to suppress it. He departed from the
city with five legates. To any men that he encountered on his way, he
administered the soldier's oath and compelled them to take up arms
and to follow him. With this emergency force of nearly two thousand
armed men, Lentulus arrived at Setia before anyone was aware of his

movement. After his quick arrest of the leaders of the conspiracy,

there was a general flight of the slaves from the town. His troops were
then sent throughout the fields around the town to hunt down the
fugitives.

Because of the outstanding public service of the two slaves and
the one free man who had provided evidence on the conspiracy, the

senate ordered that the free man be given a reward of 100,000 asses
[see glossary], and that each of the slaves was to be given a reward of

25,000 asses together with a grant of freedom. The value of the slaves

to their former owners was reimbursed to their masters by the state

treasury.

Not much later, it was reported that remnant elements of the same
slave conspiracy were planning to seize the town of Praeneste. Setting

out from Rome, the praetor Lucius Cornelius executed approximately
five hundred men who were guilty in this affair. In the city of Rome,
there was fear that the Carthaginian hostages and prisoners of war
were involved. Therefore, even at Rome, night watches were main-
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tained throughout the neighborhoods of the city, and the lower-rank-

ing magistrates were ordered to patrol them, while the triumvirs^ in

charge of the underground prison were ordered to maintain a more

vigilant guard over it Moreover, a letter was sent around by the prae-

tor to the member cities of the Latin Name [see glossary] to the effect

that the hostages were to be kept under guard in private homes and

that they were not to be given any freedom to go out into public

places. The letter also cautioned tiiat the prisoners of war should be

bound with leg irons of not less than ten pounds weight, exactly as if

they were being confined in a state prison.

'^triumvirs: a board of three state officials or magistrates.

Source: livy. History ofRome, 32.26.4-18.
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A Slave Rebellion in Etruria

Is Suppressed in 196 b.c.

First Century B.C.

When these events were taking place in Greece, Macedonia, and Asia,

a slave conspiracy created a great danger in Etruria. Manius Acilius

Glabrio, the praetor who exercised jurisdiction between citizens and

foreigners, was dispatched vnth one of the two legions [see glossary]

in tiie city to investigate and to repress the rebellion. Some of the

slaves he . . . [manuscript is defective], while he defeated in battie oth-

ers who had already congregated in groups. Many of these were

killed, and many others were taken prisoner. Some of the slaves, who

were the leaders of the conspiracy, Glabrio ordered to be crucified

after they had been whipped. Others he returned to their masters.

Source: livy, History ofRome, 33.36.1-3.
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Actions ofRoman Praetors in Bruttium
and Apulia in 190 b.c.

First Century B.C.

In the next three items, military acHons taken by praetors in southern

Srj;«^^^ ^'^^"^^^ ^^^^onforilarZrpreTcZ
Apuha and Bruttium ts not specified, given the record ofoperations con-duced by praetors in these regions in 186-182 b.c. (see LumZ sl
36), there is every reason to believe that the repression ofBacchanalian
conspiracies and slave shepherds also took place in these earCyear^

r f ^'^^ '^^^ assignment of their provincesThe 1^0 urban legions, which had been conscripted in tiie preSous

fromIfT "^If''''
^"d'six hundred's";from the allies and the communities of liie Latin Name were assiJeH

to fte praetor Marcus Tuccius to enable him to go^r^X^LSBruttii. Aulus Cornelius, who had been praetor in the previouTvekrhad governed the Bruttii with an army .

.

Previous year,

Source: livy^ History ofRome, 37.2.1, 6-7.
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Roman Praetors in Bruttium and Apulia in 189 b.c.

First Century B.C.

As for llie magistrates from the previous year, a prorogation Tsee dos-sary] of command for one year with an army was ordered Tndud

SfB^rSt^ulfa.^-^"^^"^^^^^^

Source: Livy, History ofRome, 37.50.13.
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Roman Praetors in Bruttium and Apulia in 188 B.C.

First Century B.C.

Concerning the armies, the following was decided: that the legions

which were under the command of Gains Laelius were to be removed
from Gaul and transferred to Marcus Tuccius, the propraetor over the

Bruttii.

Source: Livy, History ofRome, 38.36.1.
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TTie Bacchanalian Conspiracy at Rome in 186 B.C.

First Century B.C.

In 186 B.C., a "great fear" swept through the Roman state, an apprehen-

sion that was somehow connected with perceptions of social subversion

and a panic related to the supposed seepage ofstrange and insidious for-

eign cults into Roman society. These fears were centered on the worship

of the god Bacchus, or Dionysus, whose worship, it was felt, transgressed

the rather rigid Roman social barriers between men and women and
between free persons and slaves.

Both consuls of the year were ordered to make a judicial investigation

into hidden conspiracies. A certain low-class Greek man had come to

Etruria first. He did not have any of those skills which that most
learned of all peoples bring for the education of our minds and bodies.

He was just a small-time sacrificer and prophet. He was not the kind of

man who made open and public profession of his religious practice

and one who, by openly preaching his ideals and his system, filled

people's minds with wrong ideas. Far from it He was instead the
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priestly leader of secret nocturnal rites. At first, the initiation rituals
were made known only to a few, but they were later opened up to the
common run of persons, both men and women. To the religious ritu-

als themselves were added the sensual pleasures of wine and food so
that the minds of many more people would be attracted to the cult
When wine had inflamed their desire, and it was night, and the mixing
of males with females and of persons of tender youth with older per-
sons extinguished all vestiges of shame, every kind of lewd behavior
began to be practiced. After all, everybody had right at hand the sort
of sex to which they were driven by the sexual impulses peculiar to
them. The illegal sexual liaisons of free men and free women were not
the only type of crimes that were being committed. Perjured wit-
nesses, forged signatures on wills and testaments, and false evidence
all emerged from this same workshop. Poisonings and the murders of
relatives were arranged in such a way that not even the bodies could
be found for proper burial. Many of these crimes were accomplished
by stealth, but more were brazenly done by the use of brute force.
Human howling and the clashing of drums and cymbals concealed
these acts of violence. Nobody who cried out could be heard amid the
sexual orgies and the slaughter. The lethal poisons of this evil spread
from Etruria to Rome like a contagious disease. At first, the size of the
city, which was large and capable of enduring these evils, enabled
them to remain hidden. But, finally, evidence of them came to the con-
sul [Spurius] Postumius in the following way.

[An elaborate story follows that involves a young Roman male citizen
named Aebutius and an ex-slave woman named Hispala Faecenia. It is

through this freedwoman that the consul and then the Senate at Rome
learned details ofthe Bacchanalia, or the rituals associated with the wor-
ship of Bacchus, by "cult cells" in the city These discoveries were shock-
ing and provoked a general panic among the citizenry and widespread
retaliatory actions by the Senate.]

When the public assembly was dismissed, a great fear seized the
entire city, and not only the core parts of the city itself or its territory
but the whole of Italy. When letters concerning the decree of the
Senate, the public meeting, and the edict of the consuls were received
by local men in Italy who were well connected with high-ranking men
at Rome, panic began to spread. That same night, people trying to
flee the city were arrested and brought back to Rome, and the names
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of many other people were given to the authorities by informers.

Some of these people, both men and women, took their own lives. It

was said that more than seven thousand men and women were

involved in the conspiracy. . . . The task of eradicating all Bacchanalian

practices, first at Rome, then throughout all of Italy, was assigned to

the consuls. [For this decree ofthe Senate, see document 33 fallowing.J

Source: Uvy, History ofRome, 39.8.3-9.1, 17.4-6, 18.7.

33

Measures Decreed by the Roman Senate

concerning the Bacchanals

186B.C.

The Bacchanalia were characterized by millenarian expectations that

encouraged the adherents to transgress the conventions of the established

social and political order. Ecstatic or highly emotional out-of-body experi-

ences transformed the identity of the believer. Bacchic rituals blurred not

only gender boundaries between men and women but also status bound-

aries between slave and free. The Bacchanalia were therefore consistently

associated with slave resistance in southern Italy. The consuls of 186 B.C.

held wide-ranging investigations and trials throughout Italy to enforce

the decree of the Senate. Fortunately, we have a copy of the orders issued

by the Senate to the consuls by which the cult was to be controlled. It sur-

vives on a bronze plaque from Tiriolo in Bruttium, the "^oe" region of

southern Italy. Taken together with the concerns about the links between

slave "conspiracies" and Bacchic groups in southern Italy before and

after 186 B.C., this evidence reveals a powerful connection between reli-

gious sentiment, cult organization, and attempts by the state to control

the dangerous aspects of this behavior.

Quintus Marcius, son of Lucius, and Spurius Postumius, son of Lucius,

the consuls, advised the Senate on the 7th of October in the Temple of

Bellona. Present at the drafting were Marcus Claudius, son of Marcus;

Lucius Valerius, son of Publius; and Quintus Minucius, son of Gains.
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They moved that the following measure concerning the Bacchanals
ought to be decreed to those communities alUed to Rome by treaty:

— Let none of them msh to have a Bacchic cult group. If by
chance there is any one of them who believes that they must
have such a cult group, they must come before the urban
praetor at Rome so that their arguments might be heard and
our Senate might issue a decree on the matter—as long as no
fewer than one hundred senators are present when the matter
is debated.

— Let no Roman citizen or person of the Latin Name [see glos-
sary] or ally of the Roman people whosoever wish to be pres-
ent with Bacchic women unless they have first approached
the urban praetor and he grants his approval pursuant to a
decree of the Senate— as long as no fewer than one hundred
senators are present when the matter is debated.

So decreed.

— Let no man be a priest. Let no man or woman whosoever be a
chief officer of the cult. Likewise, let no one wish tO' maintain
a common treasury Similarly, let no man or woman whoso-
ever wish to be made an officer or to act in the place of an
official of the cult. Nor shall they wish, from this point for-
ward, to swear an oath among themselves or to make a com-
mon VOW or to form any pacts or make promises in common,
nor should anyone whosoever give pledges among them-
selves. Nor should anyone whosoever wish to perform sacred
rituals in secret. Nor should anyone whosoever wish to per-
form any sacred rituals, whether in public or in private or out-
side the city, unless he shall first have approached the urban
praetor and he grants his permission pursuant to a decree of
the Senate— as long as no fewer than one hundred senators
are present when the matter is debated.

So decreed.

— Let no person whoever wish to perform sacred rituals with
more than five men or women, and let there be present m a
group at that place no more than two men and no more than
three women, unless by permission of the urban praetor pur-
suant to a decree of the Senate, as written above.
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[The text above is from the decree of the Senate; what now follows are

the orders ofthe consuls to the local community in the Ager Teuranus.^]

— You shall announce these measures to a public gathering at

no less than three market days, and so that you might know
the decision of the Senate, that this is its decree: If there is

anyone who acts contrary to this measure, as it is written

above, they have decreed that a capital charge shall be laid
.

against them.

— That it is rightful that you shall cause this measure to be
incised on a bronze tablet and that you shall order it to be fas-

tened to a place where its contents can easily be known; and
that you shall see to it that those Bacchanalian groups that

still exist, and which are outside those deemed sacred and
acceptable as described above, shall be dispersed within ten

days after these tablets will have been delivered to you.

In the Ager Teuranus.

^Ager Teuranus: the rural area in the region of Bruttium (see Map 4 on page 7).

Source: Corpus Inscriptionum Latinancm, P, no. 581 = vol. 10, no. 104 = Inscriptiones

Latinae Liberae Rei Publicae, no. 511 (vol. 2, 13-17).
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A Slave Uprising in Apulia in 185 b. c.

First Century B.C.

In this year, there was a great slave uprising in Apulia. The praetor

Lucius Postumius was assigned the province of Tarentum. He con-

ducted judicial inquiries into a conspiracy of herdsmen who had made
the roads and the common pasturelands dangerous by their acts of

banditry. He condemned about seven thousand men. Although many
of them escaped, many others were punished.

Source: livy, History ofRome, 39.29.8-9.
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The Repression of Slave Shepherds

and the Bacchanals in Southern Italy in 184 B.C.

First Century b.c.

The praetor Lucius Postumius, to whom the province ofTarentum was

assigned by lot, savagely repressed large-scale conspiracies of herds-

men and diligently completed the judicial inquiries into the last ele-

ments of the Bacchanalian conspiracies. Many persons who had been

cited but who had not shown up for their hearings or who had aban-

doned their bail were hiding in those regions of Italy. Some of these

men whom Postumius arrested he pronounced guilty on the spot,

while others he sent to the Senate at Rome, where Publius Cornelius

had all of them thrown into prison.

Source: Uvy, History ofRome, 39.41.6-7.
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The Continued Repression of Slave Shepherds

and Bacchanals in Southern Italy in 182 b.c.

First Century B.C.

A formal investigation concerning the Bacchanalian troubles was given

as an additional task to the praetor Lucius Duronius, to whom Apulia

had been assigned by lot as his province. These were some remnants

that, like seeds planted by the earlier evils, had already begun to mani-

fest themselves in the previous year. But the judicial inquiries into

them, rather than being concluded, had in fact only been begun by the

praetor Lucius Pupius in the previous year [183 b.c.]. The Senate

ordered the new praetor to extinguish the threat completely, so that it

would not be able to spread more widely again for a second time.

Source: Livy, History ofRome, 40.19.9-10.
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The First SiciUan Slave War, 135-132 B.C.

The first major slave war faced by the Roman Republic erupted in the

center of the island of Sicily, the state's first overseas province.

According to most accounts, the war began with a sudden outburst of

violence in 135 b.c. in the city of Enna, the agricultural center of one

of the richest agricultural plains on the island and also an important

cult center of the goddess Demeter. A slave named Eunus led the ini-

tial outbreak, but tiie war also involved other smaller revolts, led by

local slave leaders, in different parts of the island.

At first, the Roman military response to the rebellion was feeble.

Only after several resounding defeats did Rome take the war more

seriously and assign regular military forces under praetorian comman-

ders to the island. The war lasted for about four years. In its after-

math, there was much recrimination and blame, mostiy of a moral

nature, both of the slave masters, whose excessive harshness toward

their slaves was seen as a significant cause of the war, and of the

Roman governors and military commanders for their corruption,

incompetence, and inaction.

The main account of the war comes from a Greek historian named

Diodorus Siculus ("the Sicilian"), whose home city was Agyrion, on

the island of Sicily, just north of Enna. He eventually left Sicily to

settle in the city of Ronae, where he completed a forty-book general

history of the world from the beginning of human civilization to

60 B.C. The principal source tiiat Diodorus used for events in Sicily

was probably an earlier history written by Posidonius. Only fifteen of

Diodorus's books have siu-vived; unfortunately, tiie books relevant to

the events of the great slave wars in Sicily have been lost. Therefore,

we have to rely for information on much later writers who compiled

synopses of the original work.

Two men sununarized Diodorus's account of the slave wars in

Sicily—Photios and Constantine Porphyrogennetos. Photios was head

(patriarch) of the Orthodox Church at Constantinople between the
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A D. 850s and 880s. He compiled a vast compendium of synopses of
classical works, including Diodorus's History. Constantine Porphyro-
gennetos ruled the Byzantine Empire from a.d. 945 to 949. While
emperor, he directed that a reference reader, or encyclopedia, of clas-
sical literary works be compiled for his use. We call this reader the
Excerpts of Constantine.

Following are these two versions of Diodorus's original account It
is important to read both accounts. Although the main elements of
ttie story appear in both versions, there are significant differences
between the two. The second account contains nuances and incidents
not found m the first (for example, it contains a more detailed account
of the kind daughter of the slave owner Damophilos) that offer
insights into how the story was told and explained by historians of the
time. Compare and contrast the content of the two versions, as well as
the different perspectives, values, and emphases of the writers.
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The First Slave War on the Island of Sicily: First Version

First Century B.a

This is the version preserved in the writings of the Byzantine patriarch
Phottos.

The Sicihans had been prosperous and happy in every respect for a
penod of sixty years foUowing the destruction of Carthage when the
slave war erupted among them for the following cause. Since the Sicil-
ims were m a rush to acquire ever more goods for their extravagant
lifestyles and were accumulating great wealth, they began to purchase
very large numbers of slaves. They immediately placed brands and
tattoos on the bodies of these slaves, whom they drove away in herds
from the slave traders. They used the young men among them as
herders and put the others to whatever use seemed most appropriate
to each. The masters were arrogant and harsh in their freatment of
the slaves. Smce they were convinced that the slaves deserved only
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minimum care, they gave them the least possible food and clothing.
Most of the slaves were forced to provide for their own livelihood by
becoming bandits. These bandit gangs were scattered around the
counfryside like detachments of soldiers. The result was that every
place in Sicily was filled with murder.

The Roman governors of Sicily tried to prevent the growth of these
gangs, but they did not dare to punish them because of the power and
influence of the landowners who were the brigands' slave masters.
The governors were forced to overlook the plundering of their own
province. Most of the great landowners were Roman equites [see glos-

sary]. Since these same landowners were also jurors in the cases
against Roman governors who were arraigned on charges arising

from the maladministration of their provinces, the men who served as

governors greatly feared them.^ The slaves, who were crushed by
their hardships and suffering, and who were continually humiliated
and beaten beyond all reason, were no longer able to endure their lot.

So they began to congregate in groups here and there as the opportu-
nity presented itself, and they began to discuss the possibility of

revolt Finally, they put their plans into action.

There was a Syrian slave, from the city of Apamea, whom a man
named Antigenes, a citizen of the city of Enna, owned. This slave was
a magician and a wonder-worker who claimed that he was able to pre-

dict future events from messages sent to him by the gods while he
was asleep. Indeed, he was able to deceive many people because of
this clever talent of his. From these small beginnings, he did not stop
at reciting the prophetic messages that he had in his dreams, but he
also claimed that he was able to see the gods themselves and to learn

from them about events that were to take place in the future. Of the
many things that he reputedly saw in his visions, some actually turned
out to be true— quite by chance, of course. Since the predictions that

did not occur were never challenged by anyone, while those things
that did happen gained notoriety, this slave's fame and repute in-

creased rapidly His most striking performance was this: While in a
state of ecstatic possession, he was able, by the use of some device, to

produce fire and to breathe flames from his mouth. While in a trance,

he would utter more prophecies about the things to come. He would do
this by placing some embers into a hollow shell (or something like

this) that was pierced at either end with a hole. Then, putting the shell

'Some modern historians believe that this is a mistake or an anachronism, based on
the belief that equites did not have an important role in the courts that tried miscreant
governors until well after the end of the first slave war.
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into his mouth and blowing on the embers, he would cause sparks and

then flames to burst out.

Before the outbreak of the revolt, this same slave claimed thdt the

Syrian goddess had appeared to him and had foretold that he was to

become king. He announced this news not only to those aroimd him

in general but even to his own master. The whole thing was treated as

a big joke. At his banquets, Antigenes, the master of this slave, would

lead the others along in this bit of light entertainment. Antigenes

would introduce Eunus (for this was the wonder-worker's name) to his

guests, and he [Antigenes] would question him [Eunus] closely about

his forthcoming kingship and about how he would treat each of the

diners who was present when he became king. Without a moment's

hesitation, Eunus would give a full account of everything, including

how moderately he would treat the slave masters. Then there was the

whole elaboration of his wonder-working itself. The diners would

burst into laughter. Some of them would select a tasty tidbit from the

dinner table and present it to Eunus as a gift, at the same time telling

him that when he became king, he should remember them for this act

of generosity. Not only did this wonder-working performed by Eunus

result in a genuine kingship, but the repayment of the favors that,he

received as a joke at these banquets was done not without the -good-

will of genuine gratitude.

The origin of the whole slave rebellion was as follows. Hiere was a

certain Damophilos, a citizen of Enna, who was an exceedingly

wealthy man, but one who had a rather arrogant character. He had

maltreated his slaves beyond all tolerable limits. His wife, Megallis,

competed with her husband in the punishment and general inhimiane

treatment of their slaves. Because of this maltreatment, the slaves

were reduced to the level of wild beasts and began to plot with one

another for rebellion and the murder of their masters. They went to

Eunus and asked him if the gods supported their plans. Following his

normal procedure, through the use of his wonder-working skills,

Eunus confirmed that the gods were favorable and advised the slaves

to undertake their plan at once. They immediately collected four hun-

dred of their fellow slaves. Arming themselves with such weapons as

were available at the moment, they fell on the city of Enna. Eunus led

them, working his usual wonders by breathing smoke and fire out of

his mouth. Breaking into the houses in the city, the rebel slaves insti-

tuted a general slaughter, not even sparing the suckling infants among
the inhabitants. Tearing them from thefr mothers' breasts, they

dashed the infants to the ground. One cannot actually say in words
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what they did to the women themselves—and with their husbands
looking on—what terrible acts of outrage and utter lewdness were
committed on them.

A large number of slaves from the city now joined the rebels. The
slaves first inflicted extreme savageries on their own masters, and
then they turned to the slaughter of the rest of the inhabitants. When
the slaves who were around Eunus learned that Damophilos was stay-

ing with his wife in a suburban villa near the city, they dispatched

some of their own men to bring back the man and his wife in chains.

They did so, subjecting the pair to repeated physical assaults on the

way. Only in the case of their daughter did the slaves show any consis-

tent care and consideration. In her case, they acted differently,

because she had a kind and benevolent character. As far as was pos-

sible, she had always been sympathetic to the slaves and had tried to

offer them help when any of them was in need. From these actions of

theirs, it is shown that the violence of the slaves did not stem from an
innate disposition toward others, but rather that their actions were
only fair repayment for the injustices that had formerly been inflicted

on them.

The men who had been dispatched to arrest Damophilos and
Megallis and to bring them back to the city (as I have said) arraigned

them both in the theater, where a great assembly of the rebels had
convened. Damophilos tried to use various rhetorical maneuvers in an
attempt to save himself and was actually beginning to convince some
of the crowd with his arguments. But Hermeias and Zeuxis, men
embittered against him in their attitudes, shouted out that he was a

deceiver. Not being able to await the final decision of the people, the

one man drove his sword through Damophilos's chest, while the other

cut his throat with an ax. Next, gunus was chosen king, not because

of his courage or for his abilities as a military fcommander; but solely

because of his wonder-working powers, since he was the one who had
started the revolt and because his very name seemed to be a good
omen that portended his kindly disposition to his new subjects.

Once he was made master of dl the rebels, Eunus summoned a

popular assembly and decreed that all the inhabitants of Enna who
had been taken prisoner were to be executed, except for those who
had some skill in the manufacture of weapons. These latter persons he
put in chains and set to work in workshops. He gave JVIegallis to the

female slaves to do vwth as they wished. When they had finished tor-

turing her, they threw Megallis off a nearby cliff. Eunus killed his own
masters, Antigenes and Pytho. Crowning his head with a diadem and

I
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Figure 5. Coin Issued by the Rebel Slave Leader Eunus,
a.k.a. Antiochus.

Tills coin features a veiled head of the goddess Demeter (or perhaps that of
Mat^r, who was venerated by the slaves), with a stalk of wheat, the most im-
portant agricultural product of the island. The legend BasiOeos) Antio(chou)
translates as "[coin of] King Antiochus," the title under which Eunus pro-
claimed his new power. In striking this coin, the minters were imitating a stan-
dard motif found on coins issued by the Greek city-state of Enna. The rebel
slaves were in effect advertising their autonomy as a state.

?K
"Antiochus, King of the Slaves," Numismatic Chronicle, vol. 20 (1920),

pp. 1/0-76, fig. p. 175.
\

adorning himself with all of the other accoutrements and symbols of
kingship, he declared his partner to be his queen. She was also a Syr-
ian, a woman who came from the same city as Eunus. He appointed as
royal counselors those who seemed outstanding in their intelligence.
Among them was one Achaios—"Achaian" both by name and by eth-
nic origin— a man who excelled in both planning and action.
As well as he was able, within three days Eunus had provided arms

for more than six thousand men, in addition to his other followers who
were armed with axes, hatchets, slings, sickles, fire-hardened spears,
and even cooking spits. In this fashion, Eunus moved about with his
forces, ravaging the countryside [around Enna]. When he had col-
lected a huge number of slaves, he became bold enough to engage in
combat with Roman field commanders. When he joined battle with
them, Eunus frequently came out the winner because of his larger
numbers—he now had more than ten thousand soldiers under his
command.
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_

While these events were taking place, a man named Kleon a Cili-
cian, began a revolt of other slaves on the island. Everyone hoped that
tile two groups of rebellious slaves would clash with each other in
battle and tiiat the rebels would destroy each otiier, tiiereby freeing
Sicily of the uprising. But contrary to all expectations, the two groups
merged tiieir forces. Kleon subordinated himself wholly to Eunus's
command and assumed the role of a general in tiie service of a king
Kleon had five thousand soldiers of his own. It was now almost thirty
days after the outbreak of the revolt.

A short time later, the Roman commander, the praetor Lucius Hyp-
saeus, arrived from Rome. He had 8,000 soldiers recruited in Sicily
under his command. When the two sides confronted each other on
the battlefield, however, the rebels emerged victorious, since they now
numbered 20,000. Not long afterward, their total collective strength
reached 200,000. Consequently, they emerged victorious from many
batties with tiie Romans; only infrequently did they come off the
worse. When news of these events spread outside Sicily, a slave rebel-
lion involving 150 conspirators broke out in Rome. Another one that
involved more than a tiiousand slaves broke out in Attica, anotiier
occurred on the island of Delos, and more revolts broke out in many
otiier places. Because of the speed with which help arrived and the
seventy witii which punishment was inflicted, tiie men who were in
charge of each community quickly put down tiiese rebellions This
brought any otiiers who were contemplating rebellion to tiieir senses
hi Sicily, however, tiie evils only grew in scale. Whole cities were
besieged and captured along witii tiieir inhabitants. Many armies were
completely desfroyed by the rebels.

The situation changed only when tiie consul [Publius] Rupilius
saved Tauromenium for the Romans by placmg it under a close siege
and encirclmg it so that tiie rebels were compelled to live in unspeak-
able conditions and famine. The besieged were reduced to such
extremes, m fact, tiiat tiiey began first to eat tiieir own children and
tiien tiieir women. Finally, in despair, they did not even shrink from
devourmg each otfier. It was on this occasion tiiat Rupilius captured
Kleon s brotiier Komanos [or Komas] when he was frying to escape
from tiie besieged city. In tfie end, a Syrian named Sarapion befrayed
the citadel, and tiie Roman commander was able to capture all tiie
fugitive slaves in the city. When Rupilius had finished torturing the
pnsoners, he had them thrown off a high precipice.
From Tauromenium, Rupilius advanced to Enna, which he placed

under a similar siege. By forcing tiie rebels into exfremely dire sfraits.
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he finally broke their hope. Kleon, their commander, sallied forth

from the city with a few men, fought heroically, and in the end died,

his body covered with wounds. His corpse was put on public display.

Rupilius captured this city by the same type of betrayal that he used at

Tauromenium, since, because of the great strength of its fortifications,

it could not be taken by ordinary force of arms.

Eunus took his bodyguard of a thousand men with him and, in a

cowardly fashion, sought refuge in steep and rugged terrain. Since the

Roman commander Rupilius was already marching against them in full

force, the men who accompanied Eunus realized how defenseless they

were against the impending disaster. Anticipating their fate, they cut

each other's throats with their swords. The wonder-worker and king,

Eunus, who, like a coward, had sought refuge in some caves, was

dragged out along with four men—his cook, his baker, his bath

masseur, and the master of entertaiiunents at his drinking parties.

After he had been placed in detention, his body was destroyed by a

mass of lice,^ as befits a man of his connivance. He ended his life at

Morgantina.

Rupilius then scoured the whole of Sicily with crack troops that he

divided into small operational units. In tiiis way, he freed the island

from the scourge of banditry much more quickly than had been

expected.

Eunus, the king of the rebels, called himself "Antiochus" and his

mob of rebels "Syrians."

^TTiis was a typical death of tyrannical rulers, including Antiochus IV, Herod the

Great, and the Roman emperor Galerius, who persecuted Christians. Plutarch provides

a vivid, if not repellent, description of the death of the Roman strongman Lucius Cor-

nelius Sulla in 78 B.C. when the ex-dictator's body turned into a mass of lice. Plutarch

comments: "Ifwe must make note of those men who were famous for other reasons, but

who were not good men themselves, it is reported that the leader of the war of the run-

away slaves in Sicily, called Eunus, was taken to Rome after his capture and died there

of this lice-consuming disease" {JAfe ofSuUa, 36).

Source: Diodorus Siculus, Library (^History, 34/35.2.1-24 [= Photios, Ubrary, 284-86b].
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DIODORUS SICULUS

The First Slave War on the Island of Sicily:

Second Version

First Century B.a

1}iis is the account preserved in the Byzantine emperor Constantine Por-

phyrogennetos's Excerpts. Surviving only in fragments, this version of

the slave rebellion covers the same sequence of events as the previous'

one, but it has different emphases and contains episodes not mentioned

in the first account.

Never had there been such a great uprising of slaves as then arose in

Sicily. Because of it, cities fell into terrible disasters, and countiess

men and women, along with their children, ejqperienced the gravest

misfortunes. The whole island seemed about toM into the hands of

fugitive slaves, who measured the extent of their power by the

excesses of the misfortunes that were suffered by free persons. These

events struck the majority of people on the island suddenly and con-

trary to all expectation, but to those who could judge these events

realistically, they did not seem to happen without good reason.

Because of the excessive success and wealth of those who were taking

profits from this exceedingly prosperous island, at first all of those

who had become wealthy so quickly desired only a luxurious life.

Later, however, they became arrogant and were filled witii violent

excesses. Since the maltreatment of the slaves increased in equal pro-

portion to their alienation from thefr masters, when the first opportu-

nity presented itself, there was a sudden violent outburst of hafred on

the part of the slaves. The result was that, without any communication

between themselves, tens of thousands of slaves joined forces to kill

their masters. Almost the identical thing happened in Asia at the same

time, when Aristonicus claimed the kingship that was not rightiy his.^

'Aristonicus, who professed to have a legitimate claim to the throne of the kingdom
of Pergamum, led an abortive rebellion at the time of King Attalus Ill's death in 133 B.C.

He issued his own coinage as a symbolic assertion of his royal auQiority and appealed to

the lower orders, including the slaves, for support The Roman consul Marcus Perpema
brought his revolt to a violent end in 129. Aristonicus was taken to Rome as a prisoner

and executed there.

87
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A*f "^^'^'^J^^
^^^ted them so terribly, the slaves in Asia

joined Anstomcus and were the cause of great disasters to many
unfortunate cities.

^
In almost the same fashion, each of the large landowners pur-

chased entu-e lots of slaves to farm their lands. . . . fThe manuscript is
defective.] Some of them were shackled by their feet, others were
ground down by the sheer weight of their work, but all of them had
Jeir bodies inscribed with the slave owners' arrogant marks of identi-
tication. Such large numbers of slaves flooded all of SicOy that those
vjjo heard the outlandish figures involved would not believe themIhe Sicilians themselves had now become so massively wealthy that
they began to rival the Italians in their arrogance, in their greed formore, and m their wicked machinations. The ItaUans. who also owned
large numbers of slaves, had already made their slave herdsmen so
accustomed to the loose controls over them that the slave owners did
not need to provide the slaves with any of the necessary supplies fornvmg but rattier simply allowed, them to engage in acts of banditry.
Great power had been permitted to men who, because of their phy^
cal strength, were capable of doing anything they wished and whowere fortunate to have free time on their hands. Since these men
lacked even the basic necessities of life, they were driven to commit

lawlessness^
™' '^'^''^ Produced a rapid escalation of

At first, they murdered men who happened to be traveling alone or
in pairs along the roads in out-of-the-way places. Then they gatheredm gangs to attack the houses of unprotected people during the night

rS^f ^""^-^ } possessions and killing all those who tried to

result J'"'^^; ^T.^ ^^^t^'- greater, with the
result that at night, no road in Sicily was safe anymore. For those
people who had been accustomed to living in the countryside, it wasno longer s^e to remain there. Every place was fiUed with violence

r^A-'^ ^^^^y ^^'i o^ °^"rder. Since the slave herdsmen were

r^fZ. '"^f^d5*>""5y«ide and were armed like soldiers, natu-
rally they were filled with arrogance and danng. They brandished
clubs, spears and imposing herdsmen's staffs, and their bodies were
covered m the hides of wolves and wild boars, so that they had

L if pT^- ^PP^^^'^^ th^t not far from the savageries of war
Itself. Following close on the heels of each man was a pack of fierce
dogs, while a regular diet of milk and raw meat made the bodies andminds of the men themselves thoroughly savage

th "^if^.'f^^
became filled with armed gangs scattered aboutthe countryside, smce. thanks to the permissiveness of their owners.
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the aggressive impulses of the slaves were now provided with the nec-
essary weapons The Roman governors tried to prevent the madness
of tiie slaves, but they did not dare to punish them, because the
authority and power of the slave masters forced the governors to look
tiie other w^ while the province was being plundered by the bandits.The fact IS that most of the landowners were recognized Roman equi-
tes. bmce these same men were judges in legal cases filed against the
governors, arising from the maladministration of their provinces thevwere greatly feared by the governors.*
The Italians who were beginning to engage in agricultural enter-

prises m Sicily purchased large numbers of slaves. They placed identi-
fying marks on the slaves' bodies, but they did not provide them with
sufficient food and ground them down with a brutal and oppressivework regime ... and the enduring of these miseries. . . . [The menu-
script IS defective.]

Not only in the public realm of power should those in superior posi-
tions treat those who are humble and lowly with consideration. But
similar y in their private lives, if they understand their own situations
accurately, they should treat their slaves considerately Just as arro-
gance and brutal treatment in states leads to social upheaval and civil
strife among the freeborn citizens, in the same way maltreatment pro-
duces plots against the masters by the slaves within the household
From this same source, fearsome rebellions are plotted against the
state iteelf. To the degree that cruelty and lawlessness pervert the
basic elements of power, to that same degree the characters of subject
persons are made savage to the point of despair. For every personwho has been made humble by chance or fate and who has willingly
freated his superiors with goodness and respect, but who has been
depnved of the expected humane consideration in return, will become
an enemy to those who savagely lord it over him
_

There was a certain Damophilos, born in Enna, who was an exceed-
ingly wealthy man, but of arrogant character, who farmed a great cir-
cuit of lands filled with herds of cattle. He emulated the lifestyle of the
Italians m Sicily-both in the great number of slaves that he pos-
sessed and m the inhumane and harsh way in which he treated them
Damophilos used to go the rounds of his lands in four-wheeled
coaches drawn by richly caparisoned- horses and accompanied by a
retmue of armed slaves. In addition to these men, Damophilos also
boasted a large number of handsome slave boys and a following of his

,n^'!^^^ « concerning this claim about the status of the landownersand Its supposed effect on the behavior of the Roman governors
landowners

=ca/)amo»erf.- adorned.
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favorites. Both in the city and in his rural villas, he displayed finely

chased^ silver vessels and purple-dyed coverings, and he had royal

tables set with lavish feasts.

Damophilos exceeded even the luxuries of the Persians in his great

outlays and expenditures. He also exceeded the Persians in arro-

gance The command of a power that was answerable to no one and of

a great wealth that was acquired by good luck affected Damophilos's

uneducated and unschooled character. At first, his excessive wealth

produced a desire only for what would suffice, but then it led to a vio-

lent impulse to acquire more, and finally to disaster and death for hun-

self and to great misfortunes for his community.

Whenever he purchased a large number of slaves, Damophilos

would treat them violently, inscribing letters and marks with mstru-

ments of iron on the bodies of men who had been freeborn citizens in

their own lands, but who had suffered the fate of slavery through cap-

ture in warfare. Some of these he bound with leg irons and threw into

slave barracks. Others he appointed to be his herdsmen, but these he

did not provide with sufficient clothing or food.

When Damophilos of Enna was approached by some naked slaves

who wished to speak with him about the matter of adequate clothing,

he would not listen to their petition but said, "What's this? Men wan-

dering around the countryside, parading in the nude? Why don't they

just importune a theatrical patron to provide them with the cloaks that

they need so badly?" He ordered them to be bound to pillars and

beaten, and then he haughtily had them dismissed.

Because of the stubbornness and cruelty of his character, there was

not a day on which DamophUos did not punish some of his slaves, and

. never for any just cause. And his wife Metallis,^ who delighted no less

in these excessive punishments, treated her women servante cruelly,

as well as any of the other slaves who happened to cross her path.

Because of the beatings and punishments administered by these two

owners their slaves became violently enraged toward them, and con-

sidering that nothing worse would happen to themselves than they

were presently suffering. . . . [The manuscript ends.]

The slaves began to plot with one another about a rebellion and the

murder of their masters. They approached Eunus, who lived not fer

fi-om them, and asked him if their plans had the approval of the gods.

Eunus fell into a trancelike state and began working his wonders.

^chased: ornamented.

'Megallis in the first account
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When he heard why they had come, Eunus made clear to them that

the gods favored their revolt as long as they did not delay too long but

put their plans quickly into action. It had been foretold, he sjdd, that

Enna, the chief city of the whole island, was to be their homeland.

When they heard his words, they were confident that the divine was

with them in their revolt Their spirits were so on fire for rebellion

that they would accept no delay in the accomplishment of their aims.

They unmediately set loose those slaves who were in bonds. Then,

collecting as many of the other slaves as happened to live nearby, they

gathered together about four hundred men in a field that was close to

Enna. Making pacts and forging bonds of trust with each other by

swearing, oaths over sacrifices in the middle of the night, they armed

themselves as well as they could on the spur of the moment. All of

them donned the most powerful weapon of all: a rage that was

directed at the destruction of their arrogant and overbearing masters.

Eunus led them in their assault. Shouting encouragement to each

other, the slaves burst into the city in the middle of the night and

slaughtered many people.

The daughter of Damophilos, a girl approaching the age of mar-

riage, simple in her character and remarkable for her human kind-

ness, also lived in Sicily. She always showed concern for the slaves

who were being beaten by her parents and felt sympathy for the ones

that had been put in chains. Because of her kindness, she was greatly

loved by everyone. So it happened in the present circumstances that

her previous favors provoked in response the sympathy of those who

had been treated well by her. Not only did no slave dare violently and

shamefully to lay hands on the girl, but all of them made sure that the

flower of her beauty was kept free from any outrage against her honor.

Instead, the slaves selected the best men from their own numbers—

the most outstanding among them was a man named Hermeias—and

had them escort her safely to the home of some of her relatives in the

city of Catana.

Although the rebellious slaves were wild with rage against all tiie

households of their masters and resorted to uncontrolled violence and

vengeance against them, it was clear that this response was not rooted

in any innately savage nature. Rather, it was because of the outrages

that had previously been committed against them that they now ran

wild in the punishment of those who had previously done wrong to

them. Even among slaves, human nature is perfectly capable of being

its own teacher about what is just repayment, whether it be gratitude

or vengeance.
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After Eunus was hailed as king, he had all of them [the slave mas-
ters] killed, with the sole exception of those who in earlier times had
deigned to invite him to their banquets when his master had allowed,
men who had treated him kindly, who had shown respect for his
prophetic powers, and who had given gifts of food to him from their
own tables. Here was an amazing thing: a sudden shift in fortune and
the fact that a favor granted for such a small thing should be repaid
with such a great gift and at such a critical time.

Achaios, the personal adviser of King Antiochus [the slave leader
Eunus's new royal name], was not pleased with the actions of the
runaway slaves and reprimanded them for the outrages they were
committing. He announced, with some bravado, that they would suf-
fer immediate punishment for these acts. Not only did Eunus not
put Achaios to death for his use of free speech, but he gave him the
house of his former masters as a gift and made him one of his royal
counselors.

There was another revolt of runaway slaves on the island worthy of
record. Meon, a CiUcian from the region of the Taurus Mountains
had been accustomed to a life of banditry from the time he was a
small child. In Sicily, he became a herder of horses and a man who
habitually robbed travelers and committed murders all over the place
When he learned of Eunus's success and of the victories of the ftigi-
tive slaves under his command, he decided to lead his own revolt He
persuaded some of the slaves close by to join his mad enterprise
They overran the city of Acragas and almost all of the surrounding
countryside.

Their pressing needs and lack of resources forced the rebel slaves
to have a good opinion of everyone; they did not have the luxury of
selecting only the stronger and better men.

There was no need of some heaven-sent sign to make them realize
that the city was open to capture. Even to the dullest person, it was
clear that the city's walls had fallen into disrepair because of the pro-
longed peaceful conditions and that now, when many of its soldiers
had been killed, it was easily exposed to a successful siege.

Eunus had stationed his forces outside the range of the catapult
bolts. He cursed the Romans, shouting out that it was not his men but
the Romans who were the real fugitives—in their case, from the dan-
gers of war. He even staged dramatic mime performances for the
people mside the city on the theme of the slave rebellion—dramas in
which the slaves themselves acted out the events of their rebellion
agamst their masters. In these dramatic skits, the slaves poured con-
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tempt on tiie arrogance and outrageous insolence that had led to the
slave owners' self-destruction.

As for sudden and unexpected blows of misforhine, there are those
who are persuaded that the divine has nothing at all to do with such
occurrences. Yet, even so, it is surely to the advantage of the common
good of society tiiat fear of the gods should be inculcated in the minds
of the great majority of ordinary people. For those who do the right
thing because of their personal moral excellence are few in number.
The vast majority of humankind refrain from doing wrong only
because of the penalties exacted by the laws and the punishments
coming from the gods.

When these great and countless evils were inflicted on the people
of Sicily, the democratic mob had no sympathy when they witnessed
the misfortunes of the masters. Quite the opposite: They were over-
joyed. The common people were filled with envy because of their
unequal share in the community and because of the lives they were
compelled to lead, so very different from those of the rich. This envy
of theirs, caused by the suffering that I have mentioned, turned to joy
when they saw tiiat the resplendent lot of the rich had been reduced
to depths that would once have been beneath the contempt of even
ordinary citizens. But what was the most terrible of all was the fact
that the rebel slaves, who at least had some reasonable forethought,
did not set ffre to the rural villas of the rich and did not destroy the
goods and harvests that were stored on the counfry estates of the
wealthy. Indeed; in general they refrained from doing harm to anyone
involved in farming. The free common people, however, used the run-
away slaves as an excuse. Rushing out into the countryside, they not
only pillaged and plundered the possessions of the rich, but they also
set ffre to their country villas— all out of envy.

The runaway Syrian slaves cut off the hands of their prisoners. Not
satisfied with cutting off the hands alone, however, amid these terrible
mutilations they made it their practice to cut off the whole of the per-
son's arm.

_
Those persons who ate the sacred fish^ suffered many evils. The di-

vine force, as if displaying what was fitting as an example for the oth-
ers, left all of those who had acted with so little consideration with no
relief from these ills. These same people, in accordance with the

'sacred fish: Probably the fish sacred to the goddess Artemis that were kept in a
pond at the fountain of Arethusa in Syracuse. Such flsh also were central to the worship
of the Synan goddess Atargatis, and so they were probably well known to the rebel
slaves.
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vengeance inflicted by the gods, have also received blame in our his-

torical accounts and so have reaped the kind of just punishment they

deserve.

Since the Senate was struck with a reverent fear of the divine, it dis-

patched an embassy to Sicily in accordance with a Sibylline oracle

[see glossary]. The ambassadors went to visit all the altars that had

been established for Aetnean Zeus throughout the island of Sicily and

made sacrifices at these altars. They also had barriers erected around

the altars and ordered that no one was to have access to them except

for those political communities that had by tradition made ancestral

sacrifices at each particular place.

There was a man from Morgantina, one Gorgos, who was also

known as Kambalos, a man who was preeminent in his wealth and per-

sonal reputation. One day he was out on the chase with his hunting

dogs, when by chance he ran into a bandit gang of runaway slaves. To

escape them, he began to run back to the city on foot. His father, Gor-

gos, who was out riding on horseback, happened to encounter his son.

He dismounted and offered his son the horse so that the son might

save himself by riding back to the city. The son, however, would not

put his own safety before that of his father; nor was the father willing

to accept the death of his son by making his own escape from the

impending danger. As they were tearfully pleading with each other

and contending with each other in respect and affection—the yirtue

of a parent's love for a child contesting with the son's love for a

father—the bandits caught up with them and murdered them both.

Source: Diodorus Siculus, Library ofHistory, 34/35.2.25-3.11.

The documents that follow are minor sources for the first slave war on

Sicily They are often synopses, brief asides, and other snippets of

information contained in histories, letters, and speeches from later

times. Although often tangential to tiie main concerns of tiie writers,

these pieces of information might confirm tiie general outiine of the

events described in the previous two accounts or add details that

would otherwise be unknown.
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UVY

A BriefSummary of the Main Events

of 136-129 B.C.

First Century B.C.

A slave war erupted in Sicily. Since the praetors were not able to sup-

press it, the consul Gaius Fulvius [Flaccus] [134 B.C.] was ordered to

take the field. The man who caused this war was a slave named
Eunus, a man of Syrian origin. Eunus collected a force of rural slaves,

broke open the slave barracks, and in this way raised the numbers of

hi^ men to those of a regular army. Another slave, named Cleon

[Kleon], likewise gathered together about seventy thousand slaves.

After these two men joined forces, they fought several batties against

the Roman army.

. . . [This book] includes, in addition, an account of campaigns in

Sicily undertaken against tiie fugitive slaves, but with varying degrees

of success.

Publius Rupilius, the consul [in 132 B.C.], brought the war against

the fugitive slaves in Sicily to an end. Aristonicus, the son of the king

Eumenes, took possession of Asia, although according to the last will

and testament of King Attalus in which his kingdom was bequeathed

to the Roman people, it was to be a free state. Publius Licinius Cras-

sus, the consul [in 131 B.C.], although he was also pontifex maximus

[see glossary] (a thing that had never happened before), actually left

the land of Italy to attack Aristonicus. He was defeated in battie and

died. Marcus Perpema, the consul, defeated Aristonicus and received

his surrender.

Source: livy, Summaries, 56, 58-59.
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JULIUS OBSEQUENS

ne Slave War in Sicily and Contemporary
Slave Rebellions in Italy in 134-132 b.c.

Fifth Century a.d.

Julius Obsequens collected "trodieip^ " ny ««,,o ;

gious significance, nrnnly JnlTu f^ ''^^

we learn ofslave revolts thatVl ^ r
^^""^

first slave war in sTciy
^

cLtfls7S4*B c
^^^""^ ^"^vius tmaccus] were

JZ^s t ^^^^^ Sicn. a eonsp..

In *e year that Publius PopiUius and Publius RupiUus were consuls

ish^ent^LsicS^SrsI^^^^^^^^

Source: Julius Obsequens, Book ofProdigies. 27. 27b.
/
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OROSIUS

The Slave War in Sicily and Contemporary
Slave Rebellions in Italy and Greece

Fifth Century A.D.

96
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In the year m which Servius^ Fulvius Flaccus and Quintus Calpurnius
Piso were consuls [135 b.c], there was born to a slave woman at
Rome a boy with four feet, four hands, four eyes, double the usual
number of ears, and two sets of sexual organs. In Sidly, Mount Aetna
erupted in great flashes of fire and poured out lava that rushed like
flash floods down its slopes. Objects close to the volcano were com-
pletely burned by the fires, while those more distant were scorched
by the burning ashes that were scattered for and wide, along with poi-
sonous gases. The portent signaled by this volcano, in a phenomenon
that was always peculiar to Sicily, did not so much proclaim a forth-
coming evil as it actually caused one to happen
As a result, a slave war broke out in Sicily Because of the large

numbers of slaves involved, and because of their equipment and sup-
plies, this war was both serious and savage. The war utterly destroyed
Roman praetors and struck terror even into consuls. Of the conspira-
tors who were in arms, they say that the total number of slaves
reached seventy thousand men. This total, however, does not include
the slaves of the city of Messana. Since they had been treated fairly,
they remained peaceful. In any event, the situation in Sicily was worse
because it was an island and it never had an independent law of its
own, but was at some times subject to tyrants and at other times to
slaves. The tyrants exacted slavery by their evil domination of others,
and the slaves, by their perverse arrogance, brought about the inver-
sion of freedom and servitude. Furthermore, since Sicily is closed off
on all sides by the sea, its internal troubles cannot easily be dissipated
abroad. Sicily, indeed, nourished a viper conceived for its own destruc-
tion, a viper that grew very large because of Sicily's compulsive lusts
and was destined to live at the cost of Sicily's destruction. Inasmuch
as It is a rare kind of uprising, an insurrection of slaves is a more dan-
gerous type of rebelUon: Masses of free citizens are prompted by their
aims to increase the strength of their homeland, whereas a mob of
slaves is incited to destroy it

What is more, the contagious disease of the Sicilian slave war
infected many provinces far and wide. At Minturnae [in Italy] 450
slaves were crucified. At Sinuessa, an uprising of about 4,000 slaves
was crushed by Quintus Metellus [consul in 143 b.c] and Gnaeus
Servilius Caepio [praetor in 143 B.C.]. A revolt of slaves in the mines at
Athens was repressed by the "praetor" Heraclitus.^" On the island of

'Orowis is mistaken about the consul's first name. It should be Gaius
Herachtus: He was not actually a Roman praetor, but rather a local official of tlie

city-state or Athens.
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Delos, slaves who were about to break out in a new revolt were

repressed by the preemptive actions taken by the citizens of the

island. All of these other incidents were caused by the first source of

this evil in Sicily, which scattered the embers, so to speak, that

sparked the other fires. The consul Piso, who succeeded Fulvius as

commander in Sicily, captured the town of Mamertium, where he

killed 8,000 fugitive slaves. Those whom he was able to capture alive,

he nailed to crosses. In turn, he was succeeded by the consul Rutilius

[Rupilius], who recaptured Tauroilienium and Enna, which had been

the most strongly fortified of the refuges held by the fugitive slaves.

They say that more than 20,000 slaves were slaughtered in these oper-

ations. The causes of this great and protracted war were certainly lam-

entable. The slave masters were bound to lose everything unless they

opposed their increasingly insolent slaves with the blade of a sword.

And yet, as far as the tragic destruction caused by the fighting and the

unhappy rewards of victory were concerned, the victors themselves

lost just as much as the defeated.

Source; Orosius, History against the Pagans, 5.6.1-6, 5.9.4-8.
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POSIDONIUS

The Cause of the Slave War

First Century B.C.

43

APPIAN

The Tribune of the Plebs on the Dangers

Posed by the Slave War in Sicily

Second Century A.D.

In this brief passage, the historian Appian writes about the demands

made by Tiberius Gracchus, the tribune of the plebs^^ in 133 B.C., for a

redistribution ofpublic land to Roman citizens. In making his arguments

in support of a strong freebom citizen body offarmers, Tiberius Grac-

chus was careful to point out the deleterious ejfects ofslavery.

Tiberius was very critical of the large numbers of slaves in Italy as use-

less for warfare and of tiie slaves tiiemselves as disloyal to tiieir own-

ers. He pointed to the recent disaster inflicted by tiie slaves on tiieir

masters in Sicily, precisely in a sitiiatioii where the demands of agricul-

tiire had greatiy increased tiieir numbers. He also brought to mmd tiie

war waged against tiiese slaves by tiie Romans, a war tiiat was neitiier

easy to win nor short in duration. Rattier, it had been a protracted con-

flict that was dangerous and filled witii unexpected shifts in fortime.

"plebs: the ordinary dtizens of the city of Rome.

Source: Appian, Roman History: The Civil Wars, 1.9.36.

In the eighth book of his Histories, Posidonius says concerning

Damophilos the Sicilian, the man who was the cause of the slave war:

He was a slave of luxury and evildoing. He traveled through the coun-

tryside in four-wheeled carriages drawn by splendid horses and was
accompanied by an escort of handsome young slaves, parasites, and a

coterie of boys in livery. Later, however, he and his whole family met
their end in a suitably humiliating manner, the object of his own
slaves' contempt

Source: Posidonius, Histories [Kidd-Edelstin, F59; Jacoby, FGrH, F7: from Athenaeus,

Deipnosophistae, 12.542b].
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CICERO

The Behavior of the Rebel Slaves at Enna

First Century B.C.

In his prosecution ofGaius Verres, the former Roman governor of Sicily

who was brought to trial on charges of extortion in 70 B.C., the Roman

orator and senator Cicero purposely maligned Verres' behavior by
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STRABO

r/^g Devastation of Sicily
First Century A.D.
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[At this point, Strabo describes the town of Eryx, the temple of Venus
Erycina, and the temple slaves who served this complex.]

All of the other settlements in the hinterland have, for the greatest

part, been given over to herdsmen. I do not know of any persons liv-

ing at Gela or Kallipolis or Selinus or Euboea or at many of the oth-

ers Hie Romans, realizing that the land was deserted, took

possession of the highlands and most of the plains regions and
handed them over to men who herded horses, cattle, and sheep. Many
times the island of Sicily fell into great dangers because of these men.
At first, the herdsmen turned to banditry only sporadically, but later

they began to operate in much larger numbers and pillaged the local

settlements, as when Enna was seized by Eunus and his men.
More recently, in my own time, a man named Selouros was sent to

Rome under arrest He was nicknamed the "Son of Aetna" because he
had led a gang of bandits that, for a long time, had overrun the lands

around Mount Aetna, staging repeated hit-and-run raids on the sur-

rounding settlements. 1 saw this man in gladiatorial games staged in

the forum at Rome, where he was killed by being torn to pieces by wild

beasts. Selouros was placed on a high contraption, as if he were on top

of Mount Aetna. This tower was constructed in such a way that it

would suddenly collapse into pieces. The result was that Selouros fell

into the cages of the wild animals, which were built to fall open easily

and had been constructed underneath the edifice for this purpose.

Source: Strabo, Geography, 6.2.6-7.
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FLORUS

The Extent of the Devastation of Sicily Caused by the Slaves

Second Century a.d.

The Latin author Florus seems to have depended mainly on the accounts

ofLivy and Sallustfor his information on the slave wars. Since their his-

torical works on these wars have been lost, Florus's words, even if they

are only a shadowy summary ofwhat once existed, are still useful.
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Even if we fought against our own Italian allies— itself an impious
act— at least we fought with free and freeborn men. But who can even
bear the thought, and not be greatly disturbed by it, of wars waged by
slaves against the leading people of the civilized world? The first at-

tempt at a slave war took place in the city of Rome itself, in the early
years of its history, under the leadership of Herdonius the Sabine
[460 B.C.]. On this occasion, when the city was occupied with the sedi-
tions caused by the tribunes of the plebs, the Capitolium^^ was seized,
but it was later taken back by the consul. This incident, however, was
more a civil insurrection than a genuine war.

Then [at a much later time], when our rule was established over
very diverse and very distant lands, who could believe that Sicily

would be far more cruelly devastated in a war fought against slaves
than it had been by the war with the Carthaginians? This land, so rich
in its production of cereal crops and, in a manner of speaking, almost
a suburb of Rome, was divided into extensive agricultural domains
that were owned by Roman citizens. The large numbers of slaves who
worked lands owned by these men, and who were either housed in
slave barracks or kept in chains, provided the basic manpower for
the war.

A certain Syrian named Eunus—the very magnitude of the disas-
ters he caused makes us remember him—by feigning a sort of crazed
madness and tossing about his locks of hair in his worship of the Syr-
ian goddess, incited the slaves to arms and to freedom, pretending
that he had received such a command from die divine spirit. To prove
that he was acting under divine inspiration, he hid in his mouth a hol-
low nutshell that he had filled with sulfur and embers, so that, by
exhaling slowly, he breathed out flames while he spoke. This miracle
initially attracted two thousand men from those whom he happened to
meet, but later, when the slave barracks had been broken open by the
right of war," he assembled an army of more than sixty thousand.

Leaving no evil undone, Eunus even adorned himself with royal in-

signia. He inflicted a devastation on fortified places, villages, and
towns that was pitiful to behold. Finally, in the ultimate shame of the
war, he even captured the army camps of Roman praetors. But I am
not ashamed to name the commanders involved: They were Manlius,
Lentulus, Piso, and Hypsaeus. The result was that praetorian conunan-
ders who ran from the battlefield were pursued by men who ought to
have been arrested by professional hunters of runaway slaves. Fmally,

^'^Capitolium: temple of Jupiter on the Capitoline hill in Rome.
^^right ofwar idea that one can do what one wishes in war.
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under the command of Perperna, punishment was inflicted on the fugi-

tive slaves. For Perperna defeated their forces and, in the final event

of the war, placed them under siege at Enna, where he destroyed

them with a famine that was as lethal as any plague. Those bandits

who survived he punished with leg irons, chains, and crucifixion. Per-

perna contented himself with an ovatio [see glossary] for his victory

over the slaves, so that he would not besmirch the honor of a triumph

[see glossary] by displaying a sign" that it was for vanquishing mere

slaves.

^*sign: In the general's triumphal parade, inscribed banners and signs announced to

the spectators who the defeated enemy were.

Source: Florus, A Synopsis ofRoman History, 2.7.1-8.
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VALERIUS MAXIMUS

Stories ofBravery and Cowardice

ofRomans and Slaves in the War

First Century A.D.

In the early first century A.D., Valerius Maximus produced a large collec-

tion of memorable sayings and accomplishments offamous persons. He

intended these as examples to be imitated by his readers. Although they

are not much more than moralizing vignettes, they preserve materials

from other sources that have been lost.

1. There once existed those men who were dedicated to military

discipline even if this meant breaking the bonds of kinship and friend-

ship. They did not hesitate to exact punishment for a wrong that had

been committed, even if it meant shame for their own households.

Thus, Publius Rupilius, when he was consul in the war that he fought

in Sicily against the runaway slaves, ordered his son-in-law Quintus

Fabius to leave the province when, because of his negligence, he lost

the fortified position at Tauromenium.

[The Latin text of the passage above is marked with textual difficulties.]
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tremely hard-pressed financially, he actually hired out his services to

the allied cities in Sicily. A little while later, when he became consul,

all the Sicilians received their laws from him, and he freed them from
the savage war against bandits and fugitive slaves. Indeed, if there

could be any feeling in mute objects, I think that the gates of the city

themselves would be astonished at such a great change of status in

the same individual. For they witnessed a man just getting by on his

day-to-day income, while they later saw the same man dispensing the

law and commanding naval fleets and armies.

5. There are even deaths of barbarians that are deserving of mem-
ory. One such death was that of a man named Komas [Komanos] who,
it is said, was the brother of Kleon, the supreme commander of the

bandits. When Roman forces retook Enna, which had up until then been
held by the brigands, Komas was brought before the consul Publius
Rupilius. When Komas was being questioned about the number of his

men and what the fugitive slaves were trying to do, he paused and
steeled himself. Komas covered his head, bent down on his knees,

and held his breath until he died in the arms of the guards, right in

front of the consul himself. Miserable and contemptible men, who
would in fact be better off dead, torture themselves during their inter-

rogation with the fear and the dread of the death that might happen to

them and worry about the form that it might take. In their minds, they

sharpen the iron blade, mix the required doses of poison, take a rope
in their hands, or cast their eyes to the tops of precipitous cliffs— as if

one needed great preparations and extraordinary efforts to bring the

partnership between body and soul to an end. Komas needed none of

this. He ended his own life by extinguishing the life in his own chest

Source: Valerius Maximus, Memorable Deeds and Words. 2.7.3, 2.7.9, 4.3.10, 6.9.8,

9.12.1.
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Slingshot Ammunition Used by Roman Soldiers

133 B.C.

Just like modern bomber crews who painted slogans on the bombs they

dropped, Roman soldiers who used slingshots as weapons frequently

inscribed words on the bullets" they used as ammunition. Sometimes
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these words were meant to encourage their own side—for example, the

name of their commander. At other times, bullets were inscribed with
crude obscenities, slurs, or curses aimed at the enemy.

The following example is an inscription from a slingshot bullet found
in 1808 at Castrogiovanni in Sicily, near the site ofancient Enna. Many
of these bullets have been discovered there, both on the heights of the site

itself and on the surrounding slopes. Some bullets are inscribed; others

are not. About thirty or so are inscribed with the Roman commander's
name, as follows:

LUCIUS PISO, SON OF LUCIUS, THE CONSUL

See also document 61 for other examples of bullet inscriptions from the

second slave war on Sicily.

Source: CorpKS Itiscriptionum LaHnarum, vol. P, no. 847.

6
The Second SiciUan Slave War, 104-100 B.C.

The second major slave war that afflicted the Roman state was almost

a carbon copy of the first. Taking place a generation after the first war,

it also occurred on the island of Sicily. The sequence of events and the

actions of the main protagonists are so reminiscent of the first slave

war that some modern historians have hypothesized that the Greek

and Roman historians who told the story of the second war simply

copied the narrative patterns of the first The real differences between

the two wars, however, are significant, and the similarities may be

explained by imitative behavior—the slaves and their repressors had

learned from the first great war—and by the similar social, economic,

and geoigraphic conditions in which the events happened.

The main difference between the first and second slave wars is in

their causes. A series of events in the year 104 b.c. created a recruit-

ing crisis for the Roman army. The need for manpower led to a

demand for increased contributions to Roman forces from Rome's

allies. When the king of Bithynia protested that he could not provide

men on the scale demanded because large numbers of the men in his

kingdom had been kidnapped and taken into slavery by slave traders,

the Roman senate responded by passing a measure intended to pro-

tect people of free status in the provinces of the Roman Empire from

being wrongfully detained as slaves. This decree raised e3q)ectations

of freedom among many of the people already held in slavery on the

island of Sicily—slaves who had a model for resistance in their social

memory The war that broke out in the eastern part of the island in

104 B.C. lasted for four years and, once again, seems to have suc-

ceeded in part because of Roman inaction. The sudden explosion of

slave resistance appears to have taken the local landowning elite in

Sicily and the Roman authorities by surprise. Our main account of the

war is, once again, that preserved in the surviving fragments of the

history composed by Diodorus Siculus ("the Sicilian"), who perhaps

had some ancestral memories of the second slave war.
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DIODORUS SICULUS

Events That Portended the Second Great Slave War:
The Rebellion of Titus Vettius

First Century b.c.

Diodorus prefaced his account of the slave war with an account of an
odd incident m southern Italy involving slaves who were incited to join a
destitute young nobleman in an episode of local violence. Diodorus Pre-
sents this strange episode as a sort ofprefiguration of the more fearsome
war that soon erupted.on Sicily. The account survives in two slightly dif-
ferent versions. .

s j-
*»/

It was the time when [Gaius] Marius defeated the African kings Boc-
chus and Jugurtha in a great upheaval in North Africa, a war in which
he killed many thousands of Africans and took Jugurtha prisoner. Boc-
chus had first seized Jugurtha, so that Bocchus received a pardon
from the Romans for the fact that he had opposed them in the war Itwas also the time when the despondent Romans had suffered a shock-
ing senes of military defeats at the hands of the. Cimbri in Gaul This

fw""" If'.v'^^^" T° to of ^ome to
report that a rebellion involving tens of thousands of slaves was taking
place m their own homeland. When this news was announced, thewhole Roman state was in a great crisis. Since almost sixty thousand
enlisted men had been lost in the war against the Cimbri in Gaul
there was now a shortage of troops to be sent out on campaign against
any new enemy * souiol

Before the outbreak of the revolt of the slaves in Sicily however
there occurred a number of brief, small-scale slave uprisings in Italy
Itself, as If the dmne spirit were signaling in advance the magnitude of
the upnsmg that was about to take place in Sicily The first of these
minor rebelhons occurred at Nuceria, where thirty slaves formed a
conspiracy but were swiftly punished. The second uprising was at

S-es'se'd ^° ^'^'^^ ^^^""^^ ^' "^^^^ ^"'^y

rvJ?^ fA?-
'^^^^^'^ a li«ie odd. There was a man named Titus

[Vettius] Mmutius, who held the rank of eques [see glossary] and
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whose father was a man of great wealth. He fell in love with a slave

girl, a woman of exceptional beauty, who happened to be owned by

another man. Having had sex with her and fallen desperately in love,

Minutius tried to purchase the girl for the sum of seven Attic talents,^

so violently was he compelled by his mad love for the woman. With

some difficulty, he was finally able to persuade the girl's master to

agree to this plan. A date was set by which Minutius was to pay off the

debt, since he had been extended credit on the basis of his father's

wealth. When the day arrived and he did not have the means to pay

what he owed, a new deadline of thirty days was set. When this day

also arrived and the creditors asked for payment, Minutius did not

have any more resources to meet the payment than he had had on the

first occasion. Since he was still ablaze with love for the woman, he

did something that was against all reason: He concocted plots against

his creditors and began to claim the powers of a king.

Minutius acquired five hundred individual sets of armor and

weaponry. He was advanced the credit to pay for these weapons and

arranged for a delay in the payment. In secret, he stockpiled the arms

in one of his fields and incited four hundred of his own slaves to open

rebellion. Then he donned a diadem and a purple cloak, surrounded

himself with lictors [see glossary] and other symbols of office, and

with the support of his slaves appointed himself king. He had the

creditors who had been demanding payment for the girl from him

beaten with rods and then beheaded.

Minutius provided his slaves with full armament and began to make
attacks on nearby rural estates. Those who eagerly joined his cause,

he also provided with arms; those who opposed him, he had killed.

Very quickly, he acquired a following of more than seven hundred

men. Next, he enrolled them into regular military units and divided

them into centuries.^ Minutius then established these men in a pal-

isaded fort and received with open arms anyone who was willing to

join the rebellion.

When the rebellion was reported to Rome, the Senate sensibly took

counsel concerning the uprising and instigated measures to repress it.

Of the praetors who were then in the city, they appointed one, Lucius

Lucullus, to the task of apprehending the fugitive slaves. On the very

day that he was appointed, LucuUus conscripted 600 soldiers from the

city of Rome. When he arrived at Capua, he summoned 4,000 infantry

'About seventy to eighty times the usual price for a slave.

^Equivalent to regular fighting units of eighty to one hundred men in the Roman
army.
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and 400 cavalry. When Vettius [Minutius] learned of LucuUus's
impending attack, he occupied a strong rise in the land. By now^, he
had more than 3,500 men under his command.

At the first stage of the engagement, since they vs^ere fighting with

the advantage of the higher ground, the fugitive slaves were able to

beat back LucuUus's forces. By corrupting a man named Apollonius,

who was acting as one of Vettius's commanders, and gaining his sup-

port with a formal promise of immunity from punishment, Lucullus
was able to persuade the man to betray his fellow rebels. Now that he
was cooperating with the Romans, Apollonius turned his forces

against Vettius, who, fearing the punishment that he would suffer if he
were taken prisoner, cut his own throat. The rest of the rebels fol-

lowed his fate, except for the traitor Apollonius. These events tran-

spired before the great slave rebellion that took place in Sicily, as if

they were a foreshadowing of it.

Source: Diodorus Siculus, Library ofHistory, 36.1.1-10.2 [= Phofios, Ubrary, 386-87b];
36.2a. 1-3 {^Excerpts of Constantim, 3, 208].
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DIODORUS SICULUS

The Second Slave War on the Island of Sicily:

First Version

First Century b.c

Like Diodorus's account of the first slave war on Sicily, his record of the

second slave war has been preserved in two versions. Despite their appar-
ent similarity, it is worth reading both accounts, since each contains

some perspectives andfacts notfound in the other. This is the version pre-

served in the Byzantine patriarch Photios's library.

When the Senate assigned the command against the Cimbri to Mar-
ius, it gave him the right to request help from the overseas peoples of
the empire according to their terms of alliance. It was in this context
that Marius sent requests to Nicomedes, the king of Bithynia, to ask
for his assistance. In his reply, Nicomedes stated that Roman govem-
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ment confractors had kidnapped the majority of Bithynian men and

that they were now slaves in the provinces of the empire. The Senate

then decreed that no person who was a free citizen of an allied state

was to remain enslaved in a Roman province and that the governors of

the provinces ought to take measures to see that such persons were

set free. In compliance with this decree, Licinius Nerva, who was gov-

ernor of Sicily at the time, established judicial hearings and immedi-

ately set about freeing slaves. Within a few days, more than eight

hundred people obtained their freedom. The main consequence of

these events was that all people who were in slavery on the island now

had their eyes set on freedom.

The rich and the powerful on the island hurried to see the gover-

nor and urged him to refrain from pursuing this course of action.

Whether persuaded by their money or enslaved by their patronage,

Nerva showed no more interest in his judicial hearings. As a sort of

punishment, he ordered those slaves who came to him seeking free-

dom to go back to their masters. These slaves then gathered together.

Fleeing from the city of Syracuse, they took refuge in the sanctuary of

the Palikoi.^ There they began to debate with each other about rebel-

lion. From this point on, the daring of the slaves became manifest in

many places, but the first ones who made a strike for freedom were

tihdrty slaves who belonged to two very wealthy brothers who lived in

the countryside around Halicyae. A man named Varius led them. First,

they cut their masters' throats at night while they were asleep. Then,

rushing to the neighboring farms, they called the slaves on them to

freedom. That same night their number rose to more than 120. Taking

possession of a local place that was a natural strong point, the rebels

made it even stronger, and they accepted into their number another 80

slaves who had armed themselves. Licinius Nerva made a quick

march against them but had no success against the resistance of the

besieged.

When force proved useless against the defensive position held by

the slaves, the governor began to consider the instrument of betrayal.

With promises of immunity, he persuaded one Gains Tilinius, who

was also called Gadaios, to assist him in his plan. Two years before,

this same man had been condemned to . die, but he had managed to

Hhe Palikoi: Twin gods who were worshiped by titie indigenous Sicilians. People

went to their sanctuary, at a sulfurous lake near Leontini, in southeastern Sicily (see

Map 2 on page 5), to swear sacred and binding oaths. Diodorus Siculus tells us that it

also served as a refuge for fugitive slaves.
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large quantity of captiired weapons and to pursue their aims with
greater confidence. Now all the slaves [on the island] were encour-
aged by the prospect of rebellion. As more and more men turned to
rebeUion with every passing day, there was a sudden and unexpected
increase in their number, with the result that, within a few days, they
were more than six thousand.

At this point, the rebels congregated to form a popular assembly
As the first order of business presented to them, they chose a man
named Salvius to be their king. He had a reputation of being skilled at
foretelling the futiire, and he had also been a mantic* flute player at
women's religious festivals. After he became king, Salvius ordered his
subjects to avoid cities, since he considered them to be sources of lazi-

ness and excess. He divided the rebel slaves into tiiree groups and set
in command over them an equal number of officers. He ordered them
to comb the countryside and to converge again at an assigned place
and time. Since they were able to acquire for themselves a large num-
ber of horses and other animals by tiiese raids, within a brief time
they could equip and outfit a force of more than two thousand cavalry
and no fewer than twenty thousand infantry, who were already well
trained in war exercises.

Without warning, they suddenly fell on the strong city of Morgan-
tina and subjected it to savage and unceasing assaults. With about ten
thousand Italian allied troops as well as soldiers from Sicily under his
command, Nerva, the governor, staged a forced march in the middle
of tiie night to bring help to tiie city. Discovering that the rebels were
occupied witii the siege of the city, he made an attack on their fortified
camp and found only a few men guarding it. He captiired it quite eas-
ily. He discovered that the camp was full of women prisoners and
every other sort of booty. After plundering it, he advanced on Morgan-
tina itself. The rebels, however, suddenly turned around and attacked
his forces. Since tiiey held the higher ground, they immediately
gained the upper hand in the battle. The men in the Roman governor's
forces tiimed and ran fi-om tiie field of battle. When the king of the
rebisls issued a proclamation that no man was to be killed who threw
down his arms, most of the Roman soldiers cast away their weapons
and ran for tiieir lives. In tiiis way, Salvius outmaneuvered his oppo-
nents and managed to take back his camp. By this complete victory
over his enemies, he was able to get possession of many weapons.
Because of the humane proclamation of the king, no more than sbc

*mantic: prophetic.
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hundred Italians and Sicilians died in the battle, while more than four

thousand were taken prisoner.

Since many more men flocked to his side because of his successes,

Salvius now had double fhe former force under his command and

became lord of the plains region of Sicily. For this reason, Salvius

made another attempt to take Morgantina by siege. He issued a

proclamation in which he promised freedom to all the slaves in the

city. But when their masters countered with the same offer of freedom

to any slave who joined them in the; fight to defend the city, the slaves

chose the masters' offer. Indeed, by their zealous efforts in the battle,

these slaves helped repel the siege. When the Roman governor later

rescinded these grants of freedom, most of the slaves ran away and

joined the rebels.

Large numbers of .slaves were being incited to rebellion in the rural

areas around Segesta and Lilybaeum, and also in the lands around the

neighboring cities. The leader of these slaves was a man named Athe-

nion, a Cilician by origin, and a man who was renowned for his brav-

ery. Athenion was a domain manager for two very wealthy brothers,

but he was also experienced and highly skilled in predicting the future

from the stars. He first persuaded the slaves who were under his

authority, about two hundred of them, to join him. He then turned to

the slaves who were on neighboring farms, so that within five days he

had gathered more than a thousand under his command. When he

was chosen by these people to be king and had placed a diadem on

his head, Athenion conducted his rule in a manner that was opposite

that of all of the other rebel groups. He did not accept all slaves who

went into revolt, but turned only the best of them into soldiers. He
forced the others to remain at their former tasks and had each of

them take care of their own household managerial tasks and work

assignments. From these people, Athenion was able to provide an

abundance of supplies for his soldiers. He claimed that the gods had

foretold to him, by means of the stars, that he would become king of

all of Sicily It was, therefore, necessary for him to conserve the land

and all the plants and animals on it, since they now belonged to him.

When he had finally assembled more than ten thousand men, Athe-

nion dared to lay siege to the impregnable city of Lilybaeum. Not

meeting with any success there, Athenion departed from the city, say-

ing that the gods had ordered him to take this course of action. If the

slaves persisted in the siege, he said, the gods had declared that they

would suffer misfortune. When he was preparing to make his retreat

from the city, auxiliary troops from the Mauri of North Africa, who
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had been dispatched to bring assistance to the people of Lilybaeum,

arrived on ships. A man named Gomon commanded the Africans. He

and his men made a surprise attack by night on the forces led by

Athenion, who were now marching away from the city. After Idlling

and wounding many of the rebels, Gomon returned to the city. The

rebel slaves were filled with wonder at their leader's ability to proph-

esy the future by interpreting the stars.

A great chaos and a mountain of evils of fruly epic dimensions dis-

rupted all of Sicily, since not only slaves but also poor persons of free

birth became implicated in every kind of brigandage and lawlessness.

With no compunction whatsoever, they murdered anyone whom they

happened to meet, whether slave or free, so that no one would survive

to report their deranged behavior. The result was that the people who

lived in the cities regarded their possessions within the city walls as

barely still their own, while they regarded those possessions located

outside the walls as lost and enslaved to the brute force of lawless-

ness. In addition, large numbers of people throughout all of Sicily suf-

fered many other wrongs.'

Source Diodorus Siculus, IJbrary ofHistory, 36.3.1-10.2 [= Pholios, Library, 387-90].
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DIODORUS SICULUS

The Second Slave War on the Island of Sicily:

Second Version

First Century b.c.

This is the version preserved in the later "excerpts" from Diodorus's his-_

tory made for the Byzantine emperor Constantine Porphyrogennetos, and

in some fragments preserved by Photios.

Not only did the mass of slaves who moved to open rebellion overrun

the country, but even free persons who lived in the counfryside and

had no possessions of their own turned to. robbery and lawless behav-

ior. Botii because of their poverty and because of the general condi-

tions of lawlessness, the poor citizens of the cities burst out into the
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^^^^^'^ ^' '^^ Commemorating Manius
Aquillius's Victory m the Second Slave War.
Roman military men who won great victories over the slaves in Sicily were

V^^""
descendants who wished to profit from their ancestors-

achievements. This com was issued by Manius Aquillius, one of the threemoneyers responsible for striking coinage for the Roman state around 70B C.,immediatdy after the Spartacus slave war. Obviously, he wished to evokethe mernory of the glorious achievements of his grandfelher of the samename, who, as consul in 101 B.C. and proconsul in iKc, ended the secS
slave war in adly and celebrated a minor triumph for it in 99 b.c On one S3eof the com is tiie caption "Virtvs" (courage or manliness). On the other side is
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countryside. Organized in criminal gangs, they drove off herds of
cattle, carried off the crops that had been stored in granaries and
murdered anyone whom they happened to meet, whether free or
slave, so that no one would survive to bring back a report of their
madness and criminaUty. There was general anarchy both because
there was no Roman rule to dispense justice to anyone and because
many people simply usurped power, for which they were not answer-
able to anyone. The suffering that they caused was immense. For
this reason, every place suffered from pillage. The poor had simply
usurped the power to dispossess the rich of their property. Because of
this wholly unexpected and unforeseen shift in fortune, the same menwho pre^aously had been among the leading men in their cities in
honor and wealth were not only losing their property through acts of
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violence at the hands of fugitive slaves but also were being forced to
endure insolent and humiliating treatment at the hands of free per-
sons. All such men who remained in the cities, therefore, considered
their property within the city gates as barely still their own, while they
now considered their property located outside the city walls as belong-
ing to others and as enslaved to the brute force of criminality. There
was chaos in the cities and a complete rejection of what was right
according to the laws. The rebellious slaves had power over the open
countryside and made the rural lands impassable, since they harbored
deep and long-remembered hatreds for their masters and were never
satisfied with whatever good fortune came their way What is more,
the minds of the slaves who were still in the cities were becoming
infected with the disease of rebellion. As they moved ever closer to
open revolt, they became objects of great fear to their masters.

Following the siege of Morgantina, Salvius conducted raids over
the countryside as far as the plain of Leontini. He gathered together
his whole army, having conscripted no less than thirty thousand men.
He made sacrifices to the Palikian heroes and made them an offering
of one sea-dyed purple cloak' in gratitude for his victory He then
announced that he was King Tryphon^ and was hailed as a king by the
rebel slaves. Intending to seize Triokala [Triocala] and to construct a
palace for himself at that place, he sent a dispatch to Athenion, sum-
moning the man just like a king would summon one of his generals.
Everyone assumed that Athenion would contest primacy with
Tryphon and that with the conflict between them, the slave war would
easily be brought to an end. But Fortune, as if satisfied to increase the
power of the fugitive slaves, caused the leaders to come to an agree-
ment. Tryphon immediately went to Triokala with his military force.
Athenion also came with three thousand men and subordinated him-
self as military commander to Tryphon, the king. He had sent the rest
of his force to overrun the countryside and incite the slaves to rebel-
lion. Later, Tryphon suspected that Athenion might attack him if given
the opportunity, so he ordered Athenion to be placed in detention.

Tryphon furnished the strong and rugged fortress at Triokala with
lavish adornments and made it even more impregnable than it had
been. The place was called Triokala because it has three excellent
advantages. First, it has flowing spring waters, which are exceptional

^sea-dyed purple cloak: puiple was the color of royalty.
^lang Tryphon: a violent, freebooting entrepreneur of violence from Cilicia named

Tryphon, who claimed to be the legitimate Idng of Syria, had held sway over parts of
the eastern Mediterranean in the late 140s and early 130s b.c.
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for their sweetness. Second, the surrounding countryside is richly

planted in vines and olive trees and is wonderfully suited to agricul-

ture. Third, the place itself is situated on top of a huge and impreg-

nable rock and is of forbidding appearance. Tryphon constructed a

defensive wall, eight stades'' in circumference, around the city, exca-

vated a deep ditch around it, and began to use the place as his royal

quarters. Tryphon filled Triokala with an abundance of all the supplies

that are needed to live the good life. He also constructed a royal

palace and a marketplace capable of serving a very large number of

people. From men who were exceptional in their intelligence, he

selected a sufficient number whom he appointed to be his formal

advisers and counselors. Whenever King Tryphon conducted official

business, he donned a purple Roman toga and a vsdde-bordered Greek

cloak. He also had lictors holding the symbolic axes* to precede him,

as well as all of the other accoutrements that are suitable to the

embellishment of royal power.

To confront the rebels, the Roman Senate appointed Lucius Licinius

LucuUus. He had 14,000 Italian and Roman soldiers; 800 Bithynians,

Thessalians, and Akarnanians; 600 Lucanians, commanded by [Tibe-

rius] Cleptius, a military man who was renowned for his bravery; and

600 other men, making a grand total of 17,000.* He held Sicily with

these forces.

At this point, Tryphon, who was beginning to plan the war against

the Romans, removed the legal charges against Atiienion and released

him from confinement. Tryphon's preference was to prepare for the

confrontation with the Romans at Triokala, but Athenion advised that

the slaves should not trap themselves by accepting a siege but rather

that they should fight in open terrain. The latter plan won the day, and

the army, no fewer than forty thousand strong, was established in

camps close to Skirthaia. The Roman camp was twelve stades^" away

from theirs. At first, there were just a few sharp skirmishes between

the two armies, but then both sides set out their lines, and the battle

was joined there and then. Many men were killed on both sides. Athe-

nion, who had two hunded cavalrymen fighting with him, killed every-

''eight stades: a little under one mile.

'symbolic axes: A Roman magistrate was preceded by men holding bundles of

wooden rods (fasces) with axes embedded in tiiem that symbolized the power of the

magistrate to discipline by the use of physical force.

This is the total given in the manuscript, although the figures add up to only 16,000.

Tiberius Cleptius (or Clepitius) would become an important war leader of the liicanians

in the armed struggle that the Italian allies waged against Rome in 90-88 B.C.

^"twelve stades: about 1.4 miles.
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one in his path, filling the area around him with enemy corpses. But

when he was wounded in both knees, and then took a third wound, he

was no longer able to fight. The fugitive slaves began to lose their

morale. Finally, they turned and ran from the field of battle. Athenion

was thought to be dead and so escaped notice. By pretending to be

dead, he made his escape during the night and so saved his own life.

Hie Romans won a brilliant victory. Tryphon and his supporters

ran from the field of battie. In their attempt to escape, many men were

cut down. In total, no fewer than twenty thousand of the rebels were

killed. Those who survived made their way under cover of darkness to

Triokala. H the Roman general had followed them in hot pursuit, it

would have been easy to kill them all. The general body of the slaves

was so downcast and depressed that some of them even urged that

they should return to their masters and submit themselves again vol-

untarily to their masters' authority But the opposite opinion—that

they should fight to the death and should not surrender to their ene-

mies—won the day.

On the ninth day after the battle [at Skirthaia], the Roman general

arrived at Triokala to place it under siege. After inflicting some casual-

ties and suffering some himself, the general withdrew, defeated. The

rebels regained their confidence. Whether because of simple laziness

or because of some gifts [bribes] that had been given to him, tiie

Romtm commander did not accomplish what had to be done. For this

reason, he was later summoned before a court and punished by the

Romans.

Gaius Servilius, who was sent out as praetor in succession to Lucul-

lus, accomplished nothing worthy of memory. For this inactivity, Ser-

vilius, like LucuUus, was later condenaned to exile by a Roman court.

When Tryphon died, Athenion became the successor to his rule. He
placed cities under siege, overran the countryside with impunity, and

became the lord of many men, while Servilius did nothing to pre-

vent him.

It was at the end of the year when Gaius Marius was elected consul

at Rome for the fifth time and Gaius" Aquillius for the first time.

Aquillius was dispatched to repress the rebels, and because of his per-

sonal bravery, he crushed them in a brilliantiy conducted battie. He
fought a hand-to-hand duel with Athenion, the king of the rebels, and

beat him in a heroic contest Aquillius killed Athenion, but in the

process he sustained a severe head wound. Later, when he recovered

"Diodorus is incorrect His first name was Manius.
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from the wound following medical treatment, Aquillius continued to
campaign against the remnant of the rebels, who now numbered
about ten thousand. When they were not able to hold out against his
attacks and they retreated to rugged defensive positions, Aquillius left

no avenue untried until he finally defeated the besieged rebels.

Even after tiiis defeat, tiiere were a thousand rebels who survived
witii Satyros as their general. At first, Aquillius thought that he would
attempt to defeat them with die brute force of arms. Later, however,
by using negotiators, he obtained tiieir surrender.. He exempted the
slave prisoners from summary punishment and instead took them to
Rome, where he intended to have tiiem fight as gladiators in combat
with wild beasts. Some people say that they brought their lives to a
most glorious end when they refused to do batfle with tiie wild ani-
mals and instead cut each other down in front of the public altars.

Satyros himself killed the last man. Then Satyros took his life with his
own hand, dying like a hero. Thus, the war of the slaves in Sicily, a
war that had lasted nearly four years, reached its tragic finale.

Source: Diodorus Siculus, Ubrary of History. 36.11.1-3, 36.7.1-10.3 [= Bjccerbts ofCtm-
stanUne, 314, 390; Photios, Library. 389-90].
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ATHENAEUS

The Second Slave War on the Island of Sicily
and the Contemporary Slave Rebellion at Athens

Second Century a.d.

All of the documents that follow are minor sources for the history of the
second slave war on Sicily.

Larensis said, "But every Roman, as you well know, my good Ma-
surius, owns a very large number of slaves. In fact, there are many
who own a myriad,!^ double tiiat number or even more. They do not
own them to produce profits, as in the case of Nicias, the very wealthy

'^If the Greek word myrias (myriad) is to be taken Hterally, which it probably is not
it would mean "ten thousand."
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Athenian. Rather, the majority of Romans employ the largest number of

their slaves to accompany them as a way of displaying their prestige.

Most of the slaves at Athens, on the other hand, who were numbered

in myriads, worked in shackles in the mines. At any rate, Posidonius

the philosopher, whose words you have repeatedly brought to our

attention, states that they rebelled, murdered the men who guarded

the mines, captured the acropolis of Sounion, and plundered Attica for

a long time. This was at the same time that the second uprising of the

slaves on Sicily took place. There were many of these slave rebellions,

and more than a million slaves [literally, 'hundreds of myriads'] were

killed. A history of the slave wars was written by Caecilius, the rhetor

fromKalfeAkt^inSicUy."

Source: Athenaeus, Deipnosophistae. 6.272.d-f.
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CASSIUS DIO

Uie Actions of the Roman Governor of Sicily, Publius

Licinius Nerva, in 104 B.C.

Third Century a.d.

When he was governor of the island of Sicily, Publius Licinius Nerva

circulated a notice that any slaves who had charges to bring against

their masters could come to him and he would help them. Nerva did

this either because he had learned that some slaves were not being

fairly treated in certain respects or because he was seeking personal

gain, for he was the type of man who was not immune to bribery.

Under the terms of his proclamation, many slaves began to congre- '

gate. Some of them declared that they were being treated unfairly, and

others specified grievances against their masters, since they believed

that they were being given an opportunity to right the wrongs that

had been done to them, but \nthout recourse to bloodshed. The free-

born slave owners, however, after taking counsel among themselves,

refused to concede any of the slaves' demands. Because of the pres-

sures being brought on him by both sides, Nerva became nervous

and feared that great harm would be done by the side that came off
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the worse in this confrontation. He therefore refused to hear any more
of the slaves' petitions. Instead, he sent them away, believing that they
would not suffer any harm [on returning to their masters] or, at least,

that since they were dispersed, they would be less likely to cause

more trouble. The slaves, however, who were afraid of their masters

because they had dared raise their voices against them, gathered
together in a group and, by agreement among themselves, turned to

banditry.

Source: Cassius Dio, Histories, 27, fragment 101 [93.1-3].
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FLORUS

Athenian as Leader of the Second Slave War
Second Century a.d.

For the first half of this section, Florus's account of the first slave war in

Sicily, see document 46.

The island of Sicily had barely recovered [from the ravages of the first

slave war] when, in the governorship of Servilius, the command [of

the fugitive slaves] passed from the hands of the Syrian into those of

the Cilician. He was a herdsman named Athenion, who had murdered
his master, freed the man's slaves from thefr barracks, and formed
them into regular army units. Athenion arrayed himself in a purple

robe, carried a silver scepter, and crowned himself like a king. He
raised an army that was just as large as that of his demented prede-

cessor, but he conducted his operations with even greater savagery, as

if he were seeking vengeance for Eunus. Athenion plundered villages,

towns, and fortresses. He vented his rage on loyal slaves in these com-
munities with even greater violence than he did on their masters,

since he considered the slaves to be fraitors.

He also routed the armies commanded by Roman praetors and cap-

tured the army camps of Servilius and LucuUus. But Titus Aquilius^*

'^Florus is incorrect It should be Manius Aquillius.
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followed the good example set by Perperna. He reduced the enemy to

extreme conditions by cutting off their supplies and then easily

destroyed their forces in batde once lliey had been severely weakened

by starvation. The slaves would have surrendered, but because of

their fear of the punishments that we would inflict on them, they pre-

ferred to commit suicide. It was not possible to exact the death penalty

even from their leader, although he fell into our hands alive. After he

was captured, the mobs around him began to argue over his arrest,

and the disputants tore his body to pieces like so much plunder.

Source: Florus, "The Slave War," inA Synopsis ofRoman History, 2.7.9-12.
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CASSIUS DIO

Athenian's Attack an the City ofMessana

Third Century a.d.

The people of Messana, who had not expected to meet with any harm,

had deposited all of their most valuable and precious possessions in

the place for safekeeping. When he learned of this, Athenion, the Cili-

cian who held command over the bandits, attacked the Messanians

when they were holding a public festival in the suburbs. He killed

many of them as they ran for safety and almost succeeded iri^pturing

the city itself. . . . After building a wall to fortify Makella, a sfrong

point, Athenion proceeded violently to pillage the surrounding coun-

tryside.

Source: Cassius Dio, Histories, fragment 104 [93.4].
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CICERO

Athenion as a Model ofEvil Power
First Century b.c.

You must know, therefore that for- ti,-»c.« *.u

nion, who never caXr?H f« , !
'"^^ ^^^^ Athe-

Source: Cicero, ^o/«st Verres, 2.2.136, 2.3.66.
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CICERO

Destruction ofSicily Caused by the Slaves
Pi'TSt Century b. c.

our fathers and o^rTeteT Sen W^^''^^^ f*^" *^ "^^"^"^^ «f

the province there st^^ IT ^T?^^
of fugitive slaves overran

ant Wi': tSe TeS^s who"''''
'^'^^ *°

RupiUus and Manius AqS . ?n Tv ^"^^^^^sors to . .
. Publius

together what wTleft f"^^^^^
have to scrape

helper Apronius biine JrZlr^o? :
Verres, along with his

than Hasdrubal Z^ lZ cSth^T" P^^^nce of Sicily

great force offugirvesW ^"'"" W«

Source: Cicero, ^a;«5; Verres, 2.3.125.
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CICERO

Aquillius Is Compelled to Dispense Aid to Sicilian Cities

First Century B.C.

In the following passage, Cicero points out that Sicily, which normally
shipped surplus grain to Rome, now has to depend on Roman aid.

And during the war with the fugitive slaves, Manius Aquillius even
had to make loans of cereal grain to the cities of Sicily.

Souijce: Cicero, On the Agrarian Law, 2.83.
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CICERO

The Romans Reward Aquillius for Ending the Slave War
First Century B.C.

Our forefathers, who had convicted Manius Aquillius based on the evi-
dence of many witnesses on a variety of extortion charges, absolved
him from the judgment of the court because he had waged war so
bravely against the fugitive slaves.

Source: Cicero, In Defense ofFlaccus, 39.98.
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CICERO

Roman Governors of Sicily Take Measures

to Prevent the Recurrence of Slave Uprisings

First Century B.C.

And as for the infectious disease of the slave war, why should this be
preached about by you [Verres], any more than by all the other men
who were assigned provinces to govern? Is it because there were wars
against fugitive slaves in Sicily at some earlier time? But it is for this

very reason that the province is, and has been, in the least danger. For
ever since the time when Manius Aquillius ended his governorship of

the province, the measures taken and the decrees issued by all gover-

nors have been consistent: that no slave is to possess a weapon.
ni tell you an old story—one probably already well known to all of

you because of its exemplary harshness. When Lucius Domitius was
governor of Sicily, an enormous wild boar was brought to him. Admir-
ing it, Domitius asked who had killed it. When he heard that it was a
herder who was owned by a certain man, he ordered the herdsman to

be summoned before him. Expecting praise and perhaps even a re-

ward, the herdsman eagerly hurried to the governor. Domitius asked
who had killed such a huge wild animal. The man replied, "I did

—

with a hunting spear." Whereupon the man was immediately crucified

by order of the governor. Perhaps this seems harsh. I won't argue
either side of the issue, but I will say this: Domitius preferred cruelty

in punishment rather than to seem lax by overlooking a crime
When these measures had been enforced in the province, at a time

when Italy was ablaze with the war against our allies, Gaius Nor-
banus," who was not the keenest or the bravest of men, was left in

perfect peace. For Sicily was already guarding itself so well that it was
not possible that any war could arise in it This was the case, espe-

cially since no people are as closely linked to the Sicilians by common
interests as are our businessmen, because of their day-to-day dealings,

material interests, plans, and sentiments. And the affairs of the Sicil-

Gaius Norbanus: Roman governor of Sicily, probably in 90-88 B.C.
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Figure 7. Coin Issued in 18 b.c. Commemoratiiig Manius

Aquillius's Victory in the Second Slave War.

The long memory of military success continues. Here we have another coin

issued by an even more distant descendant of Manius Aquillius, the moneyer

Lucius Aquillius Florus, in 18 b.c, perhaps six or more generations removed

from his ancestor. The first Roman emperor, Caesar Augustus, is portrayed on

one side of the coin. On the other is the same motif (see Figure 6 on page

116) of Manius Aquillius supporting "Sicily" after saving her from the ravages

of the second slave war. Lucius Aquillius Florus had been caught on the

wrong side in the civil wars of the 30s b.c and needed to reestablish his polit-

ical credentials. By issuing this coin in 18 b.c, he hoped to reaffirm his loyalty

to the state.

H A. Sealey, Roman Silver Coins, vol. 1, pt 2: Julius Caesar to Augustus, London, Seaby,

1952, p. 129.

ians themselves are so well organized that peace is something that is

very useful to them. Indeed, they so cherish the rule of the Roman

people that they have no desire at all that our government should

be diminished or radically changed. The measures taken by our

governors and the discipline enforced by the slave masters safeguard

them against the dangers of another slave war. Hierefore, no internal

troubles could possibly arise from the province itself.

Source: Cicero, Against Verres, 2.5.7; 2.5.8.
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Slingshot Ammunition Used by the Slaves
and Greek Allies ofthe Romans

ca. 104-100 B.C.

part ofthe island soXoflTt^^ofj^^^^^^ '^'^
(see document 48). SomeoftheZlT''-' '"'"'"''^ ^'^^^ ^'^'V
of a deity or a leaderTnfer^hZZT"'' ^ '"^"^^'^ ^'"^ ^^'"^

included here seem toZTbeenTJTlIT ^^'"^^^^

andSalvius (a.k.a. mng T^hoZ '^'J^'' f^'^^' led by Athenion
them. Note that any cZeZSiaf^n^ %t'V' ^^'^^^ '"^^ of
deUies is absent /om the L^^TjJ''^ rehgtous forces and specific

Roman forces.
tnscnpttons on slingshot bullets used by

The following slingshot bullets were found /« tu. o •

»^m, 0,0.,men „Ue.ZTaX:,TJZZ^
Victory (under) Zeus Keraunos [Zeus the Hun

'^2mi\
^""^^^^ Athena

2407 ^ ^r^^""^^
^""^^'^ ^temis

2407 S^^^""^
^""d^^) Herakles

2407 7
^""^^'^ Kor6

2407-8 vLtrT ^uS Af.""^*^^
^^^^ Mothers-^ctory gander) Athenion [decoi^ted with a light-

I unedited] Victory (under) Tryphdn

"i*e Mother/Mothers: the "Mother"
Ceres and her daughter Persephot also identified with
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Other slingshot bullets that had Greek written on them were inscribed
wtth the formal civic identifications of citizens of Greek city-states in
Italy. These bullets seem to be ammunition used by Greeks fightingfor the
Romans against the slaves. Not only are these bullets more stereotypical
andformal than those used by the slaves, but they also are decorated with
different emblems. The "tribes" and "phratries" (brotherhoods) reflect the
units ofthe citizen body into which adult males were divided not just for
political purposes, such as voting in elections, but also for military service.

2407.10 First Tribe. Phratria Eng. Nikias son of Politas [Ca-
tana: man on bended knee, a helmet to the left and
a shield on the right]

2407.11 Second Tribe. Phratria Altri. Philonas son of Eupo-
lemos [Catana: same decoration as on previous
one]

2407.12 Third Tribe. Phratria Kat^l. [name lost] son of
Strat6n [Troina, a Greek city-state to the northeast
of Enna: symbols of Herakles]

2407.13 Second Tribe. Phratria Lakyn. Agelaos son of Pyr-
rhia [near Bronte, about thirty miles northeast of
Enna]

2407.14 Second Tribe. Phratria Pie. Phintylos son of Phei-
dios [Assorus, about twelve miles east northeast of
Enna]

Source- Imcriptiones Graecae, vol. 14, 608-10, no. 2407; Giacomo Manganaro, "Monetee ghiande inscntte degli schiavi ribelli in SidHa," C3iiron. 12 (1982): 238-44 and plates
1^^""^®-^' ^'"'"^ Plumbeae Latine Imcriptae /= Ephemeris Epigraphica]

(.oeriin, leoo;, x-xviu.
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The Spartacus Slave War, 73-71 B.C.

Between 73 and 71 B.C., large areas of the Italian peninsula south of

Rome were thrown into a state of upheaval by the sudden outbreak of

the third great slave war. This war was sparked by an incident involv-

ing the escape of a group of slave gladiators from their training school

at Capua, the city that was the de facto capital of the wealthy region of

Campania. A gladiator named Spartacus led the rebel slaves. Although

their initial forays were limited to the region around Mount Vesuvius

and the Bay of Naples, the revolt seems to have rapidly acquired a

large number of adherents. The initial Roman response was slow and

involved only what were in effect police or national guard units dis-

patched from Rome or recruited locally in emergency drafts. After the

defeat of several of these forces, the Roman Senate and people began

to take the rebellion more seriously and to assign high-level military

commands to deal with the uprising.

The war lasted for two years and ended only after legionary armies

were placed under the command of Marcus licinius Crassus. These

forces, which had full battle capability and the training needed to

deploy elaborate siege and containment works, were finally able to

defeat the slaves and to kill their leader, Spartacus. Pompey the Great

mopped up some dispersed and isolated groups of rebel slaves after

the final battle. Reverberations of the war, however, continued for a

decade after the final defeat of Spartacus. Small guerrilla-like bands of

peasants and slaves were still being repressed by Roman forces in

southern Italy in the late 60s B.C.
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PLUTARCH

The Spartacus Slave War
Second Century a.d.

Plutarch is most famous for his Parallel Lives, or the long series of
biographies in which he compares the lives ofsome famous Greeks and
Romans. Here he compares the Roman general Marcus Licinius Crassus
with the fifth-century b.c. Athenian general Nicias. Plutarch is one of the
most important sources for the Spartacus slave war, though notfor Spar-
tacus himself. As a slave, gladiator, and rebel, Spartacus would not have
met Plutarch's criteria for a model citizen. Instead, we get a glimpse of
the slave leader in Plutarch's portrait of Marcus Licinius Crassus, the

Roman cpm^tander ofthe legions in Italy during the last year ofthe war.

The revolt of the gladiators and the destruction of Italy that most
people call the Spartacus war had its origin in the following cause. At
Capua a man named Lentulus Batiatus was a trainer and entrepreneur
of gladiators, most of whom were Gauls and Thracians. These men
were compelled to engage in gladiatorial combats, not for any crimes
they

,had committed but because of the unjust behavior of their own-
ers. Two hundred of them planned to make an escape, but information
concerning their plan was betrayed. Those who were forewarned that
their plan had been divulged still persisted in their attempt Sevenly-
two of them made good their escape, grabbing kitchen knives and
cooking skewers on their way out [of the gladiatorial school]. On the
road outside the school, these men happened to encounter some wag-
ons that were loaded with weapons destined for gladiators in another
city. They seized the weapons and armed themselves with them. Then,
after they had taken possession of a strong point, they chose three
leaders. The most important of these was Spartacus.

Spartacus was a Thracian, born among a pastoral nomadic people.^
He not only possessed great spirit and bodily strength, but he was

'Konrat Ziegler, editor of one of the standard modern texts, has argued that the orig-
inal Greek text should read tou Maidikou genous (rather than tou nomadikou genous, as
translated here), a reference to the specific ethnic origin of Spartacus: that he was
"from the [Thracian] people called the Maidi."
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more mtelligent and nobler than his fate, and he was more Greek than
his llliracian] background might indicate. People tell the following
story about him when he was brought to Rome to be sold as a slave
While he was sleeping, a snake coiled up around his head. Spartacus's
wife a woman who came from the same tribe as Spartacus, was a
prophetess who was possessed by ecstatic frenzies that were part of
the worship of the god Dionysus. She declared that this was the sign
of a tremendous and fearsome power that would bring him to an
unfortunate end.^ She was living with him at the time and ran away
with him when he escaped.

In their first actions, the gladiators drove off those who were com-
ing out of the city of Capua and seized from them many weapons that
were more suitable for warfare. They happUy made the exchange,
tiirowmg away their gladiatorial armaments, which they viewed as dis-
honorable and barbaric. Next, a Roman commander, the praetor
Uodius [Gams Claudius Glaber], was sent from Rome with three
tiiousand soldiers. He laid siege to the gladiators on the mountain

T^vT occupied. Clodius placed a guard post on the one narrow
and difficult access road that led up the mountain.M the other parts
of the mountain were formed of smooth and steep precipices, and the
top of It was heavily overgrown with wild vines. The slaves cut off the
useful parts of these cUmbing plants and wove ladders out of them
these were strong and long enough so that when they were fastened
at the top of the cliffs, they reached down as far as the level plain at
the foot of the mountain. All the men, except one of them, descended
safely by tfiese devices. This one man stayed behind with the
weapons. When the others had reached the bottom, he dropped the
arms down. Only when all of them had been thrown down did he save
himself, last of all. The Romans were wholly unaware of these devel-
opments. Consequently, Ihe slaves were able to surround them and to
shock the Romans with a surprise attack. When the Romans fled the
slaves seized their camp. At this point, many of the herdsmen'and
shepherds from the surrounding regions-hard-bodied and swift-
tooted men-came to join the slaves. The slaves armed some of these
men; they used others as scouts and light-armed troops

Next, the praetor Publius Varinius was sent out in command of
the Roman . forces against the slaves. His subordinate officer, a mannamed Funus, who had two thousand men with him, engaged the

kjH^tTw"''"ii?'v '^^'^^ ""ead instead of atyches (which is trans-kted here), m which case the translation would have precisely the opS JnsT-ttremendous and fearsome power that would bring him good fortune
"
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slaves and was defeated by them. Spartacus closely followed Varinius's
adjutant and co^ommander [Lucius] Cossinius, who had also been
dispatched with a large force, and observed his movements. Spartacus
came withm a hair's breadth of capturing Cossinius at SaKnae when theRoman commander was bathing. Indeed, it was with great difficulty
that Cossinius managed to escape. Spartacus immediately seized his
supplies and began harrying him closely With hard pursuit and much
slaughter, Spartacus captured the Roman general's camp. Cossinius
himself died in the encounter. But it was by defeating the praetor
Vannius in many other batdes and, finally, by capturing his lictors and
even the Roman commander's own horse, that Spartacus became a
figure of fame and fear. Even so, he carefully considered the most
probable course of events. Thinking it unlikely that he would be able
to defeat the Roman forces, Spartacus instead led his army toward the
Alps^ Once they crossed the mountains, he thought that it would be
the best, indeed the necessary, course of action for the men to dis-
perse to their own homelands, some to Thrace and others to Gaul But
his men. who now had confidence in their great number and" had
grander ideas in their heads, did not obey him. Rather, they began to
pillage Italy far and wide.

At this point it was no longer the unworthiness and shame of the
slave rebelhon that so vexed the Senate. Rather, it was because of fear
and tfie danger of the situation that they dispatehed both consuls
together to the war, much as they would send consuls to a regular war

m,HfJrT* f^ magnitude. Of the two commanders,
[Lucius] GeUius [Pubhcola] made a sudden surprise attack on a force
of Germans who, because of their insolent arrogance, had separated
fliemsdves from Spartacus's main forces. He slaughtered the lot of
them^ But when [Gnaeus CorneHus] Lentulus, the other consul, sur-
rounded Spartacus with his large battlefield forces, Spartacus sud-
denly rushed at them and engaged them in battle. He defeated
Lentulus s legates and captured aU of their supplies. Just as Spartacuswas dnving toward the Alps, however, [Gains] Cassius [Longinus] the
governor of Cisalpine Gaul, who had many thousands of soldiers^
under his command, blocked his way In the battle that took place
Cassius was defeated, with the loss of many men. Indeed, he made hisown escape only with difficulty.

When the Senate learned of these events, it angrily ordered the
consuls to cease operations and chose Crassus as the general to be put

^Titerally, "a myriad," or exactly ten thousand.
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in charge of the war. Many Roman noblemen joined Crassus in the

conduct of the war, both because of his great reputation and because of

their personal friendship with him. To receive the brunt of Spartacus's

attack, Crassus stationed his forces on the borders of Picenum.* In the

meantime, he sent his legate Mummius with two legions on a long,

roundabout route to encircle Spartacus from the rear. He ordered

Mummius to follow the enemy closely, but not to join battle with them

or even to skirmish with them. When the first good opportunity pre-

sented itself, however, Mummius eagerly rushed into battle and was

defeated. Many of his men were killed, and many others dropped their

weapons and ran from the field of battle to save themselves. Later,

when Crassus received Mummius, he gave him a rough going-over.

And when he rearmed Mummius's soldiers, Crassus demanded formal

promises from them that they would not 'lose" their weapons. What is

more, Crassus selected five hundred of the soldiers who had been the

first to run from the field of battle, especially those who had displayed

open cowardice, and divided them into fifty groups of ten each. He then

executed one man who had been selected by lot from each group. He

thereby revived an ancestral punishment of soldiers that had not been

used for a long time. It is a shameful type of death in its mode of exe-

cution: Many terrible things are done during the imposition of the

penalty, while all the other soldiers are forced to look on as spectators.

After he had punished the men in tills way, Crassus led them

against the enemy. But Spartacus went up through the hinterland of

Lucania toward the sea. When he came to the Strait [of Messana], he

happened to meet with some Cilician pirates and so decided that he

would try to seize Sicily. Spartacus hoped that by landing two thou-

sand men on the island, he would rekindle the fires of the slave war

there, a conflagration tiiat had been put out only a short time before

and needed just a litfle more fuel to burst into flames again. Although

the Cilicians made an agreement with Spartacus and accepted his

gifts, they deceived him and sailed away. So once again Spartacus

marched inland away from the sea and quartered his army on the

peninsula of Rhegium. When Crassus moved up with his forces and

saw the course of action that was suggested by the natural lay of the

terrain, he decided to build a wall across the peninsula. At the same

time, this enterprise would keep his soldiers from slotii and supplies

from the enemy.

"Probably a mistake. Instead, Plutarch probably meant the region around Picentia,

south of Rome.
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The project was an immense one. Contrary to all expectations,

Crassus finished it and brought it to completion within a brief time.

He ran a ditch from sea to sea, across the narrow neck of land, for a

length of three hundred stades.' In width and in depth, the defensive

ditch had the same measurement of fifteen feet. Above the ditch, he
constructed a wall that was astonishing in its height and strength. At
first, Spartacus showed no concern for the project, and even showed
contempt for it But when his supplies began to run out and he wished
to move off the peninsula, he recognized the impediment formed by
the wall and realized that he could receive nothing unless it was from
within the peninsula itself. So, on a windy and snowy night in winter,

he had a small part of the trench filled in with earth, wood, and tree

branches and thus was able to get a third of his army across.

Crassus was now afraid that a sudden impulse would strike Sparta-

cus to make a march on Rome. But he took heart when he saw that,

because of a difference of opinion, some of Spartacus's men had sepa-

rated from his main force and had made a camp by themselves along-

side a lake in Lucania. There are stories about this lake, whose waters,

they say, turn sweet for a time and then return to being bitter and
undrinkable. Crassus attacked these men and drove them away from
the lake, but he was not able to complete thefr slaughter or to engage
in a hot pursuit of their remnants because of the sudden appearance of

Spartacus, who put a stop to their flight.

Crassus had written earlier to the Senate that it was necessary to

summon [Lucius Licinius] Lucullus from Thrace and Pompey from

Spain. But now he changed his mind and was in a hurry to bring the

war to a conclusion before these men arrived, knowing full well that

the reputation of success would belong to the one who came last and

who brought help to end the war, not to himself. He therefore decided

to make an attack on the slaves, first on those led by Gaius Gannicus

and Castus, who had separated from Spartacus and were making their

own army camps. He dispatched 6,000 men to occupy a high ridge of

land and ordered them to try to hide themselves. The men did their

best to elude discovery by covering their helmets, but two women
who were making ritual sacrifices on behalf of the enemy spotted

them. They would have found themselves in serious danger had not

Crassus quickly appeared and engaged the slaves in a fight that was to

be the hardest of all the batties he ever fought. He killed 12,300 of the

enemy in the battle. He later discovered that only two of them had

^three hundred stades: about thirty-five miles.
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wounds in their backs. AU the others had stood their ground in the
hne of battle and had died fighting the Romans.

After he had been defeated in this battle, Spartacus made his way
upland mto the mountains of Petelia. He was pursued by [Lucius]
Qumtus [also Quintius or Quinctius] one of the officers serving under
Crassus, and by the quaestor [Gnaeus Tremelius] Scrofa. When Spar-
tacus suddenly turned on them, there was panic among the Roman
soldiers, who turned and ran from the field of battle. Somehow they
were able to drag the quaestor, who had been wounded, fi-om danger
and save his life. This success destroyed Spartacus's army It was the
point at which a band of mere fugitive slaves came to think too highly
of themselves. They no longer considered it honorable to engage in
tactics that required peipetual retreat and flight Consequently the
men no longer obeyed their leaders.
As soon as they were back on the road and in fuU armament, they

confronted their officers and forced them to lead the army back again
through Lucania against the Romans—the very thing Crassus wanted
them to do. For the advance of Pompey and his army had already
been reported, and there were some people Cmdeed, not a few of
them) who were beginning to assign the victory to him. Crassus,
therefore, advanced quickly to force a battle in order to bring the war
to an end. He labored hard for this purpose, and after establishing his
camps close to the enemy, he began to dig a defensive trench. The
slaves jumped into this trench and began to. fight with the men who
were digging it. Then, as more and more men from either side jumped
into the fray to help their fellow soldiers, Spartacus recognized that
his hand was being forced and arranged his whole army in battle for-
maton. When his horse was brought to him, Spartacus drew his
sword and shouted that if he won the batde, he would have many fine
horses that belonged to the enemy, but if he lost, he would have no
need of a horse. With that, he killed the animal (see Figure 8) Then
dnving through weapons and the wounded, Spartacus rushed at Cras-
sus. He never reached the Roman, although he killed two centurions
who fell with him. In the end, when all of those around him had aban-
doned him, Spartacus stood alone. Surrounded by a great many of the
enemy, he was cut down while defending himself.

Although Crassus had experienced good fortune, had displayed the
best skills of a field commander, and had exposed himself to great phys-
ical damger, the fame of this success ultimately escaped him and fell
mstead to Pompey The reason was that the five thousand slaves who
were fleeing from the field of the battle ran into Pompey's oncoming

Figure 8. Spartacus Kills His Own Horse before flie Final Battle.
This illustration is from the nineteenth-century novel Spartaco by Raffaello
Giovagnoli (Rome, 1874).
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forces and were slaughtered. In consequence, Pompey was able to

write a formal report to the Senate that although Crassus had con-

quered the fugitive slaves in the open, he [Pompey] had extinguished

the war to its very roots. So it was Pompey who celebrated a mar-

velous triumph for his [earlier] victories over Sertorius in Spain [in

73 B.C.]. Crassus, on the other hand, did not even attempt to ask for a

great triumph for himself. Indeed, it seemed ignoble for him to cele-

brate even the lesser triumph . . . that the Romans call an ovatio for a

war fought against slaves.

Source: Plutarch, Life of Crassus, 8-11.
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PLUTARCH

Pompey the Great's Involvement

in the Repression ofSpartactis

Second Century a.d.

Plutarch recounts the events ofPompey's life after he defeated the Roman

rebel Sertorius in Spain in 73 b.c.

After these events, Pompey remained in Spain for as long as it was

necessary to settle the great troubles there and to bring an end to the

embers [of rebellion] that were still smoldering in that place. He then

brought his army back to Italy, where he learned that the slave war

had just reached its height. For this very reason, the commander in

the war, Crassus, hurried, perhaps even at considerable risk, to force

a confrontation with the enemy. He met with great success, killing

12,300 of the enemy But even with this favorable result, fate somehow

managed to throw success Pompey's way, since 5,000 of the slaves

who were fleeing from the battle ran into his oncoming forces. He

killed all of them. Pompey then wrote to the Senate that although

Crassus had defeated the gladiators in a battle, he [Pompey] had

extinguished the war to its very roots.

Source: Plutarch, Life ofPompey, 21.1-4.
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PLUTARCH

Marcus Crassus and the Final Defeat of Spartacus

Second Century a.d.

As for myself, I cannot praise Crassus for pressing forward in his

actions against Spartacus more quickly than safety would dictate, even

if, in his desire to acquire honor, he was afraid that Pompey, who had

just arrived with his forces, would steal his fame, just as Mummius
stole the glory for the capture of the city of Corinth from Metellus.

Source: Plutarch, Comparison ofNicias and Crasstts, 3.2.

65

PLUTARCH

Cato the Younger in the Spartacus War

Second Century a.d.

Plutarch is reporting on the virtues displayed by Marcus Porcius Cato the

Younger Gater called Uticensis) during the war against Spartacus. He

compares his achievements with those of his glorious ancestor, his great-

grandfather Cato the Elder, author ofthe treatise on manc^r^ slavefarms

(see document 3).

When the slave war that they called the Spartacus war broke out, in

which [Lucius] Gellius [Publicola] was the Roman commander, Cato

wanted to share in the combat because of his brother [Caepio, a tri-

i

bune in the army]. Cato did not have as much opportunity to display

his eagerness for combat or to exercise his virtues as he wished, since

I
the war was not one that was well commanded. Despite the effemi-

• nacy and laxity of those who fought in the war, however, Cato was

I
able to display the virtues of order, self-control, and courage in every

I
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Situation that he feced, and he showed that he was in no respect less aman than the elder Cato.

Source: Plutarch, Ufe of Cato the Younger, 8.1-2.

66

APPIAN

The Spartacus Slave War
Second Century a.d.

The second-century Greek historian Appian begins his account by recount-
ing the events of 73 B.a, following Pompey's defeat ofSertorius in Spainand hts return to Italy.

At about this same time, at the city of Capua in Italy, gladiators werebeing trained to fight in spectacles. Spartacus, a Thracian whom the
Romaiis had impnsoned and then sold to be trained as a gladiator hadonce fought as a soldier for the Roman army He persuaded about sev-

Sll enslaved men to risk a break for freedom rather than to
a low themselves to be put on display for the entertaimnent of othersUsing force to overcome their guards, the men made their escape.The fugitives armed themselves with wooden clubs and daggers thatfhey seized from travelers on the roads nearby and then rushed to lake
retuge on mount Vesuvius. Many fugitive slaves and even some free menfrom tiie surrounding countryside came to tiiis place to join Sparta-
cus. They began to stage bandit raids on nearby settiements. Spartacushad his fellow gladiators Oenomaus and Crbcus as his two subordinate

SITc"? \ ^P^^^"' ^"^^^^ P^fits of his raiding intoequ^ shares, he soon attracted a very large number of foUowers
Ihe tirst man the Romans sent out against Spartacus was Varinius

Glaber, and then, after him. they dispatched Publius Valerius.^ These
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men did not command the regular citizen army of legions, but rather
whatever forces they could hastily conscript on tiie spot, since the
Romans did not yet consider this a real war but rather the raids and
the predations of bandits. When they attacked Spartacus, however,
they were defeated. Spartacus even captured Varinius's own horse
right from under him. The commander of the Romans was that close
to being taken prisoner by a gladiator.

After this debacle, many more men came to join Spartacus, and his
army soon numbered seventy thousand.^ He had regular weapons
forged for them, and he began to collect basic supplies for an army
Meanwhile, in the city of Rome, the Romans dispatched the two con-
suls with two legions under their command. Of these two armies, one
defeated Crixus, who was in command of thfrty thousand men, in the
Garganus Mountains. Two-thirds of Crixus's army perished along with
Crixus himself. Spartacus, by contrast, exerted great efforts to make
his way through the Apennine mountains to the Alps and then to the
land of the Gauls on the other side of the Alps. One of the consuls got
to the place before him and prevented his escape, while the otiier con-
sul harried the rearguard of Spartacus's army. Spartacus tiirned on
them one after the other, however, and defeated each Roman army in
turn, with the result that the Romans were forced to flee from the field
of battle in great confusion and uproar.

As an offering to the dead, Spartacus sacrificed 300 Roman prison-
ers on behalf of Crbcus. With the 120,000 men under his command, he
began a march on Rome. So that traveling would be as light as pos-
sible, he torched all unnecessary supplies, killed all prisoners of war,
and slaughtered all pack animals. Many deserters from the Roman
army came to him, but he accepted none of them. The consuls made a
stand against him in a place in the land of Picenum. Anotiier great
armed sti-uggle took place here, and the Romans were defeated again.
Spartacus changed his mind about an attack on Rome. He decided
that he was not ready for an all-out battle and that his whole army was
not yet properly armed for regular warfare. Moreover, so far no city
had come over to his side, but only slaves, deserters, and the flotsam
and jetsam of humanity. He therefore decided to occupy the moun-
tains around Thurii instead. Indeed, he even captiired the city of
Thurii itself.

Tor this number, as for most of those that follow, Appian is counting in large, gen-
eral numerical units of myriads, or ten thousands, and is therefore not eivine exact
figures.

^
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Spartacus did not permit merchants to import gold and silver, and

he forbade his own men to acquire any. For the most part, he pur-

chased iron and copper and did not censure those who imported these

metals. For this reason, the slaves had large quantities of basic materi-

als and were well supplied and able to stage frequent raids. When they

next entered into hand-to-hand combat with the Romans, they de-

feated the Romans again and returned to their base heavily laden with

booty.

This was now the third year of a war that had become particularly

fearful for the Romans, although at the beginning they had treated it

as a laughing matter and a contemptible thing, since it involved only

gladiators. When it came time to hold the selection of new commands
for the praetors, a morbid fear seized all tlie men, and not one of them
would proffer his name for the position. Finally, [Marcus] licinius

Crassus, a man renowned among the Romans for his birth and wealth,

was appointed to the command and marched forth with six freshly

recruited legions. When Crassus arrived in the campaign theater, he
added the two legions of the consuls to his own. Since the men in the

old units had been defeated so often in combat with Spartacus, Cras-

sus selected every tenth man from the consular legions by lot and had
him executed. Some say that Crassus himself went with his new army
into battle and was defeated, and that it was only then that he selected

every tenth man from the entire army by lot. If the latter story is true,

it means that four thousand men were involved, and that even the

very large number of men whom he had to execute did not deter

Crassus. Whatever Crassus actually did, he made himself more fearful

than the enemy to his own men. He soon defeated a force of ten thou-

sand of Spartacus's men who had made a camp by themselves,

destroying two-thirds of them. He then marched with great confidence

against Spartacus himself. Crassus defeated Spartacus and pursued

him with lightning speed to the seacoast, where Spartacus was prepar-

ing to sail to Sicily. Thus frapping Spartacus, Crassus cut a trench,

consfructed a defensive wall, and erected sharp stake works along its

entire line.

On the day when Spartacus tried to force a breakout and make a

dash for Samnite territory, Crassus killed about six thousand of Spar-

tacus's supporters in the early morning and another similar number
toward the twilight hours. Only three men from the Roman army died

and seven were wounded, so great was the change in the soldiers'

eagerness for victory because of their recent punishment. Spartacus,

who was awaiting the arrival of additional cavdry, remained where he
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was and no longer ventured into battle with his whole army. Rather, he

staged sudden, small-scale attacks on his besiegers at selected points,

here and there, hitting them suddenly and sharply. He had his men
throw bundles of branches into the trench and set them on fire, which

made the going very difficult for those who were engaged in this task.

He crucified a Roman prisoner in tiiis middle ground as a visual

demonstration to his own men of what would happen to them if they

did not win. When the Romans in the city [of Rome] learned of Cras-

sus's siege tactics, they thought it unworthy that this war against the

gladiators should be prolonged much longer. As an additional force,

they enlisted the army of Porapey, who had just arrived back from

Spain. The Romans had come to accept that dealing with Spartacus

would be a very difficult and substantial undertaking.

When he heard of this measure, Crassus strove in every possible

way to force a confrontation with Spartacus, in order to prevent the

glory of vanning tiie war from falling to Pompey. Thinking that he

might take advantage of Pompey's arrival, Spartacus offered to negoti-

ate an agreement with Crassus. When his proposal was disdainfully

rejected, Spartacus decided to make one last desperate attempt. Since

his cavalry had now arrived, he made a charge directiy through the

line of Crassus's wall and ditch with his entire army. Spartacus then

marched quickly in the direction of Brundisium, with Crassus in hot

pursuit But when he learned that [Lucius Licinius] LucuUus, who had

just returned victorious from his war against Mithradates, was disem-

barking his army at Brundisium, Spartacus fell into total despair. With

no other choice before him, Spartacus wheeled around his still large

and substantial army to force a direct confrontation with Crassus.

Since so many tens of thousands of desperate men were involved,

the result was a protracted battle of epic proportions. Spartacus took a

spear wound in his thigh. Collapsing on one knee, he held his shield

up in front of him and fought off those who were attacking him, until

he and the large number of men around him were finally surrounded

and cut down. The rest of his army was thrown into disarray and

confusion and was slaughtered in huge numbers. The killing was on

such a scale that it was not possible to count the dead. The Romans

lost about a thousand men. The body of Spartacus was never found.

When the survivors among Spartacus's men, who were still a large

number, fled from the batfle, they went up into the mountains, where

they were pursued by Crassus's forces. Splitting tiiemselves into four

groups, they continued to fight until all of them had perished— all,

that is, except six thousand of them, who were taken prisoner and
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Crassus accompUshed this feat within six months. The result was
the sudden emergence of a bitter competition for honor between Pom-
pey and him.

^Presumably, tiie Appian Way. The distance was about 125 miles, so there would

SotJRCE: Appian, Roman History: The Civil Wan, 1.14.116-21.

67

APPIAN

King Mithradates ofPontus and Spartacus

Second Century a.d.

In this passage Appian is speaking ofKing Mithradates, who. during hiswar agatnst the Romans, was trying to entice the Gauk into an attack
on Italy m 64 b.c.

He knew that almost all of Italy had recently revolted from theRomans because of the hatred the ItaUans had for them, that the Ital-
ians had fought a protracted war against the Romans, and that theyhad sided with the gladiator Spartacus against the Romans, eventhough he was a wholly disreputable person.

Source: Appian, Roman History: The Mithradatic War, 109.519-20.

68

SALLUST

The Spartacus War

First Century B.C.

Of the historians who preserved extended accounts of the ivar, Sallust

must he deemed the most important, in part because he was the closest

in time to the events themselves. The fragments of Sallust's history that

are translated here are arranged according to the edition by the German
scholar Bertold Maurenbrecher. For a different order, and meaning, see

Patrick McGushin, Sallust: The Histories, 2 vols. (Oxford, 1992). Not
all of the fragments are translated here, since many of them are too brief

to be ofmuch use and theirplacement in the temporal sequence ofevents
is too questionable.

Spartacus, the leader of the gladiators, was one of the seventy-four

men who escaped from the gladiatorial school and waged a major war
against the Roman people

... He [Spartacus] was a man of immense bodily strength and
spirit

. . . [Spartacus and his men] reached the foot of the mountain
[probably Vesuvius]

.

... if they were to meet resistance, they would rather die by steel

than perish by hunger. . .

.

. . . Cossinius was washing himself in the spring belonging to a villa

nearby.

[The manuscript of the following j/ragment is too fragmented to note all

the breaks in detail here. Only the major breaks are noted.]

... and they fired [the tips of their wooden spears?] so that in addition

to having the appearance necessary for war, they would be no less

dangerous than if they were made of iron. While the fugitive slaves

were busy with these tasks, [Publius] Varinius sent his quaestor Gains
Thoranius [Toranius] to Rome so that the people there might be able
to get a truthful report about how matters actually stood from some-
one who had vntnessed them. Some of his soldiers were ill because of

145
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the bad autumn weather, and none of those soldiers who had been

defeated in the last battle, and who had run away, had returned to

their units despite the harsh orders issued by Varinius that they were

to do so. The rest of the soldiers— in an act that was the height of dis-

graceful behavior—were simply refusing to do their duty. With four

tfiousand of the soldiers who were still willing to follow orders [or,

who were volunteers?], Varinius established his camp—which was

well defended with a wall, trench, and large-scale fortification—close

to the camp of the rebellious slaves.

Since they had used up their own food supplies, all the fugitive

slaves silently departed from their camp at about the second hour of

the night watch. To avoid a surprise attack from the Romans while they

were away raiding the countryside, the rebels, according to regular

army practice, usually appointed night watchmen and guards and as-

signed the other usuaJ duties. This time they left behind only a trimipet

signaler in the camp. Then they propped up fresh corpses on stakes at

the gates of the camp, so that those who saw them from afer would

be led to believe that night guards had been stationed. They lit many
fires in their camp so that by causing fear to . . . Varinius's [men?],

they might flee . . . and . . . [the manuscript is defective] themselves

went off on out-of-the-way tracks [the manuscript is defective]

When it was well after dawn, Varinius noticed the absence of the

insults usually shouted by the slaves and the showers of stones with

which the fugitives used to pelt his camp, and, in addition, the lack

of noise and shouting from the enemy that used to strike him from

all directions. He therefore ordered his cavalry to the top of a knoll

that overlooked the surrounding countryside to discover the where-

abouts of the fugitive slaves and to hurry to follow their tracks.

Although he believed that the slaves were by now far away, he still put

his men into a defensive formation, fearing an ambush, and doubled

the strength of his forces with new recruits [the manuscript is

defective]

Some days later, contrary to their usual behavior, our soldiers

became more confident, and their tongues began to wag boastfuHy.

For this reason, and not having learned from his own earlier experi-

ences, Varinius rashly led his new and inexperienced soldiers, along

with his other troops who were already demoralized by the defeats

previously suffered by others, at a quick march against the camp of

the fugitive slaves. Now they marched in silence and with much less

extravagant boasting than when they had earlier pressed for combat.

At this same time, the slaves were quarreling among themselves and
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were close to internal breakdown. Crixus and his people, who were

Gauls and Germans, wanted to march directly against the enemy, in

order to force an armed confrontation. Spartacus, on the other hand,

advised a different course. . . . [the manuscript is defective]

they happened on peasant farmers from Abella who were keep-

ing watch over their fields

—

[TJie manuscript of the following fragment is too fragmented to note all

the defects in detail. Only the major breaks are noted.]

... [It seemed?] to others and to him [Spartacus] . . .
tiiat they should

not [wander around aimlessly lest?] . . . they be hemmed in on all

sides and slaughtered to the last man. . . . Therefore, it was necessary

to leave the place as quickly as possible. A few of the slaves, who were

prudent men and who had free and noble minds . .
.
praised [his

advice?] and held that they ought to do what Spartacus was suggest-

ing. Some slaves were stupid and foolishly had confidence in the large

numbers who were flooding in to join their movement and in their

own ferocity, while others shamefully forgot all about [returning to?]

tiieir homelands. But the vast majority of the fugitives, because of

their servile nature, thought of nothing but blood and booty. . .

.

. . . [Spartacus's] plan . . . seemed to be the best one. Then he per-

suaded them to move down into the lowland plains, which were rich in

cattle, where they would be able to increase tiheir number with select

men of high quaUty before the arrival of Variuaius with his newly

refreshed army. A good guide was quickly found from among the pris-

oners taken from the Picentini. Spartacus made his way stealthily

through the Eburian Hills [Eboli Mountains] and reached Nares in

Lucania.^ At daybreak, he arrived at Forum Annii, without having

been discovered by the local farmers. Contrary to the orders of their

general, the fiigitive slaves immediately began to rape young giris and

marriedi women, while others ...

. . . [cut down] those who tried to resist them and who were trying

to escape, inflicting wounds on tiiem in a depraved manner, when

their backs were turned, and left in their fr-ail the torn bodies of half-

dead persons. Others threw firebrands onto the roofs of houses. Many

slaves in the town were by nature sympathetic allies and uncovered

things that their masters had hidden away or dragged out tiie masters

'Nares Lucanae (Uterally, the Lucanian Nostrils), a narrow pass that connected

southern Campania with northern Lucania (see Map 4 on page 7).
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characters Spartecus hhTJff
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. . . they were now in the forest of Sila

. . . they began to argue among themselves and not to plan

together. . .

.

... in the meantime, just before daybreak, two Gallic women, avoid-

ing contact with the group, climbed up into the mountains to spend

their menstrual periods there.^° ...

... he [Spartacus] was finally killed, not easily nor unavenged. . .

.

'"This must be the same incident alluded to by Plutarch ".
. . two women who were

making ritual sacrifices on behalf of the enemy spotted them" (see page 135). Either

Plutarch misunderstood the original Latin or deliberately bowdlerized the text.

Source: Sallust, Histories, Book 3, fragments 90-94, 96-102, 106; Book 4, fragments

22-23, 25, 30-33, 37, 40-41.

All of the documents that follow are minor sources for the history of

the Spartacus slave war.

69

UVY

A BriefAccount of the Beginning of the War in 73 B.C.

First Century B.C.

Seventy-four gladiators escaped from the school of Lentulus [Batiatus]

at Capua, and, collecting a large number of ordinary slaves as well as

those kept in slave barracks, they began to wage a war under their

leaders, Crixus and Spartacus. They defeated the legate Claudius Pul-

cher and the praetor Publius Varenus^^ in battle.

''The commanders were Gaius Claudius Glaber as praetor and then Publius

Varinius.

Source: livy. Summaries, 95.
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LTVY

A BriefAccount of the Events of 73-72 B.C.

First Century B.C.

The praetor Quintus Arrius killed Crixus, the general of the fugitive

slaves, along with twenty thousand of his men. The consul Gnaeus

[Cornelius] Lentulus fought unsuccessfully against Spartacus. The
consul Lucius Gellius [Publicola] and the praetor Quintus Arrius were
defeated in battle by this same Spartacus. . . . The proconsul Gaius

Cassius [Lxjnginus] and the praetor Gnaeus Manlius also fought

against Spartacus, but with no success. The conduct of the war was
therefore assigned to the praetor Marcus [Lidnius] Crassus.

Source: livy. Summaries, 96.

71

LIVY

A BriefAccount of the End of the War in 71 B.C.

First Century B.C.

The praetor Marcus Crassus first fought a successful engagement
with that part of the fugitive slaves made up of Gauls and Germans.

He killed thirty-five thousand of the enemy, along with their leaders

Castus and Gaimicus. He then defeated Spartacus, killing Spartacus

along with sixty thousand of his men.
•

Source: Livy, Summaries, 97.
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OROSIUS

An Account of the Opening

and Gosing Phases of the War

Fifth Century A.D.

In the 679th year from the founding of the city of Rome, the year in

which [Marcus Terentius Varro] LucuUus and [Gaius] Cassius [Longi-

nus] were consuls [73 b.c.], sixty-four slaves escaped from Gnaeus

Lentulus's school for gladiators at Capua. Led by the Gauls Crixus and

Oenomaus and by the Thracian Spartacus, the fugitives moved imme-

diately to occupy Mount Vesuvius. From there, they rushed out and

captured the army camp of the praetor Clodius [Claudius Glaber],

who had surrounded them and placed them under siege. Once they

had put him to flight, they carried off everything as plunder. Passing

by Consentia and Metapontum,'^ the slaves soon attracted a large

armed following. It is reported that Crixus had a huge gathering of ten

thousand men under his command and that Spartacus led a force

three times that large. These were now the two leaders, since Oeno-

maus had been killed in an earlier battie.

Wherever they went, the slaves indiscriminately mixed slaughter,

arson, theft, and rape. At tiie funeral rites of a woman whom they had

taken prisoner and who had committed suicide because of her

anguish over the violation of her sexual honor, they staged gladiatorial

games, using four hundred prisoners they had taken. Those who had

once been the spectacle were now to be the spectators: It was as glad-

iatorial entrepreneurs rather than as military commanders that tiiey

staged these games.

After this, tiie consuls [Lucius] GelUus [Publicola] and [Gnaeus

Cornelius] Lentiilus [Clodianus] [72 b.c] were dispatched witii

armies to fight the rebellious slaves. Gellius defeated Crixus in battie,

although Crixus put up a savage resistance. Lentulus was defeated by

Spartacus and ran from the field of battle. The armies of both consuls

were merged, but in vain, since they suffered another severe defeat

and ran from the field of battle. Then the proconsul Gaius Cassius

^"Consentia and Metapontum: the modern-day cities of Cosenza and Metaponto.
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[Longinus] was Ukewise defeated in the fighting and killed by Sparta-
cus. Terror spread through the city of Rome, just as it had in the time
when Hannibal had threatened its gates.
The senate immediately dispatched Marcus [Licinius] Crassus in

the command of the consular legions and with new reinforcements
Crassus then engaged the fugitive slaves in battle. He killed 6,000 of
them and took only 900 prisoners. Before advancing to attack the
forces commanded by Spartacus, who was setting up his camp close
to the head of the Silarus River, Crassus destroyed Spartacus's Gallic
and German auxiliaries, killing 30,000 men along with their comman-
ders. Only last of all did Crassus strike Spartacus himself, who was
advancmg to engage him with his battle lines ready and who had the
largest number of the fugitive slaves with him. It is reported that
60,000 men were killed and 6,000 were taken prisoner, and that 3 000
Roman citizens were taken back. Still others, who had survived 'the
battle and who were wandering about the countryside, were graduaUy
ehmmated by means of a thorough hunt for them made by a large
number of our army commanders.

[At the end of the fifth book of his history, Orosius compares the signifi-
cance of the great wars of the late Roman Republic— those against
Jugurtha, Mtthradates, and Sertorius—with the Spartacus slave war.]

When the war in Spain against Sertorius had not yet been brought to
an end, and mdeed Sertorius himself was still alive, this war against
the fugitive slaves— or rather, to describe it more accurately, this wai-
against the gladiators—was the cause of terrible horrors. It was not a
mere spectacle reserved for the sight of a few but was the cause of
universal fear. Just because it is called a war against fugitive slaves
should not mislead: The war should not be considered a mean" and
worthless thing just because of its name. During its course, individual
consuls were frequently defeated badly, and sometimes both consuls
who jomed their armies into a single force—in vain—were defeated
And very many Roman nobles were killed. As for the fugitive slaves
themselves, the number of them who were slaughtered in the war sur-
passed 100,000.

^^mean: worthy of little regard.

Source: Orosius, History against the Pagans, 5.24.1-8, 18-19.

73

VELLEIUS PATERCULUS

A Brief Synopsis of the Spartacus War

First Century a.d.

While the war against Sertorius was being fought in Spain, sixty-four

runaway slaves under the leadership of Spartacus escaped from a

gladiatorial school at Capua. Seizing weapons from Capua, they first

made their way to Mount Vesuvius. Then, as their number grew with

each passing day, they inflicted serious and widespread damage on

Italy. Their number increased to such an extent that when they

entered the final battle, they had 241,000" men with which to oppose

the Roman army. The glory for the victory was reaped by Marcus

[Licinius] Crassus, who then, by the consensus of all, became the

leading man in the state.

"The number in the manuscript is corrupt.

Source: Velleius Paterculus, History ofRome, 2.30.5-6.

74

FLORUS

A Detailed Synopsis of the Spartacus War

Second Century A.D.

In the first sentence, Florus is referring to his earlier account of the two

slave wars on the island of Sicily (see documents 46 and 54). This is the

"shame ofslaves in arms" to which he is referring.

One is able to endure even the shame of slaves in arms. For although

slaves are persons who have been made subject to punishment in

every possible way by some stroke of misfortune, they are still a type

of human being, albeit an inferior type, and they are capable of being

initiated into the benefits of the freedom that we enjoy. But I do not
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know what to call the war that was incited under the leadership of
Spartacus. For when slaves served as soldiers and gladiators were
their army commanders—the former the lowest sort of men, and the
latter the worst—they simply added mockery to the disaster itself.

Spartacus, Crixus, and Oenomaus escaped from the gladiatorial

training school of Lentulus [Batiatus] with thirty or more men who
shared their misfortune, and rushed out of the town of Capua. Calling
for slaves to flock to their standards, they soon collected more than
ten thousand men. Not satisfied with having made their escape, they
also wished to avenge themselves. The first place that attracted them,
as if it were an altar of the goddess Venus,'^ was Mount Vesuvius.
When they were placed under siege there by Clodius [Claudius]
Glaber, the slaves let themselves dovra through a crevice in the moun-
tain by means of ropes woven from wild vine tendrils and made their
way to its very foot. Then, by way of a hidden egress, they launched
a surprise attack on the unsuspecting Roman general and captured
his camp. Next they captured other Roman army camps, including
that of Varenius [Varinius] and then that of Thoranius [Toranius].
They rampaged over the whole of Campania. Not satisfied with de-
stroying rural villas and villages, they devastated the towns of Nola,
Nuceria, Thurii, and Metapontum, inflicting a terrible slaughter on
them in the process.

With the daily arrival of new recruits, they were finally able to form
themselves into a regular army. They made rough shields for them-
selves out of vine branches covered with animal hides, and swords and
spears by melting dovm and recasting their [leg] irons from the slave
barracks. And so that they should lack nothing required by a real army,
they put together a Cavalry force by taming wild horses that they hap-
pened to come across, and they took to their own leader the insignia
and ceremonial bundles of rods and axes that they had captured from
the Roman commanders. These were not refused by the man who had
begun his life as a regularly paid soldier in Thrace, was next an army
deserter, then a bandit, and finally—a tribute to his bodily strength—
a gladiator. He celebrated the deaths of his generals who had died in
battle with funerary rituals usually reserved for regular army comman-
ders. He ordered prisoners of war that his armies had captured to fight
one another around the funeral pyres, hoping to demonstrate, I sup-
pose, that he could expiate all his past shame by transforming himself
into an exhiJ)itor of gladiatorial contests. After this, he launched attacks

^

'^Perhaps the best suggestion for the Latin text, which is corrupt at this point
Altars of Venus" were known as places of asylum for escaped slaves.
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on full consular armies and obliterated the army of Lentulus in the

Apennine moxmtains and the army camp of Gains Crassus near Mutina.

Elated by these victories, he actually considered—which is shameful

enough for us—an attack on the city of Rome itself.

Finally, the combined resources of our empire rose up against this

heavy-armored gladiator, and [Marcus] Licinius Crassus preserved

our Roman honor. When the slaves had been defeated and driven

from the field of battle by Crassus, the enemy (it shames me actually

to call them this) took refuge in the remotest parts of Italy. Hemmed
into a corner of Bruttium, they prepared to make their escape to Sicily

Since they did not have ships to take them, they tried to cross the

swift-moving waters of the strait between the mainland and the island

by using rafts made of wooden beams and barrels lashed together

with thin vine tendrils, but in vain. In a final effort, they attempted a

breakout and met with a death worthy of real men. As was appropriate

for men commanded by a gladiator, they fought to the very end with

no release from their fa^te.'^ Spartacus himself died fighting bravely at

the front of his men, just like a true general.

gladiator who had fought a good fight was, as a reward, let off, or excused, by

the judges of the contest to fight another day. This did not happen here.

Source: Florus, "The War against Spartacus," iaA Synopsis ofRoman History, 2.8.1-14.
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ATHENAEUS

A BriefSynopsis of the Spartacus War

Second Century a.d.

The gladiator Spartacus, who became a fugitive from the Italian city of

Capua about the time of the wars with Mithradates, incited a very

large number of slaves to revolt He liimself was a slave, a Thracian by

origin. The slaves overran the whole of Italy for a long time. Large

numbers of slaves hurried to join him every day If he had not been

killed in the battle that he fought against [Marcus] Licinius Crassus,

he would have caused no ordinary liireat to my fellow citizens, just as

Eunus did in Sicily.

Source: Athenaeus, Deipnosophistae, 6.272f-73a.
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VARRO

Spartacus Becomes a Gladiator

First Century B.C.

In a lost work by Varro, a Roman agricultural writer ofthe first centuryB. c, there was a reference to Spartacus.
^

toriSS' ^'^'"^'^"^ ^-^'ooD are a conjecture by the hi.

Source: Sosipater Charisius, 1.133 (ed. Keil l.
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DIODORUS SICULUS

Spartacus as a Good Man
First Century B.C.

Source: Diodorus Siculus, Library ofHistory, 38/39.21.
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FRONTTNUS

Stratagems Used by Spartacus against the Romans
First Century a.d.

Spartacus was able get across the trench that Crassus had excavated
to hem him in by filling it during the night with the bodies of prison-

ers and cattle that he had killed and by crossing over on top of them.
When he was besieged on Mount Vesuvius, this same Spartacus

had chainlike ladders made from wild vines on that side where the

mountain is most rugged and therefore was unguarded. Letting him-
self down by these, he not only escaped the siege but also terrorized

-Clodius [Claudius Glaber] from a different and unexpected direction,

with the result that a number of cohorts [see glossary] of Roman sol-

diers retreated before seventy-four gladiators.

When he was besieged by the proconsul Publius Varinius, this

same Spartacus stood up the corpses of dead men on stakes that were
fbced at intervals in front of his camp gate and outfitted the bodies
with clothing and weapons so that to men looking at them from afar,

they would have the appearance of real camp guards. He also lit night
fires throughout his own camp. With this sham spectacle, Spartacus
was able to fool the enemy and to lead his own troops out of the camp
in the dead of night

Spartacus and his troops had shields made from wild vines, which
were then covered with hides.

Near the town of Camalatrum, in the war of the fugitive slaves,

[Marcus] Licinius Crassus planned to lead his troops out against Cas-
tus and Gannicus, the leaders of the Gauls. He dispatched twelve co-

horts under his legates Gaius Pomptinius and Quintus Marcius Rufus
to circle around behind the mountain. When the battle had afready
begun, these men suddenly rushed down from the enemy's rear with
a terrifying shout and so shattered them that they fled from the field

of battle pell-mell in all directions and never stood to make a fight.

In the war fought against the fugitive slaves, Crassus constructed
defensive stockades around two of his own camps that were located
right next to that of the enemy near Cantenna. He then moved his
troops during the night, leaving his headquarters in the larger camp
to deceive the enemy He led out all of his troops and stationed them
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along the foothills of the mountain highland of Cantenna. Then, split-

ting his cavalry into two parts, he ordered Lucius Quintius to confront
the forces of Spartacus— to create troubles and delays for him with

one unit, and, with the other, to draw into battle the Gauls and Ger-

mans, who were in the bands of slaves commanded by Castus and
Gannicus. By pretending to retreat, he was to lure them to the place

where Crassus would have his battle line drawn up. When the barbar-

ians pursued Quintius's forces, his cavalry retreated to the wings. The
Roman battle line was suddenly revealed and charged the enemy with

a loud shout. Livy reports that thirty-five thousand men, along with

their leaders, were killed in this battle. Five Roman eagles^ and
twenty-six battle standards were recaptured, along with huge amounts
of booty, including five bundles of ceremonial rods and axes.

^'Roman eagles: The image of an eagle mounted on top of a pole was the standard
symbol of the Roman legion. To have one of these captured by die enemy was a great
disgrace.

Source: Frontinus, Strategies, 1.5.20-22, 1.7.6, 2.4.7, 2.5.34.
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CICERO

Roman Governor Verres Faces the Threat

Posed by Spartacus

First Century b.c.

The young orator Cicero, who prosecuted Gaius Verres, the Roman gov-

ernor of Sicily, on charges of extorting money and goods from his provin-

cial subjects, is attempting here to blacken Verres' reputation. He does

this by calling into question Verres' governorship of Sicily in the years

73-71 B.C., precisely when the Spartacus slave war was reding on the

mainland ofsouthern Italy, directly opposite the island. Given the previous

Sicilian slave wars, there was a reasonable fear that the slaves in Sicily

might rebel again. Verres seems to have taken the appropriately savage
repressive measures needed to keep the island under control (successfully,

from the Roman point of view). But Cicero belittles this achievement,

significantly managing never to mention Spartacus by name in his at-

tack on Verres' administration.
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What are you saying? That Sicily was freed from a war of fugitive

slaves by your brave actions? A deed deserving of great praise and an

honorable oration—but for what war? We have always accepted the

fact that after the war that Manius Aquillius brought to an end, there

were no more slave wars in Sicily. But, you say, there was one in Italy

I agree. And it was a great and violent war. But surely you're not try-

ing to claim some share of the praise that came from it? Surely you

don't imagine that you're going to share the glory of that victory with

Marcus [Licinius] Crassus or Gnaeus Pompeius [Pompey the Great]?

Yes, I suppose that your arrogance is of a scale that you would actually

dare to say something of that sort You would have us believe that you

were able to prevent bands of fugitive slaves from crossing over from

Italy into Sicily? Where? When? From what direction? Did they

attempt their landing with rafts or real ships? I've never heard any-

thing of this sort. But I have heard that the energetic actions and plan-

ning of Marcus Crassus, that bravest of men, prevented the fugitive

slaves from lashing rafts together, with the result that they were not

able to cross over to Messana. Indeed, if there had been any guard

posts positioned in Sicily against tiieir attack, there would not have

been sucli a great effort to prevent them from making the attempt.

But even if there was a war in Italy so close to Sicily, nevertheless

there was no war in Sicily itself. What's tiie surprise? For when there

was a slave war in Sicily, which is separated from Italy by the same

distance, none of it penetrated across into Italy. Why [are you] sug-

gesting to us the closeness of tiie lands to each otiier at this place? To

impute that there was easy access for our enemies or that there was a

danger of the infection spreading through imitation of the war? With-

out the advantage of ships, however, any chance of entry into Sidly for

such men was not just temporarily blocked but so completely closed

off that you would have to say that it would have been easier for them

to get to the shores of tiie Atiantic Ocean than to Cape Peloris [on the

northeastern tip of Sicily].

Source: Cicero, Against Verres, 2.5.5-6.
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CICERO

Verres Represses Slave Conspiracies on Sicily

First Century B.C.

What then? Were there no slave rebellions in Sicily when Verres was
governor, and were no conspiracies of slaves formed? Certainly noth-
ing that was reported to the Senate and the Roman people— nothing
which that man wrote in any official communication sent to Rome
Nonetheless, I suspect that servile uprisings did begin to be formed in
several places in Sicily. I am led to suspect this not so much from any
specific events themselves as from the deeds and decrees of that man
[Verres] when he was governor. And remember that I am not moved
by any hostile intent. I am simply bringing to your attention and
puthng on record those matters that Verres himself will try to estab-
hsh later [m this trial] and that you jurors, therefore, have not yet
heard.

In the region of Triocala [Triokala], the same city the fugitive
slaves occupied in an earlier time, the slaves owned by a Sicilian
named Leonidas were suspected of forming a conspiracy The matter
was reported to that man. And, as is indeed right and proper, by his
order the men who had been named were immediately arrested and
taken to Lilybaeum. The matter was reported to their master a trial
was held, and the men were found guilty. What then? What do you
think happened next? Perhaps you might expect outright theft or plun-
der? No—you don't always have to look for the same thing in all situa-
tions mvolvmg that man. After all, what chance is there for theft in the
midst of a war scare? And if there was any opportunity for him to
acquu-e a gain in this matter, it was passed by Verres was able to ex-
tort some money from Leonidas, when he ordered the man to present
himself. A sort of deal was struck—which for that man wouldn't have
been anything new—that they wouldn't hear the case. There was
however, another way: The men who had been convicted could be
acquitted! But what basis was there for plunder, when the slaves had
already been found guilty? They had to be taken to their execution
ITiose who were in the governor's judicial council were witness to the
facts, the court records were witness, the resplendent city of Lily-
baeum was witness, as was the honest and powerful local organization
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of Roman citizens. Nothing could be done. The slaves had to be led to

execution. And so they were bound to the stake.

Even now, gentlemen of the jury, I see that you are looking at me
expectantly, asking yourselves what happened next— a reasonable

expectation since that man never did anything without at least some
profit and rake-off for himself. So what sort of thing could be pulled

off? Dream up whatever you think likely under the circumstances

—

as wicked a crime as you can imagine. I tell you, IH surpass every one
of your imaginings. These men—condemned for the crime of conspir-

acy, led off to their punishment, and tied to the stake—were suddenly,

before the eyes of thousands of spectators, set free and returned to

tihieir master at Triocala.

What can you say to this—you raving madman—unless it is that

which I do not ask: the whole purpose of this sordid and underhanded
act that is in no doubt. Although the answer is clear, the question at

least ought to be asked: How much money did you accept, and in what
way did you receive it? I leave all of this to you, and will spare you the

worry of giving an answer. For I have no fear that anyone will believe

that you attempted to perpetrate a crime for free— a crime for which
no one but you would have accepted money to commit. I'm not going

to say any more about your modes of thieving and plundering. What I

really want to do is to question your glorious reputation as a military

commander.

What do you say, you wonderful guardian and defender of our

province? When you put these slaves on trial, your finding was that

they were guilty of an intent to seize arms and to raise a war in Sicily,

and so you issued a sentence that was in agreement with the opinion of

your judicial council. But when the condenmed men had been handed
over for punishment, according to the tradition of our ancestors, you
dared to snatch them from the very midst of death and set them free.

Why did you do this? So that the crosses you had set up for the con-

demned slaves should perhaps be kept there and set aside for innocent

Roman citizens? Only cities tiiat have lost everything and that are com-
pletely desperate are accustomed to take the lethal final step of restor-

ing condemned men to freedom, freeing men who are bound in chains,

calling back exiles, and canceling judgments made by the courts

But what happened in this case is hardly believable. The men set free

here were slaves who were suddenly dismissed from the very scene of

their punishment by the very man who had found them guilty—and
these were slaves who had been condemned on the charge of commit-
ting a crime that threatened the lives and limbs of all free persons.
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What a resplendent commander! One who ought to be compared
not with Manius Aquillius, that man of exceeding bravery, but with a

PauUus, a Scipio, a Marius!^® How much foresight he showed in the

hour of fear and danger faced by the province! When he saw that the

minds of the slaves in Sicily were teetering on the edge of rebellion

because of the slave war in Italy, not one of them dared to move
because he had instilled such a dreadful fear into them! He ordered

them to be arrested. Who would not be riven with fear? He put their

masters on trial. What is more fearful for a slave? He announces what
he seems to have done. He actually appears to have extinguished the

fire that was beginning to spread with the suffering and deaths of only

a few victims. What happens next? Whips and flaming torches and the

other tools necessary for the extreme punishment of liie condemned
and as a deterrent for the others: the instruments of torture and. the

cross. But these men were freed from all these punishments. Who
can doubt that he instilled in the minds of the slaves a terminal fear

when they saw a governor so easygoing that the lives of slaves who
had been condemned to death for the crime of conspiracy were re-

deemed— either from Verres himself or from the executioner who
was acting as his intermediary?

What? You mean to say that you didn't do exactly this same thing in

the case of Aristodamus from ApoUonia? What? And also in that of

Leon from Imachara? What then? Did your suspicions of slave unrest

and even the threat of servile war lead you to a more diligent care for

your province, or rather to find a new avenue for wicked profits for

yourself? Eumenides, a noble and honorable man from the city of Hali-

cyae, and a man of considerable wealth, had a slave farm manager
who was arrested at your instigation. You then accepted 60,000 sester-

ces from Eumenides, the man's owner. How this was done was con-

fifmed recently by Eumenides when he gave evidence under oath. But
that's nothing. You extorted 600,000 sesterces from the eques Gains

Matrinius during his absence from Sicily while he was away at Rome,
alleging that you had discovered that his slave farm managers and
shepherds were forming a conspiracy. Lucius Flavius, who was the

agent for Gains Matrinius's business affafrs and who counted out the

money to you, gave testimony to this effect. So did Matrinius himself.

And so did that most distinguished man, Gnaeus Lentulus, the censor,

''Lucius Aemilius PauUus, Publius Cornelius Scipio Africanus, and Gaius Maiius
were brilliant army commanders who had won great victories over some of Rome's for-

midable foreign enemies—the Macedonians, Carthaginians, and Germans.
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who for the sake of the esteem in which he held Matrinius, wrote a

letter to you and had others vmte letters to you about the same matter.

What then? What about ApoUonius, the son of Diodes, from the city

of Panormus—who is also known by the Latin surname Geminus—
how can we pass over his case? What other matter, indeed, is better

known, the subject of more outrage, and more manifest throughout

Sicily? When Verres came to Panormus, he ordered ApoUonius to be

summoned and hailed before his tribunal at the crowded and busy

assizes^" he was holding in the city. Men began to gossip with each

other: "I'm surprised that ApoUonius, a rich man, has remained un-

touched so long by that man." "He's certainly thought up something."

"A rich man is not ^suddenly going to be summoned by Verres without

a reason." There was a great sense of anticipation among these men
about what was going to happen, when ApoUonius himself ran up out

of breath, accompanied by his younger son, since his elderly father

had been bedridden for a long time.

In his formal charge, the governor named the slave who, he said,

was ApoUonius's master herdsman. Verres charged that this man was

forming a conspfracy to incite the slaves owned by ApoUonius to re-

bellion. But there was no such slave at all among ApoUonius's slaves.

Verres nonetheless ordered the man to be produced at once. ApoUo-

nius. swore that he owned no such slave by that name. Verres then

ordered ApoUonius to be taken forcibly from his tribunal and to be

thrown into prison. As he was being rushed away, the poor man cried

out that he had done nothing wrong, that he had committed no crime,

that aU of his money was tied up on account and he had no Uquid

cash. It was when ApoUonius shouted aloud these statements before

the crowded assembly, in a maimer in which anyone would be able to

understand that he would not pay out any money, that he was man-

handled with such severity. It was right at this juncture, I would like to

emphasize, when he was shouting out loudly about the money, that he

was thrown into chains.

Witness the hard determination of our governor! A governor who is

being defended not just as any ordinary governor, but one who is being

lauded as a supreme military commander. When a slave war was threat-

ening, he freed condenmed slaves from the same punishment that he

then inflicted on innocent masters. ApoUonius, a very wealthy man, who

would lose his massive fortune if runaway slaves began a war in Sicily,

is indicted on the charge of fomenting a slave war and is thrown into

'^assize: a place where the Roman stopped on his tour of the province to hold court.
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chains. And the slaves, whom Verres himself, in agreement with his

judicial council, had found guilty on the charge of inciting a slave war,

now, without seeking any advice from his council, were freed from all

punishment on nothing but his own whim I shall not defend the
case against Apollonius, my friend and guest host, and would not pre-

sume to rescind your judgment against him. And I will not be provoked
into saying anything about this man's frugality, virtue, and diligence. I'm
going to pass over the fact, which I've already mentioned, tiiat his
wealth consists of slaves, cattle, villas, and money on loan.

Source: Cicero, Against Verres, 2.5.9-20.
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AULUS GELLUJS

Marcus Crassus Celebrates His Victory over Spartacus

Second Century a.d.

The reason for awarding an ovatio, rather than a triumph, is either
because a war was not proclaimed according to the proper rituals;

because it was not fought with a real enemy; because the enemy had a
humble and unworthy name, as in the case of slaves or pirates; or
because the enemy's surrender was too quick and the victory was,- as
they say, "bloodless" and "without dust."

... so Marcus [Licinius] Crassus, when he had brought the war
with the slaves to an end and had returned to Rome to celebrate an
ovatio, disdainfully rejected the myrtle crown [of an ovatio] and used
his influence to have a decree of the Senate passed that he was to be
crowned with laurel, not with myrtle.^^

^•A general who celebrated a full-scale triumph rather than the lesser ovatio wore a
crown of laurel leaves. Myrtle, which was used for the ovatio, was regarded as inferior.

Source: Aulus Gellius, AtHc Nights, 5.6.20-23.
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SUETONIUS

Operations against Remnant Rebel Slaves of the

Spartacus War in Southern Italy in the Late 60s B.C.

Second Century a.d.

After his praetorship [61 B.C.], Octavius^^ had the province of Macedo-

nia assigned to him by lot. On the way out to govern his province, he
destroyed the fiigitive slaves who were remnants of the forces that

had once fought for Spartacus and for Catiline, and who now were
occupying the countryside around Thurii. This task was assigned to

Octavius by the Senate as an additional special command. . .

.

When he was an infant, Augustus was given the nickname "Thuri-

nus" [the man from Thurii], either in remembrance of his ancestral

parentage from the re^on or because, more recently, shortly after

Augustus was born [63 B.C.], his father, Octavius, had conducted suc-

cessful military operations against fugitive slaves in the region.

''Galus Octavius, fether of Augustus, the first Roman emperor.

Source: Suetonius, Lifi (^Augustus, 3.1, 7.1.
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and Literary Som-ces

Appian (ca.. A.D. 90s-160s) Appian was a Greek from Alexandria in

Egypt He acquired Roman citizenship and held a number of high-ranking

posts in the bureaucracy of the Roman state in the early- to mid-second
century a.d.:under the emperors Hadrian and Antoninus Pius. In the 160s,

Appian composed a history of Rome from its origins to his own day titled

Roman Affairs (Romaika). It was arranged according to the ethnic groups
the Romans confronted in their territorial expansion, with special empha-
sis on the wars they fought. Separate books were devoted to the civil wars

that beleaguered the Roman state in the last generations of the Republic.

It is important to note that Appian's Civil Wars, which includes the events

of the Spartacus war, was written well over two centuries after the war
itseK. In composing his history, Appian seems to have depended on
sources for the slave war similar to those used by Plutarch but different

from those used by Sallust and Livy. Appian had much less of a command
of Roman political institutions, dates, people, and geography than did the

Latin historians of the same events.

Atfaenaeus (ca. a.d. 150-200) Athenaeus was a Greek from the port city

of Naucratis, in Egypt. Just before the year 200, he finished writing a very

large polymorphous literary work called The Philosophers' Feast (Deip-

nosophistai)—a vast compilation of quotations from ptiilosophers uttered

during their dinner conversations. Not all of the compendium has sur-

vived. Some of the quotations are rather lengthy, and sometimes they are

the only surviving records we have of earlier historical sources that are

now lost

Aulus Gellius (ca. a.d. 125-190?) Aulus (Jellius's compendious collec-

tion of snippets of "interesting information" filled twenty books, titied Attic

Nights (Noctes Atticae). This collection preserves many fragments of

Latin literature that would otherwise have been lost

Caesar, Julius (100-44 B.C.) Julius Caesar was the dominant political

and military figure in the late Republic from the 50s B.C. until his assassi-

nation on the Ides of March, 44 B.C. He recounts his conquest of Gaul in
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Gallirowi°?^
^Commentaries on the War in Gaul (Commentarii de belle

Galileo). In three books Med On the Civil War (De bello civili) he
reports on the conflicts following his crossing of the Rubicon River innorthern Italy in January 49 b.c. These wars were fought mainly againstthe adherents of his political rival Pompey the Great.
Cassias Die (ca a.d. 160^230s) Cassius Dio was a wealthy senatorfrom Nicaea m the province of Bithynia, in the northwestern comer of
present-day Turkey. In the last decades of his life, Dio served SverS
liTf'v^^^'T'

'consul and governor of important provinces
coniposed an eighty-volume work titled RomanWatrs iRomaika) that covered events from the foundation of the city of

rJT^ p It
^^"^ ^^'^^ history have not survived

mtact. For the nunierous passages that are quoted in this reader, we are

forfrom^ oTgta?^^^
"^^^ ^^«

SStlS Ki?'*^'" ^^^V^^-
^•''•^ ^^"^^ ^^'""^^ Cato, also known as

in^Sl i l^'
^ dominant political and cultural figure at the time ofRome s last wars against Carthage, its great rival in the western Mediter-

ranean. Durmg his long life (he died at age eighty-five, just as Rome's
final war wift Car&age began), Cato witnessed the massive Iran^ma
^Zf i ^T""^- fro*" Tusculum, an agricultural
center about fifteen miles southeast of Rome. Throughout his life he pro^

which conflicted strongly with another side of Cato: a landholder whow Inri"""
^""'"^^^"^ ^"^'^^^^ commerciaUzedaSture, and who was consequently deeply involved in trade and commerceAs part of his devotion to Roman tradition and his own Latin cultuTr Cato

prodded many of the earUest texts in Latin prose, includinrthe fi^ t ^^^^^^^
scale history in I^tm and the first handbook devoted to the new sla?^based agnculhire, On Agriculture (De agricultura). The latter is theearhest extensive work in Latin prose that has survived.

Cicero (106-43 b c.) Marcus Tullius Cicero was a great orator and sen-atond pobhcian of the last generation of the Roman Republic. He made aconsiderable reputation for himself when he was still young by conducting the prosecution of a fellow senator named Gaius Verres. Verres hadbeen the governor of the Roman province of SicOy from 73 to 71 bcBecause of formal complaints lodged against him by the Sicilians Verreswas put on tnal on the charge of gross maladministration. In thrSal of 70B c., Cicero msinuated that during Verres' governorship, which coveredfte same years as the Spartacus slave war in Italy, he had coHudedS
been one of the mam causes of the earlier slave wars in Sicily Cicero's

Sirh'J'''
^^"""^^^^'-^^ an Verrem), are an important'^ource ofSicihan history during the years of the Spartacus war.
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Columella (ca. mid-first century a.d.) Lucius Junius Moderatus Col-
umella was a wealthy man of senatorial rank who came from the Roman
municipality of Gades (now Cadiz) in southern Spain. His long life

spanned at least the first six decades of the first century a.d. He was,
therefore, a contemporary of his Spanish compatriot, the senator and
philosopher Seneca. Like Cato and Varro before him. Columella, in his old
age (probably in the a.d. 60s), composed a manual on slave-based farms
titled On Agriculture (De Re Rustica) as well as a companion work titled
On Orchards (De Arboribus). On Agriculture is the largest and most com-
prehensive surviving guide to the new Roman slave-based agriculture.

Diodorus Siculus (ca. 90s-40s B.C.) Diodorus "the Sicilian," who lived
in the first century b.c, came from the city of Ag^rion, in the Roman
province of Sicily He eventiially left his home in Sicily to settle in the city
of Rome, where he completed a forty-book general history of the worid
titled The Library (Biblioth^ke). He probably relied on an earlier history
written by Posidonius for the events of the great slave wars in Sicily in the
second century b.c. Only fifteen books of Diodorus's worid history have
survived. Unfortunately, those on the Sicilian slave wars have been lost.
Only fragmentary quotations from them, which appear in sources written
several centuries after his death, remain.

Floras (ca. a.d. 100-150) Publius(?) Annaeus Florus was a Latin author,
perhaps from North Africa, who we think flourished during the reign of
the emperor Hadrian (a.d. 117-138). His one known historical work (its

title is unknown) was an abridgment of the Roman wars from the begin-
ning of the Republic to the time of the first emperor, Augustus.

Frontinus (ca. a.d. 30-104) Sextus lulius Frontinus was a high-ranking
Roman senator who served emperors through the end of the first century
and the beginning of the second century a.d. He is best known for his ser-
vice as chief manager of the aqueducts that provided the city of Rome
with water and for the technical work that he composed on aqueducts.
Frontinus also wrote other technical treatises, including the Stratagems
(Strategemata), a compilation of various tactical tricks and maneuvers
used by military commanders. These examples were taken almost wholly
from existing literary and historical texts.

Livy (64 b.c.-a.d. 12?) The Roman historian Livy (Titus Livius) was
bom at Patavium (now Padua), in northern Italy, just before the mid-first
century b.c. During the reign of the first emperor, Augustus, he com-
posed a 142-book History ofRome (its Latin tifle is Ab Urbe Condita, "From
the founding of the city of Rome") that covered the period from the ori-
gins of the city to his own day Only thirty-five books remain intact. The
accounts of the slave wars were in books that have been lost. Only brief
Summaries (Periochae) of their contents survive. These are of variable
quality and provide uneven coverage of the events. For example, they con-
tain information on the first slave war in Sicily and on the Spartacus war,
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but nothing on the second Sicilian slave war. The writer who was summa-

rizing Livy must have felt that other matters were of greater importance.

Obsequens, Julius Qate fourth, perhaps early fifth, century a.d.) Julius

Obsequens compiled the Book of Prodigies (Liber Prodigiorum), which

included extraordinary and abnormal occurrences imbued with religious

significance. He depended mainly on synopses of the historian Livy, there-

fore providing us with snippets of information that were originally con-

tained in Livy's lost books.

Orosius (ca. a.d. 380s-420s) Paulus Orosius was a Christian priest who
fled from Spain to North Africa before the Vandal invasion of Spain in the

early fifth century A.p. One of the last historians of the Roman Empire

who wrote in Latin, Orosius composed his History against the Pagans (His-

toria adversus paganos) after a.d. 415 at the behest of Saint Augustine.

His seven-book history recounts events from the creation of the world to

A.D. 418. In regard to the Sicilian slave wars, it is believed that Orosius

mainly summarized the accounts by Livy, which have been lost Orosius's

narratives are therefore important because they probably preserve some
of Livy's original reports.

Plutarch (ca. a.d. 40s-120s) Plutarch was a wealthy landovmer and a

member of the local aristocracy of the city of Chaeronea, in Greece. Born

around the mid-first century a.d., he reached the peak of his political

career at the beginning of the second century, in an age when men like

himself came to see public service for the Roman Empire as compatible

with their traditional Greek culture. The author of numerous and varied

works, Plutarch is perhaps most famous for his Parallel Lives (Bioi),

biographies of eminent Greeks and Romans in which a famous Greek is

matched with his equal in the Roman world. For example, Plutarch com-

pared the Athenian politician Pericles with the Roman general Quintus

Fabius Maximus.

Fosidonius (ca. 130s-50s B.C.) Posidonius (Poseidonios) was a Stoic

philosopher, a historian, and a scientific polymath who originally came

from Apamea, in Syria. His fifty-two volume history of the Mediterranean

world from 146 B.C. to at least the 80s B.C. has survived only in fragments.

It probably included the principal original accounts of the two great slave

wars in Sicily on which Diodorus Siculus depended when he wrote the

accounts that we now use as our main sources for information on these

wars. For modern scholars, the loss of this history is acute because of the

close attention Posidonius paid to social and economic forces in his expla-

nations of historical events.

Sallust (ca. 86-35 B.C.) The Roman historian Gains Sallustius Crispus is

best known for his history of the Jugurthine War between the Romans
and the forces of the African king Jugurtha fi'om 111 to 105 B.C., and for

his account of the Catiline conspiracy, an unsuccessful revolt against the

Roman Republic in 63 B.C. In the late 40s and early 30s B.C., Sallust also
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composed an incomplete history of Rome that covered the events from

the death of Sulla in 78 b.c. at least down to the year 67 e.g. Unfortu-

nately, Sallusfs History (Historiae) has survived only in fragments.

Seneca (ca. a.d. 1-65) Lucius Annaeus Seneca, whose life spanned the

first six decades of the first century A.D., was an immensely wealthy

Roman senator who came from Spain. He was an important political figure

during the reign of the emperor Nero (a.d. 54-68), by whom he was com-

pelled to commit suicide m. a.d. 65. Seneca was an adherent of the Stoic

school of philosophy and a prolific writer. In some of his moral letters and

treatises, he was much concerned with how humans deal with maltreat-

ment and misfortune, a theme also mirrored in his tragedies.

Strabo (ca. 60s B.C.-A.D. 20s) A historian and geographer from Amaseia

in Pontus, on the northern shore of modem-day Turkey, and also a stu-

dent of Stoic philosophy, Strabo composed his main works in the reign of

the first Roman emperor, Augustus. His seventeen-book Geography (Geo-

graphia) covers the whole Mediterranean world under Roman rule. This

text has survived in its entirety.

Suetonius (ca. a.d. 70-130) Gains Suetonius Tranquillus was a distin-

guished Roman, probably of North African origin, who rose through the

imperial service to attain the post of secretary to the emperor Hadrian. He
is most famous for his biographies of the rulers of Rome from Julius Cae-

sar to Domitian.

Symmachus (ca. a.d. 340-402) Quintus Aurelius Symmachus was a

very wealthy, high-ranking Roman senator who served in a number of

senior posts in the imperial adminisfration in the late fourth century a.d.

His Letters (Epistulae) reflect the daily tasks and problems of a Roman
noble.

Tacitus (ca. a.d. 55-120?) Cornelius Tacitus was a wellborn Roman sen-

ator whose family may have come from southern Gaul. He served in high-

ranking imperial posts, in the late first and early second centuries a.d.

Tacitus is most famous for his two histories of Rome: the Annals

(Annales), which covers events from a.d. 14 to 68, and the Histories (His-

toriae), which covers the years a.d. 69 to 96.

Valeriius Maximus (early first century a.d.) Valerius Maximus wrote

during the reign of Tiberius, the second emperor of Rome. In the late 20s

and early 30s, he compiled a collection tided Memorable Deeds and Say-

ings (Factorum ac dictorum memorabilium libri), featuring famous

Romans and non-Romans, which he dedicated to Tiberius. This work is of

extremely variable quality, but it preserves items from family sources and

traditions that would otherwise be lost.

Varro (116-27 B.C.) Marcus Terentius Varro came from the town of

Reate, about forty-five miles northeast of Rome. As a senator, he was

deeply involved in the high politics of his day, but he also was an amazing
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polymath of Latin culture. As part of the life, of leisure that was the cul-
tural obligation and privilege of men of his class, Varro wrote treatises on
a wide range of subjects, from satire and biography to music and gram-
mar. In the early 30s B.C., when he was eighty years old, he began writing
his manual On Agriculture (Res Rusticae), a work that he dedicated in
part to his wife, Fundania, who had large rural estates of her own. Th&
treatise was both a technical handbook on how to manage a great agricul-
tural estate and a moral guide on how to conduct oneself as an owner. It is
worth remembering that Varro would have been in his late teens at the
time of the second great slave war in Sicily and that he would have beenm his nud-forties at the time of the Spartacus war. Since Varro was an offi-
cer who served Pompey throughout this period, including in the war
against Sertorius in Spain, it is possible that he had some firsthand experi-
ence of the final stages of the Spartacus war.

VeUeius Paterculus (ca. 20 b.c.-a.d. 30s?) Gaius Velleius Paterculus
was a moderately distinguished Roman senator, soldier, and politician
whose professional life spanned the early decades of Ihe first century a.d
He composed a synoptic history under the second Roman emperor,
Tibenus. In many respects merely mundane or worse, Velleius's history
contains valuable information fi-om historical narratives of the first cen-
tury B.C. that are now lost to us.

Glossary of Greek eind Latin Terms

aedile A Roman magistrate in charge of commerce and the business
operations of the state. Aediles issued edicts that governed the sale of
slaves in town and city marketplaces.

as, asses A small bronze (later copper) coin in the Roman monetary
system; four asses equaled one sestertius.

cohort An operational unit of the Roman army Ordmarily the major
subdivision of the legion, it usually contained about 500 to 550 men.

consul One of the two highest officials of the Roman state, elected
annually to a one-year term. The consul's powers could be formally
extended, or prorogued, to permit him, as proconsul, to exercise the
power of a consul in command of military forces in the field or to govern a
province of the empire.

denarius, denarii The standard Roman silver coin, worth four sester-

ces. It was often used as the means of payment of state accounts,

eques, equites Originally, a member of the elite cavalry in the very
early Republic. By the period of the slave wars, however, equites were
essentially wealthy Roman citizens who ranked immediately below sena-
tors in prestige and formed a non-office-holding elite. They were often
identified with commercial and trading interests, but any clear-cut distinc-

tion between them and senators in this regard was largely a matter of sta-

tus and political rank.

latifundia Literally, "wide fields." The term was devised in the early
empire to refer to the extensive property holdings of one landlord (domi-
nus), which were exploited by a slave workforce. Latifundia were some-
times huge continuous tracts of land, but very often they consisted of a
number of farms located in different areas that were held collectively by
one dominus.

Latin Name Originally, a collection of Latin-speaking communities south
of Rome that held a special legal status connecting them to the Roman
state. Also, communities of similar status in Italy who were formally tied
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to the Roman state and who could be called on to provide military assis-

tance.

legate A military officer, appointed by a superior military commander,
who acted as the commander's subordinate.

legion The standard unit of the Roman army. Mainly, a large infantry

formation, with some additional cavalry, that contained about 5,500 men
and was commanded by a consul or his direct subordinate, a praetor.

lictor Aq attendant of a high-ranking Roman magistrate, usually a con-

sul or praetor, who carried the fasces, a ceremonial bundle of bound rods,

before the magistrate as a S3mibol of his power.

mina A unit of money in the eastern part of the Roman Empire that was
roughly equal to one hundred denarii.

ovatio A second-rate victory parade awarded to a Roman conmiander
for killing the requisite number of formally recognized enemies of the

state. The general walked or rode on horseback and was crowned with

myrtle. This procession was much less impressive than a triumph.

pontifex maximus The highest ranking priest in the Roman state. He
headed the college of pontifices, who served on the highest council of

priests in Rome. This was a position held for life and was attained by pop-

ular election.

praetor A high official of the Roman state, ranking immediately below
the consuls in power and authority. He was elected for a one-year term,

but his powers could be extended, or prorogued, to allow him, as proprae-

tor, to command military forces or to govern a province of the empire.

There were six praetors at the time of the Sicilian slave wars, eight at the

time of the Spartacus war.

praetorian prefect One of the two commanders of the Praetorian

Guard at Rome. By the second century a.d., the prefects had achieved a

general legal jurisdiction over Italy beyond the one-hundredth milestone

outside the city of Rome.

proconsul See consul.

propraetor See praetor.

prorogue, prorogation To extend in time the powers of a Roman offi-

cial, such as a consul or praetor. This extension was called a prorogation.

quaestor An official of the Roman state, usually elected for a one-year

term and ranking below the praetors and aediles. Normally placed in

charge of financial matters, a quaestor could have his powers prorogued
and be sent to a province as a fiscal assistant to the Roman governor.

There were probably a dozen or more such officials at the time of the

Sicilian slave wars, twenty at the time of the Spartacus war.
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senate, senatus consiiltum The senate was the main deliberative

body of the Roman state, comprising about three hundred of its most pow-

erful men at the time of the Sicilian slave wars, double that number at the

time of the Spartacus war. Senators debated public policy and issued

orders to the chief magistrates of the state. Such an order, or piece of

advice, was called a senatus consultum, which had the effect of law.

sestertius, sestertii or sesterces A bronze coin that was the standard

unit of computation in the Roman system of coinage. At the time of the

slave wars, four sesterces equaled one denarius.

Sibylline Books A collection of sacred and secret religious texts con-

sulted by the magistrates of the Roman state at the order of the senate

whenever an emergency struck

talent A unit of weight equaling approximately sixty to sixty-five pounds

of a precious metal in the eastern Roman Empire. Also, a unit of money.

The Attic talent was worth approximately sixty minae or six thousand

denarii. In the province of Egypt, however, a talent was worth only about

fifteen himdred denarii.

triumph A victory celebration staged by a Roman military commander.

It featured a great parade through the city of Rome in which his soldiers

marched and the captives and booty taken in the war were put on display

vilicus, vilica The manager of a farm exploited by slave labor. The vili-

cus was in charge of all the farm's day-to-day matters, including managing

the slaves' work duties and arranging for their food, clotiiing, and other

needs. He was also in charge of acquiring tools and supplies for the farm

and reported on the farm's production to the owner, or dominus. Fre-

quentiy, the vilicus himself was a slave or former slave. His wife, the vil-

ica, often helped him run the farm.



A Chronology of the Slave Wars
(198-60 B.C.)

The events of the first and second slave wars on Sicily and of the Sparta-
cus war are highlighted in boldb^ce.

198 B.C. A slave revolt takes place at Setia in Italy.

196 B.C. The praetor Manius Acilius Glabrio suppresses a slave con-
spiracy in Etruria.

191 B.C. The praetor Aulus Cornelius Mammula is sent to Bruttium.

"^2" praetor Qater propraetor) Marcus Tuccius serves in
88 B.C. Bruttium and Apulia.

186 B.C. The Roman senate and the consuls repress a Bacchanalian
conspiracy in Rome and southern Italy.

185 B.C. The praetor Lucius Postumius Tempsanus crushes a slave
uprising around Tarentum, in southern Italy

184 B.C. The propraetor Lucius Postumius Tempsanus continues the
repression of slave uprisings in southern Italy and completes
his investigation of Bacchanalian conspiracies in the same
region.

183 B.C. The praetor Lucius Pupius is placed in charge of another
inquiry into Bacchanalian conspiracies in southern Italy

181 B.C. The praetor Lucius Duronius is put in charge of Apulia and
conducts another investigation into Bacchanalian troubles.
(J^ote: With the loss of the continuous narrative provided by
Livy for the period after 168/67 b.c., we are much less well
informed about events and government officials to the end of
the century.)

160s B.C. Cato the Elder composes the first extensive manual on slave-
based agriculture in Latin.

167 B.C. The proconsul Lucius Aemilius PauDus, returning to Rome
from Macedonia, sacks 70 towns in Epirus and organizes the
mass enslavement of about 150,000 people.
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166 B.C. Delos, an island in the center of the Aegean Sea, is turned
into a free port by the Roman Senate. It becomes a focal point

for the slave trade out of the eastern Mediterranean.

146 B.C. Rome destroys the cities Carthage and Corinth and enslaves

their surviving inhabitants. This marks the end of the first

great cycle of Rome's wars of Mediterranean conquest.

135 B.C. Outbreak of the slave war on the island of Sicily, led by
Eunus at Enna, in the east-central part of the island.

(Lucius?) Cornelius Lentulus, the praetor governing
Sicily, is defeated by the rebel slaves. Lucius Plautius
Hypsaeus, a praetorian commander on the island, is

defeated by the combined slave forces led by Eunus
and Kleon.

134 B.C. The consul Gaius Fulvius Flaccus is .assigned to the
slave war, superseding Titus Manlius as commander in

chief. Manlius is left as a subordinate commander in

the central and eastern parts of the island.

133 B.C. The praetor Marcus Perperna commands operations
against the slaves around Enna. Lucius Calpumius
Piso Frugi, the consular commander, lays siege to

Enna. The praetor Titus Manlius conducts operations
against slaves in the south-central part of Sicily. Mar-
cus Perperna celebrates an ovatio at Rome.

Aristonicus begins a rebellion in Pergamum, in Asia Minor;

among his supporters are peasants and slaves.

Tiberius Gracchus, tribune of the plebs at Rome, attempts an
agrarian reform program but is assassinated.

132 B.C. The consul Publius Rupilius is sent out to conduct the
final phases of the war against the slaves in Sicily and to

effect a general reorganization of the Roman province.

130 B.C. The revolt of Aristonicus is crushed with the aid of Roman
forces under the consul Marcus Perperna.

123 B.C. Gaius Gracchus is tribune of the plebs.

121 B.C. Gaius Gracchus is assassinated.

105 B.C. The war against King Jugurtha in North Africa ends. The
consul Gaius Marius now directs the principal Roman mili-

tary efforts against large-scale Germanic invasions in south-

em Gaul.

104 B.C. Publius licinius Nerva, the praetor govei-ning Sicily,

receives an order from the senate to investigate the sta-

tus of free persons illegally held in slavery on the
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island. The second Sicilian slave war, led by Salvius

(a.k.a. Tryphon) and Athenion, b^ins.

Lucius lidnius Lucullus, one of the praetors at Rome,
receives a command against rebel slaves at Capua, in south-

ern Italy.

103 B.C. Lucius licinius Lucullus, as propraetor, takes com-
mand of the war gainst the slaves in Sicily.

102 B.C. Salvius (Tryphon) dies. Athenion takes over the leader-

ship of the slave forces in Sicily. Gaius Servilius, as
propraetor, takes command of the Roman forces.

The praetor Marcus Antonius takes command of Roman
forces against the Cilician ph^ates. During his fourth consul-

ship, Gaius Marius defeats tiie Teutones and Ambrones in the

Battle of Aquae Sextiae.

101 B.C. The consul Manius Aquillius is dispatched to fight the
slaves in Sicily.

During his fifth consulship, Gaius Marius defeats the Cimbri
in the Battle of Vercellae, in northern Italy. Marcus Antonius,

as proconsul, continues his command against the pirates.

100 B.C. Roman forces under the command of Manius Aquillius,

as proconsul, bring an end to the second slave war in

Sicily.

99 B.C. Manius Aquillius returns to Rome to celebrate an ovatio for

his victory in Sicily.

91- Rome and its Italian allies fight the Italian War.

88 B.C.

86 B.C. Gaius Marius dies.

83- Civil war in Italy rages between the supporters of Sulla and
82 B.C. those of Gaius Marius's political heirs.

82- The domination of Lucius Cornelius Sulla as dictator (82-

79 B.C. 81 B.C.).

78 B.C. Sulla dies.

77 B.C. Renewed civil war in Italy; insmrection of the proconsul Mar-
cus Aemilius Lepidus.

77- The Roman central state wages war against the renegade
72 B.C. Quintus Sertorius in Spain. Pompey the Great is dispatched

to command the Roman forces, which finally brings the war
to an end by a covert operation. Sertorius is assassinated.

73 B.C. Gladiators under the leadership of Spartacus break out
from the gladiatorial training school at Capua, b^in-
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ning the Sp£u-tacus slave war. The praetor Gaius

Claudius Glaber is imsuccessful m his attempt to

besiege the slaves on Vesuvius. Lucius Cossinius, sent

out to assist the praetor Publius Varinius, is almost

captured in battle and dies.

Gaius Verres serves his first year as governor of the province

of Sicily.

72 B.C. Armies sent out z^ainst the slaves and commanded by

the two consuls, Lucius Gellius Publicola and Gnaeus

Cornelius Lentulus Clodianus, are defeated by Sparta-

cus. Quintus Arrius, as propraetor, scores a great vic-

tory over the slaves led by Crixus in Apulia, but he and

Gellius are later defeated by Spartacus. Marcus

Licinius Crassus acquires overall command of the war

against Spartacus. The praetor Gnaeus Manlius is

defeated by Spartacus.

Gaius Verres serves his second year as governor of Sicily

71 B.C. The Roman army, under the proconsul Marcus Licinius

Crassus, temporarily traps Spartacus in Bruttium dur-

ing the winter, but Spartacus escapes. The final battle

against the slaves takes place in northern Lucania.

Roman lemons under the proconsul Pompey the Great

arrive from Spain to confront the remnants of the slave

forces; six thousand slaves are crucified along the

AppianWiEQ^.

Gdus Verres serves his third and final year as governor of

Sicily

70 B.C. Pompey the Great and Marcus licinius Crassus serve as

consuls.

Cicero leads the prosecution of Gaius Verres, former gover-

nor of Sicily.

70- Mopping-up operation against fugitive slaves in southern Italy.

60 B.C.

67 B.C. Pompey the Great reteives an extensive military command to

rid the Mediterranean of piracy.

63 B.C. The conspiracy of the yoimg Roman nobleman Lucius Sergius

Catilina (Catilme). There are fears that slaves will become

involved in the armed insurrection when the fighting breaks

out, but Catiline refuses to recruit them.

61 B.C. Gaius Octavius involved in mopping up operations against

remnants of Spartacus's and Catiline's followers in Southern

Italy

I



Questions for Consideration

1. What smiilarities can you see in the three major slave wars? Tn w>,at
extent do you think that Spartacus and the sk4s wWbelkd^A
was the Spartacus war different from the earlier slave wars and why^

2. What IS- the relationship between the more usual forms of slave resistance (running away, stealing, deliberately damagfa^Lo s ^d oroi"

3. What factors created the social and economic conditions fevering large-

:s:hS^^r^^TSSitir -^^^

Srf"'"'^n-''''''
^^^'^^ ^hich histoS usftJei' fsthere any distinction in value because some authors Tuch as PU^lJhwere biographers, whereas others, such as s2:rCf\!i!^:Zf'

T of potential resistance? What means
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struct of what probably happened? Where and why does the film

depart from existing historical sources?

8. Although no words or accounts of the slaves themselves have sur-

vived, is it possible to reconstruct what some of their motives or aims
were? What do you think were the objectives they hoped to achieve

when they rebelled?

9. Did the slaves succeed? What does successful resistance in the case

of slaves mean? What significance would you, as a historian, give to

large-scale violent resistance to slavery as seen in these wars? In the

history of slavery? In the history of human freedom? In our under-

standing of how slave societies actually worked?

10. Read either Howard Fast's novel Spartacus or Arthur Koestler's novel

The Gladiators. How and why do they diverge from the known histori-

cal facts? Read some of the authors' own accounts on how and why
they wrote these novels. Were these writers aware of conflicts

between their novels and the facts?

11. The wars pitted former slaves on the one side against free persons,

represented by the magistrates of the state, on the other. By reading

carefully, can you discern the participation of other free persons

(peasant farmers or poor citizens, for example) in these wars? Did
they play a significant role?
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